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k
at this P.M. Filament and you
will understand why P.M. Valves
are the best vâlue on the market.

!Í.[THESE
seven P.M. advantages reduce your maintenance
costs and give you better results-.
5 resilient

I

filament supports

GREATER EMISSION SERVICE.

P.M. Filaments have up to 5 times
greater emission surface than ordinary filaments ensuring a much wider range of
power for economical operation; in fact, these new filaments are so conservatively
rated that they give ample results at lower voltages than marked and will stand
up to a reasonâble overload.

I

1

keeping filament in
permanent alignment.

S

LONGER VALVE LIFE. Thespecialalloyofrare metals that formsthe heavy

2

____________________________
Filament two complete

I-

covering of P.M. Filaments is prepared by a patented process that secures a
copious flow of electrons and the operating temperature is so low that this precious
alloy cannot be discharged, a definite proof of long useful life.

¡

UNBREAKAILE FILAMENT. P.M. Filaments are longer than ordinary
filaments, and retain their ductility even after x,000 hours life, so that it is possible
to tie them in a knot. At no time does the low operating temperature cause sag,

3

-

and these filaments are specially set round the five strong resilient hooks so that
they re free front tension and cannot be broken except by the very roughest

-

Anode (with two supports) Cut
away to show filament and grid.

handling.

.

A

'-t

.

NO VISIBLE GLOW.

The extreme economy in heat of P.M. Filaments can
be judged by the fact that no sign of glow can be discerned during operation.

REDUCED CURRENT CONSUMPTION.

It

i

ana

counts

i

.

I

.

'trns

you jay

is

wna

The unique method of mounting th*
NO. MICROPIIONC NOISES.
filament within the field of the grid and anode, so that the filament lies without
tension or sag in its Correct position, and all the electrons are utilised and controlled,
completely eliminates all microphonic noises, leaving an effective background of
silence to emphasise faithful reception.

for.

.

-

For 4-volt gccumutator or

?7

3 dry cells.

/

THE P.M.3. (General Purpose)
01 amp. 16/6
THEP.M.4(Power) 01 amp. 22/6
For 6-voit accumulator or

t

P.M. Fflaments only require
one-tenth ampere filament current, giving up to seven times the life of each
accumulator charge, a reductiot to one-seventh in your Cost of accumulator
maintenance.

that
1 ilarnent

the

is

MAJESTIC VOLUME.
csigned to give

Every P.M. Valve. ii a master valve in its own class,

you

Perfect

Radio Reception

4 dry cells

THE P.M.5 (General Purpose)
01 amp.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE VALVES
WITH THE P.M. FILAMENT

22/6

THE P.M.6 (Power) 01 amp.. 22/6

i;

For 2-volt accuont4ator

THE PM.1 H.F. 0:1 amp. 15/6
THE P.M.1 L.F. 01 amp. 15/6
THEP.M.2(Power)0l5amp. 18/6
Z

ho. Dric,sda ,sot ap,ly hsloish Fo.Stata

._11c.YI

Ji
AIDVT.,

¡

-

THE

THE.MA5TER..VALvE:

MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO.. LTD.. NIGHTINGALE LANE. BALHAM, LONDON. S.W
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ITCAN BE DEMONSTRATED THAT FERRANTI AUDIO FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS ENHANCE THE VALUE OF ANY SET.
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-NEWCÓMPONENTS-

y
s

.LÚVVER 'PRICES
new Igranic Radio Accessories Catalogue
ready. It contains particulars of

THE
is now

NEW AND INTERESTING
many
PONENTS' and SUBSTANTIAL

I

COMPRICE
REDUCTIONS made possible by improved
manufacturing methods. Even if you are in io immediate need of components you
will find the new -Igranic catalogue -of considerabkinterest and very, useful for references

SEND FOR
F.

..-

The new IGRANIC CATALOGUE.

-

The leaflet entitled "SHORT WAVE RECEPTION" showing. diagrams and suggesfions for constructing and operating short wave receivers.
The ingenious "MULTI-CIRCUIT FOLDER" which can 'be folded in various ways
to show many different circuits.

The_leaflet. of "JACK SWITCHIN
DIAGRAMS" showing how to connect
jacks for the control of modern circuits.
____

r-

H

L.

Send us a Post Card-now, before
you forget-just bearing your Name
and Address and No. J.80. The
above publications will be sent
you immediately.

IGRANIC

DUAL CONDENSERS.
If you are building the "Elstree
Six" use Igranic Dual Variable
Condensers.
0003

COO5

Prices (as illustrated):

mfd. (each section) ..22/6
infd.,,
..... 27/
149

r

-

£62

112

QUEEN VICTORIA ST.,
WORKS: BEDFORD.

replying to £IdVCVLiSCYS, please mention

(MNjÇ)
visit the
National Radio Exhibition at Olympia on
September 4th to 18th, be
sure to call at the Igranic
Stands, Nos. 72 and 73.
ViHEN

you

LONDON.

Tim WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR..
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WITH ONE CO T O

E

O'CONNELL
Simplicity of construction and ease of control are features of this receiver. No skill
is needed to handle it, it can be always ready for use, and it is capable of receiving
quite a number of broadcasting stations in addition to the local transmission.
By

-

in

'Phone: City 9911.

Published by Radio Press, Ltd., Bush House, Strand, W.C.2.

A

Io

IQnr
lorr

IIlII

ONE of the greatest services rendered by broadcasting to the
public is that it gives entertainment and a means of passing the
time to those who, on account of illness,
are unable to enjoy those
pleasures which most of us take as a
matter of course. A few years ago
the bed-ridden invalid was virtually
dead to the world, but now, by the
aid of a simple wireléss receiver he

-

*

R.

J.

and the controls must be as few as
possible. In order that tuo problem
of distance may be satisictori1y
solved, it is practically essential that
one stage of high-frequency amphiification should be employed, this neecssitating the use of two tuning controls,
at least, if tuned stages are to be
used.

less, the receiver used should be simple

to operate and capable of giving puro
and clear reproduction of the programme received. With the intention
of fulfilling these requirements and
also the important one of cheapness
in construction and running cost, the
three-valve set to be described here
has been designed, and it is hoped
that many readers will find in it the
set for which they have been looking.

-

Simplified

Tuning

There are, of course, methods of

-*

-

t

*
s

o'

*

,

''
:

*

*
*

There is nothing in the appearance of the receiver to make the unskilled operator doubt
his ability to handle it.

eau, iii a few moments, transport himself to the theatre, concert hail or
church and hear all that is taking
place there, better than many of the
people in the building.
Of course, if he is to obtain the
greatest possible enjoyment from wire-

Providing for Distant Reception

When designing a receiver to meet
these requirements, two facts must be
kept well in mind-the user may desire to operate the set at a faii distance from the broadcasting statiolk

coupling the high-frequency valve
which do not necessitate tuning of
the anode circuit, such as the apeno.
dio method of coupling, to quote a
well-known example, and in a receiver
so designed, the method of tuning is
greatly simplified.
The amount ot

963

-
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Three-Valve

aixplifieation may 1)0 a lititls less thai
which an experimenter would
obtain eith a tuned stage, but from
the point of view of easy operation. it
has much to commend it.

and are wound in the manner of the
usual barrel type of plug-in trausfor-.
mer. The sizes of the coil Li and
the high-frequency transformer may
be ehánged according to the wave-

that

t.

Set with Úne Control--conlinued
-

I

.

I

JACK

'I.RL

1cfL

L

1

t,

r

-

HF. TRANS
----------1

I

Those readers who are desirous of
building this set should collect togetlier the following components and
materials. Following the components
mentioned, the name of the manufacturer or the trade mark is given; this
*H.T+21 information is intended for the beneftt
of those readers who wish to dupliCHTi cate the receiver illustrated, though it
must, of course, be understood that
HTother similar goods will do equally vc.11
so long as the values are as given in
the accompanying list.

V2

Components Used
lattei point is one of some
importance, for the final design of a
receiver is the outcome of careful
experiment on the port of the designer. All the values of components
have been specially chosen for the beet
results, and any departure therefrom
may quite possibly mean that the set
will either not
oj'k as well as it
otherwise would, or that its tuning
range is altered and possibly restricted.

0003

L

CL.

-

H
k
-

-

Fig. 1.-Plug-in units are used for the H.F. transformer, making
alterations in the wavelength range a simple matter.

-

-

One ebonite panel 14 in. by 7 in. by
in. Paragon).
Oiie cabinet to take above panel,
and baseboard, 14 in. by 7 in. by
6 in. (Cameo).
Two right-angle brackets (Ca.nwo).
Two aperiodic high-frequency transforiners (Curtis A and B).

length which it is desired to receive,
the set being suitable for use upon the
lower brondeast band or upon the
longer wavelength of Daventry.
No reaction has been eni4ployed in
the receiver, as it was deemed iiiadvisable to make any departure from

Few Controls
In the 'receiver to be described, an
aperiodic" transformer is employed,
thereby eliminating one of the condenseis usnally found in a three-valve
set consisting of one high-frequency
stage, a detector and one losv-freIn order that the
quency valve.
operation of, the receiver should be
still further simplified, it was decided
to eliminate the filament controle and
employ a switch for turning on and
off the low-tension current;

Ease of Construction

t

-

This

k

L

-

-

The vertical panel and baseboard
design lias been used in order that
the valves and coils may be completely -enclosed within the cabinet.
This method of construction permits
of easy wiring of the coni.ponenta, and
at the same time affords n protection
to the valves which would be i.ni.pos
sible if these were mounted on the
panel. As will be seen from the photograph, the only components appearing
on the latter are the variable condenon-and-off switch, and loudser,

.,

,,

J

.,

.

.

H

f

.,

-

speaker jack.
A

-,

-"'-'

-

f

I

St

o.Q.

Point of Convenience

The constant aerial tuning method
of coupling the aerial to the set has
been employed in order that, should
the reader construct this set for a
friend, he may be ahle to calibrate it
approximately on his- own ,aerial and
forward it with
nplete tuning inatructions to the person for whom it
is .intended.
The coil LI, which is
the aeria1 coil, is tuned by a variable
condenser having a capacity of .000.5.
The bwo coils L2 and L3 constitute
the aperiodic transformer windings
.

-

¿

-':

--

-

'JT'.

'

This photograph will be of assistance in arranging the' connecting
wires. Reference to Fig. 3 will give the further details needed.
the strictest sinplicity of operation.
Three " Lotus" antipbonic vatvo
In nny ease, if the reader follows careholders (Garnett, Whiteley & Co.).
fully the layout and wiring of the
One anti-oapacity
valve-holder
components as shown in the photo(Burne Joncs & Co., Ltd.).
graphs, he should have no difficulty in
One .0005 vaiiiaWe square-law contuning in a ndmber of distant stadenser (Jackson Bro&).
tians without the help usually obtained
One general-purpose low4rcquency
f rom reaction.
transformer (C. A. Vandervell).
-

,

904

-

-.-
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Three-Va ve Set with One Control-continued

One board.nounting coil socket
(Burne Jones & Co., Ltd.).
One on-and-off switch (Igranio Electri; Ltd.).
One loud-speaker jack (Igranio Electric, Ltd.).

sions shown will give sufficient clearance
After all the holes have been

As wIll be seen from the above list,
the components required for the construction of the receiver are not expensive, and the total cost, exclusive
of ie valves and accessories, should
not exceed £4.

.

drilled, secure the pane' to the baseboard and ascertain that both are a
good fit in the cabinet. Next mount
the components ori the pânel and the

-

-

t
-S..

A.tc.

-

2°.

.

.

I

.4'

i

.3.
Î"

-

.

.

3F
L.S

41

.1

2"

Fig.

2,-The

L
few dimensions required for marking out the panel may be taken from this drawing.
print No. C1058A may also be obtained if desired.

One three-terminal strip.
One seven-terminal strip.
One combined gridleak 2 megohms,
and condenser .0003 (Watmei).
One .0001 fixed condenser (Curtis).

Drilling the Panel

I

If the components mentioned are
used, tho drilling of the panel may be
undertaken with Fig. 2 as a guide,

.1

I

I

Blue-

baseboard as indicated in the liagrams, after which the wiring may be
commenced.

Wiring

.,

-

J

The wiring up of the parts on the
baseboard should be done first. It is

advisable to connect the filament leads
first of all. This may be done with
the exception of the connection to the
on-and-off switch, which should be 1ef
until all the other wiring has been

eomplted.
Next proceed to wire up the connections from the aerial coil to the
variable condenser, then those to the
low-frequency transformer and jack,
and lastly to the filament switch.
When connecting the variable condenser, be sure that the moving vanes
are connected to earth.
If the wiring as illustrated in the
photographs and wiring diagram is

.

Valves of types suitable for the different functions should be used
in order to obtain the best results. They must be of similar ñlament
voltage rating, as no resistances are used.

One packet if Radio Press panel
transfers.
Quantity of Glazite, screws, etc.

hut shouiçi any of the parts be of
other niaitufacture, then the reader
should assure himself that the dimen-

carefully followed, no difficulty should
be experienced in carrying out this
operation.
Valves to Use
This receiver is intended for use wit-it
two-volt valves, and all three valves
should be of the same type, since no
filament resistances a re employed.
In the original receiver 2 P.iL.1 and
i P.M.2 type of valves were used, and
these gave very satisfactory results.
Other two-volt valves whicf -will be

965
/
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Three-Valve Set with One Control-continued

found quite suitable are the Cosor
Point One, Marconi or Osram D.E.R.
and D.E.2 and Ediswan A.R.D.E., and
other similar valves.

may be applied, the aerial and earth
connected up, when the set will be
ready for use.
To use this set for the reception on
the broadcast band of wavelengths
with the aerial connected to the terminal marked C.A.T. a No. 50 plug-in
coil should be p'aced in the aerial
socket and a Curtis A or a Magnum
No. i or similar aperiodic transformer
in the transformer holder.

holders, the high-frequency transformer in its socket, and connect up
tho low-tension supply. On switching
on the filament current, the filaments
of the vaÑes should light up at the correct brilliancy. Now connect up the
high-tension battery, putting on a
small voltage of about 3 volts only at
first, and noting whether any chango
in the brightness of the valves occurs.
If the wiring is correct, no change will
be observed, and the correct oltage

Testing
When the receiver has been conipleted, the wiring should be thoroughly
checked and tested in the following
way before any actual tests of reception are carried out.
Place the valves in their respective

For the reception of Daventry and

-

I

1.
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-
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Fig. 3.-This diagram, in conjunction with the special instructions on the opposite ,age, should make the
wiring connections quite clear. This is available in blueprint form, No. C1058B.
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Three-Valve Set with One Con ol--continued
novice, and if the correct values of
high-tension and grid-bias voltages are
used, signals should come in with something of the purity of those received
on a crystal set.
Using a coil and transformer, as
mentioned above, with 48 volts hightension on the flrs two valves and
about 80 volts on the low-frequency
valve, excellent loud-speaker results

other long-wave stations, a No. 250
coil will be required for Li and a
Curtis B or a Magnum No. 3 for the
transformer L2 and L3.

High-Tension Voltages
The high-tension battery should be
of the tapped variety, having a voltage
of 90 or 100 volts, though excellent
results should be obtained with one of

...WIRING WORDS..

amplification employed, the selectivity

is not of a high order.
As already pointed out, once

the

receiver has been adjusted and tuned
in, it may be turned on and off by
pushing in or pulling out the switch.
The batteries may be left connected
until they require to be charged or
replaced, and the position of the
tuning condenser need not ho altered
under normal circumstances.

IN

Join CAT, terminal to one side of CAT.

condenser,
Join A terminal to other side of CAT. eondenser, also to G of Vi, and thence to one side of
Li holder and fixed vanes of Cl.
Join móving vanes of Cl to either side of LI
holder, and thence to one filament contact of VI,
E terminal, LT-terminai one filament contact
of both V2 and V3, and
+terminal.
Join together the remaining filament contacts
of Vi V2, and V3, and one contact of La on the
HF. 'transformer base.
Join other contact of LI to one side of C2 and

Rl.

Join other side of

C2

and Rl to

G of V2.

72 volts, the full value being used for
H.T.2. For H.T.l it is not recoinmended that more (han 48 volts be
used, as nothing will be gained by increasing the voltage above this figure.
If an excessive voltage is applied to
the first two valves, it will be found
to be inipossible to prevent the set
from bursting into oscillation.
The grid-bias battery may be one of
the tapped type, with the voltage

Join A of Vi to one contact of L2 on HF.
transformer base.
Join other contact of L2 tò LP. of LV. transformer and also to HT-t-i terminal.
Join A of V2 to OP. of L.F. transformer.
Join G of V3 to OS. of LV. transformer.
Join IS. of LV. transformer to G.E. - terminal.
Join A of V3 to upper contact of Jack..
Join lower contact (body) of Jack to H.T.+2
terminal.
Join one side of switch S to HT. - and L.T. +
terminals.
Join other sloe of switch S to filament positive
tag of V valve holder.
-

were obtained from 2L0 at a distance
of about 3 miles.
While the receiver was designed chiefly
for loud-speaker reception of the local
station, the long-distance iesults obtained were quite satisfactory, Brussels, Petit-Parisien, Hamburg, Madrid
and, when London had closed down,
Bournemouth and Birmingham, being
all received at excellent strength on
the telephones.

HAVE YOU HAD THIS

EXPERIENCE?

Snt,-Ha'ing been interested in
short-wave reception for some time, I
constructed the receiver described by
Mr. Percy W. Harris in his article
"Australia on Two Valves." T am
very pleased with the results.I have
already obtained (although I have only
been using the set for a few days),
but have been puzzled and, it seen,
baffled, by an annoying audio-frequency howl which occurs as the set is
ãvst on the oscillation point. As this
is, of course, the point at which the
set is most sensitive, it is rather difficult to operate it to the best advan-

tage.
I might mention that this fault has
been present in oli my short-wave receivers, ana that it is iiot due to ii
run-down HT. battery or to a defective grid-leak.
Can any of your readers sugest a
mire?

Yours faithfully,
M.

S.

BENSON.

Cheltenham.

The wjrin of the
on-and-off switch
should be left
until the other

I'
k

It

r...'
I

-

It

-

...

connections have
been completed.
'

WHEN
the

-

variable from 3 to 9 volts, as correct
adjustment of the grid-bias will be
found greatly to improve the clarity
and purity of the loud-speaker results.

Operation and Results
The operation of this receiver should
present no difficulty o the veriest

-

Mainly for Local Reception
In connection with these results, i
is well to point out that while this re-.
ceiver will receive a number of distant
stations, it is iiot easy to carry out
distant reception while the local
station is working, since, owing to the
method of untuned high-frequency

-

AUSEFULTIP.
the proper tool

is

mislaid1

blade of a hacksaw will
often be found to make an excellent
The
screwdriver in an emergency.
blade need not -be complete; a few
inches of a broken one will do quite
well, provided that it includes one of
the curved ends. The end will usua1y
be found to be slightly tapered off, so
that it will bed down well into the
slot of the screw. Very stiff screws
cannot veryveIl be turned in thi*
way, owing to the brittleness of the
blade. Also care should be taken noL
to twist the blade too sharply, for the
The breaking of the
sathe reason.
blade is very likely to entail injur
to the hand.

I
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last article I told you sorne
of the facts regardin resistance
losses in wireless circuits, and explained how the size of the wire used
has a bearing ou the resistance of the
circuit and the losses set up thereby.
A

N my

little more explanation

is needed,

dielectric
wire.
.

f
,

-.

right of this group of modern coil types has the
great advantage of compactness as compared with the coil shown in the
lower photograph on this page.
The plug-in coil on the

r

r.

for when we are dealing with currents
which change their direction so rapidly
as those used in broadcasting, the
effect on the wire is somewhat difreienl from that found in ordinary
electric lighting circuits.

The "Skin Effect"
For exanple, in direct or alternating current electric lighting circuits, the current penetrates to the
centre of the vire, anti is uniformly
distributed through it. In high-frequency circuits, such as those with
which we óre now dealing, the very
brief period of time taken by the
current flowing in one Jirection before
it reverses has to be taken into consideration and befoi-e the current lias
penetrateì far into the wire the direction is reversed and the penetration
must " starb all over again." For
this reason we speak of a "skin
effect" i'i radio, meaning that the
currents penetrate into only a thin
skin of the wire, a large portion of
the interior of the con.ductor. being to
all intents and purpcse useless.

-

ductance is obtained efficiently for the
length of wire used A coil of small
diameter and considerable length

than a wire in which the central core
is left unutilised.

The Cause of Losses
Another effet we have to coiisidr
the loss which may occur, not in
the vire itself, but in the material

Low Losses

Low-loss coils are, therefore, coils
designed not only to have a low òhmic
resistance, but also to avoid other
losses which may occur in material
immediately adjacent to the wire.
Such coils, too, are generally wound
in such a way that the maximum in-..

-

i.I

material surrounding the

Designing for

-

,.r

-

poor, owing to the losses set up in
the inferior insulating material sur
rounding it. This material, you will
remember, is penetruted by the everchanging magnetic field surround ¡ng
the wire.
For this reason in coils
used for very high-frequency currents,
such as occur in very short-wave
work, the amount of insulat.ing material..other than air is kept purposely
small, to avoid what are known as
dielectric losses," or losses in the

given metal (other circumstances
equal), the depth of penetration for
a given frequency is always the same,
so that a relatively thin wire of a
thickness equal to twice the distance
of penetration at the frequency in
use is much more economical to use

--

i

I

s

j

would be less efficient than a- coil of
much greater diameter and shorter
length, even though the amount of
wire used in the two coils was the
same.
.

-

-

e

*
The coils used for
reception a fe w
years ago were
very cumbrous ¡n
comparison with
the modern cornpact forms.

*

*

.

*

f

-

The Importance of Gauge
Indeed, as far as high-frequency
currents are concerned, the resistance
of a tube of copper may be no greater
than that of a solid rod of the same
external diameter, although the
amount of copper in one is far in
For a
excess (f that in the other.

.

.

immediately surrounding the wire.
For example, let us consider a coil of
insulated wire.
While the actual
ohmic resistance at high frequencies
may be low, the coil may be very
968

Resistances That

Work

for

Us

We also utilise resistance in wireless receivers as a means of de-.
liberately reducing the currents flow-
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long conpared with those which we
are accustomed to-day, the first wireless coils, speaking of pre-broadcasting
times ss-ere very large, some being
2 ft. long, 10 ins, in diameter, wound
full up with fine wire. For the reception of some of the very long wavelengths, such as those used for highpower stations, coils reaching from
the floor to the ceiling of the operating room were sometimes built.

Ing through the filament of a valve
to the figuro desired.
Such resistances or " filament rheostats," as they
are called, are generaUy made varir-

The Coil Develops
Later, however, it was found that
by adopting certain criss-cross forms
of winding, it was possible to wind
concentrated coils having, in a relatively srnll space, the inductance

i,

I
The Rat basket coil is popular owing to
¡ts ease of construction.

able so that the amount of resistance
in circuit can be changed at will. We
shall learn more of this when considering the valve itself and how it is used.

-

propertied' of very long single-layer
coils. A very practical form of such
coils was invented by Dr. Lee de
Forest, the well-known American inventor, te whom so much of the
modern success of the valve is due.
Owing to the special form of winding
adopted by Dr. de Forest, the rather
fanciful name " Honeycomb ". was
given to the coil.
-

-

that one set of plates meshed with
the other progressively, the increase
of capacity from zero to the top of
the scale being uniform throughout.
if we drew
Expressed inanother
a chart with a line along the bottom
marked off in the- 100 degrees of the
condenser scale, and a vertical line
marked off in units of capacity, we
should find that at O the capacity
would be very low (not quite zero, for
there is always a certain amount of
capacity between the two sets of
plates, even when these are not inter-

leaved), and when the plates were
completely inter-meshed the capacity
would be at a maximum.
Making a Calibration Chart
If now we drew a line from the
value of the capacity at, say, 5 degrees; on the scale to the point indicatiug the capacity at 100 degrees of
the scale, wo should get what would
be called a " calibration curve," from
wliic we could read off the capaoity
at any given setting of the cofldenser
scale, or read off .what part of the

Other Uses

\

Sometimes, but not often nowadays,
we may deliberately introduce resistance into a wireless circuit to check
oscillations and prevent a state of continuous oscillations being set up due
to other factors necessarily present in
some particular circuit.
A further
use for resistance is in what is

Three examples

\WAV
/

¡n this type of coil the amount of solid
material inside the winding is reduced
as far as possible.
called " resistance-capacity coupling,"
wherein the pressure required to make
the currents pass through a very high
resistance of many thousands of ohms
is simultaneously applied between the
grid and filament of another ùlve to
transfer energy to it.

Early Wireless Coils
All of the early wireless coils were
wound as single layers, and as the
wavelengths first used were relatively

T

.

-

.1

of

modern coils (left to right), single-layer, toroid and
standard plug-in.

A Convenient Mounting
At the same time, Dr. de Forest
introduced the pin and socket plug
mounting which has been practically
universall'y adopted for interchangeable coils. Honeycombs were the first
of the efficient multi-layer inductance
coils, but there aie now a number of
different makes utilising different
styles of winding just as efficiently.
All, however (and fortunately), liare
settled down to the same size of plug
mounting, so that the popular makes
of plug-in coil are all interchangeable, much to the advantage of the
For work of the
experimenter.
highest efficiency, however, it is custoinary to use single-layer coils, for
it has been found impossible to equal
the results obtainable with such
single-layer coils (provided they are
properly designed) by using any other
form of multi-layer inductance.

condenser scale corresponded with the
particular capacity on the vertical
scale.. Such a condenser is called a
straight-line-capacity, condenser.

Variable Condensers

former may be conveniently
adapted io a plug-in form of mounting.
The mount shown here carries a third
pin for the tapping on the coil.

Within the last year or two, variable condensers used for wireless purposes have been changed in design
quite considerably. A few years ago
all variable condensers were made so
969

-
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.
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The

"X"

.

Special Plate Shapes
Now is practically all

variae

con-
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densers are used for tuning wireless
circuits, to bring them into resonance
with some particular frequency or
wavelength, there are certain disadvantages in using straight-linecapacity condensers. For example, if
with a given coil five units of capacity
tuned to a given wavelength, by
placing ten units capacity across the
coil we should not get double the
wavelength, but some figure considerably below that.
In order that we
may obtain calibration curves in
ivhich the wavelengths are equally
distributed according to the degrees
of the scale, it is necessary so to
shape the plates that the capacity increases more rapidly as we progress
along the scale than is the case with
the ordinary condenser with semicircular plates, both fixed and
moving.
There are many condensers on the
market in which the plates have been
so shaped that instead of gettjng a
crowding of wavelengths on the bottorn half of the scale and a much too
wide distribution on the upper half
of the scale, they can distribute scarelengths
uniformly throughout the
whole scale.
Such ondensers are
generally called "q)sare law " condensers or " straight ,- line - wavelength " (S.L.W.) coiidenses, and
are more used perhaps than ny others
e.t the present time.

there is the sanie wavelength difference between stations separated 2 degrees apart at the top of the scale,
as between stations separated by 2
degrees at the bottom end.

line-wavelength and straight-line-f requency condensers.
By this I mean
tha-t you will not get better or
stronger signals by changing from one
kind to another. What you will get.

-

These early Marconi condensers seem quaint in appearance when compared
with the modern component.

When,

distribution of wavelengths throughout the scale.
is a difference of

In

Rome

s.s

in Europe; -stations are

arranged by wavelength separation,
then the .straight-line-wvelength or
square law condenser is the more
useful.
When, as in the tnited

Three Types Compared

recapitulate: on the straightline-capacity or oldest form of condenser, you will get a crowding of
wavelengths at the bottom of the
scale; with a straight-line-wavelength
To

condenser you will get a more uniorm
distribution throuhout the scale,
and with straight-line-frequency condensers, the stations will be distributed on the basis of frequency comparison.

Another Type

There is still another form of condenser, known as the " straight-linefrequency" (S.L.F.) condenser, in
which the plates are shaped differently again, so that the frequency
differeisce is constant throughout f he
scale. By this I mean that a differ-

-

Which is the Best?
Sonie experimenters, and particularly newcomers to the art, have

gathered the idea that the straightthe
line-frequency
condenser' is
' latest
improvement," and that
it must therefore necessarily be
better than the older straight-line:

-

*
The three types of
variable condensers discussed in

-

art icle-(top)
straight-line-free

quency; (left)
straight - linewavelength; a n d
(right) straightline-capacity.

*

*

S

-

the
-:

-

-

t

j

j

*
S

:

S

.

S-

I.

ence in frequency corresponding to
2 degrees at the top of the scale is
exactly the same difference of f requency as that for 2 degrees at the
bottom ends of the scale.
On the
atraight - line - wavelength condensers
-

States, the stations are separated by
frequency differences, then the straightline-frequency condenser is the more
practical. There is no difference of
straight - line between
efficiency
capacity (the oldest form), straightf7(Ì

-

.

wavelength form. So far as novelty
is concerned,
the straight-line-frequencv condenser scores, but experts
at present hold differing opinions on
the relative usefulness of the two
types.
-
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A "MATCHLESS"
CRYSTAL SET
By

ROBERT

H.

TINGEY, M.LR.E.
s'

11111
1III

-.I

-

1IflUhIIllIIii urn uumrn fui -.

on holiday and have left your se behend, don't
worry. Search in your pockets for or. of the components and a few
coins to buy the others, and make this set. ¡t is a seE which no one
would hesitate to call 1 portable I

IIilIIIIIfIIfII III!! 11111111 J'J1

lI1IIIti!i!1IU 12JH 11H11!!

little
was required, and after a
thought the present masterpiece was

SHORT time ago I was, curiously enough, on ¡ny holidays,
which I spent in the neighbourhood of a somewhat obscure village on
the South Coast, known as B
ni.
h. Moreover, as I had gone
away primafily to enjoy a coniplete
rest, my main thoughts when packing
had been of things such as tennis,
golf and bathing.

A

J
-I

If you are away
-

evolved.

.....

Components
components were easily obtained.
The first requirement is an
ordinary matchbox about 2 ins, long
by J ins. iride-the usual penny box.
Inside this a second matchbox will -be
required. This is of tite smaller type,
about 1 ills, by i in. in size-the
vest-pocket size, in fact. This is not
obtainable at every tobacconist's, but
may usually be acquired fairly easily.
The most expensive item of the
equipment is the crystal detector. For
this we requireone of the seni-permanent types, of which there are several
uòw on the market. I went out and
purchased a Liberty detoetor, made
by the Radiare Electrical co., and this
is the component shown in the photographs. I have subsequently tried out
the well-known RI. detectos, made by
Messrs. Radio Instruments, Ltd..
which fits in the sìme space, and this
also gave very good results.
The

.

Something Missing
got in due course,
that there

All of which I

but I found after

a few days

\!/AERIAL

-

D

No Drilling Required
There is no reason for the use of
a permanent type of detector, except

9PEARTH
Fig. 1.-The two matchbox windings
form the tuniig variometer.

was something missing in the nichagene_I mean mthLage-namely, the
evening ucws bulletins, and even niore
important, the weather forecast. It
gives ono such a sense of confidence,
having plañned a picnic or other outing For the next day, to be told that
a very deep and subtle depression,
which has hovered around foi some
tin?e, has at last waddled (moved
slowly, I believe, is the technical term)
out to sea and is not expected to eturh for some days.
being granted, the question 'as
This
how
best to ensnare and enchain the
mystic words, waiting to be tapped
each day. at the allotted time, the
said obscure village being already provided with a broadcasting station,
Obviously something cheap and simple

will also he needed, of course.

Do Not Overlook This
This completes the stores, and we
are now ready to put the model into
produetion. First of all, remove the
nìa.tches front the interior of the
matchboxes,
This is ini.portant, as
otherwise the com1ponents are apt to be
cramped. Take the inside tray of the
small box, and eut two slots in the
ends with a penknife.
This then
serves as a mount for the crystal detector, which should be placed in posi.
tion and the fixing at one end screwed
up, as can he seen from the photographs. The nut at the end nearest
the adjusting knob is left loose for the
time being.

Windin the Windings
take the outside case of the
small box, and, treating it as if it
were an ordinary former, wind on
about 60 turns of the 30 gauge d.o.e.
Now

J

*,.*

*

The
interior of
the larger match-

box serves to

contain

t he
smaller box and
to enable the latter Io slide easily
in and out for
tuning.

-

*

*

-

that

couvnlence. %s vil1 be seen
later, th6 construction s ludicrously
simple with the arrangement adopted,
0f

wire.

The ends of the winding are
brought through pin-holes in the side
of the box, and should be left at least
;

972

-

-

but il it is desired to use an ordinary
type of crystal there is no reason why
this should not be done.
In addition, a small quantity, about
i os.. of No. 30 gauge d.c.c. wire will
be required. Telephones and an aerial

S.,

S

.,
I

-

-

'S

-

-

-

-

-'-'

-

- -
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"Matchless" Crystal Set-continued
i

6 ins, long, since they will ultimately
serve as flexible connections.
Insert the small tray containing the
detector in position inside the casez
Take the end of the winding near the
short end of the detector (i.e., the end
opposite the adjustment), bare a short

portion and insert it under the terminal of the detector, as shown in the
diagram.
Fixing

the Detector

Next take the inner tray of the
larger matchbox, and again cut two
slots in the ends as shown. Take the
smaller matchbox complete with its
winding, and with he crystal detector
inside, and place it in position so that
the long end of the crystal detector
(the end carrying the adjustment) projects through the slot in the tray. By
means of .tIie two nuts normally provided for fixing the detector to the
panel or to a bracket of some sort,
the whole of the inside portion may be
claniped in position, so that the tray
of the large box and tho small box

__

which is already connected to the crystal should be connected to the aerial,
the other lead being the earth con-

nection.
The telephones are connected between the other end of the crystal,
where the adjustment is, and the
earth. This gives a simple variometer.
tuned çircuit, as shown in Fig. 1.
By sliding, the inner box in or out
of the casé, the required station may
be tuned in quite easily, provided, of
course, that. it, is vithin crystal range.
Actually the arrangement on an
average aerial tunes approximately to
the London station with the two halves
separate, i.e., with the inner box completely removed. For ether stations
the inner box should be inserted in
position and moved up and down till
the tuning point is obtained. According to which way the box is inserted,
so the wavelength will be abive or
below that. of London.

i,

il

-

_I

J

I'
To

PHONES

The milled nut on the detector is used
to fix the detector ir, the box and as a
terminal for one telephone tag.

Wavelength Range

In one direction the coils help each

l9

t!IIII

the particular aerial in use; i.e., a
long aerial might require less turns in
order to enable it to- tune to the low
wavelengths, while with a short aerial
the set might not quite tune to the
higher wavelengths unless a few more
turns were added, This can easily be
found out by trial.

TO EARTH

To AERIAL

&

PHONES
Fig. 2.-This diagram should make quite clear the arrangement of the boxes
and the detector.
other, while in the other they oppose,
complete with crystal detector form
giving an increased or decreased wavea complete and more or less rigid unit.
length respectively. Consequently, if
Easy Tuning
the station does not tune hi one way,
The outer case of the large box
should now be taken and wound with
90 turns of the No. 30 d.c,e. wire in
a similar manner to the winding on
This completes the
the inner box.
winding.
The ends of the wires
should be brought through pin holes
in' the side of the box as before,
The slots cut in
To complete the receiver, take the
the larger box
free end of the winding ou the inside
provide freedom
box, i.e., not the end already connected to the detector, and connect
of movement for
this to one of the ends of the winding
the leads from inThen
of the outside (larger) box.
"
side.
place the truiy of the larger matchbox
(complete with the inside winding and
crystal) inside thé case in the usual
_4
.4
'4
,
sie-manner, when it will be capable of
sliding in and out quite easily. This
mtioii is used for. tuning, as will

*

Experiments

Those who wish to experiment may
try the effect of using a tapped crystnt
circuit. This may be done by a slight
alteration of the connections. Instead
of taking the free end of the winding
on the inside former and connecting

this to the outside winding, the end
connected to the crystal should be
used. The free end is then connected
to the henal, the other connections
remaining the same.
This circuit
may give ap?reciably louder signals.

Try it and See
This is due to the removal of the
crystal damping from the tuned circuit, but the signal strength obtaiue4
with the other arrangement is quite
as good in the majority of cases. At
any rate, I was enabled to listen to

*

be seen.

Wiring

The two remaining ends of the
winding are now connected to aerial
The wire
and earth respectively.

remove the inner tray and insert it at
the other end of the outer ease. It
may be necessary to vary the number
of turns one way or the other to suit

the winged words of wisdom with comparative ease, and I have no doubt
that my readers will obtain just a
good results.

913
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Are you erecting a new aerial, or are you dissatisfied with your present one ? The practical hints given here'
may proVe useful to you, and may help you to the possession of an aerial which is both neat and efficient.

-:

is becoming quite à cómmon
practice nowadays with some
builders to' erect with a house
suitable wireless masts and supports.
For those who wish to have such
masts and fittings built in conjunction with a house, this article may,
it is hoped, provide some useÑl
information.

split ends preventing it from being
pulled away,
The actual bracket made UI) by thc
writCr was fitted in the fifth course
of bricks from the top of the stack,
so that there should be enough
weight abpve to allow it to take a
considerable strain without damage
to the chimney.

][T

I

¡

J

I

'mast to be placed at the
bottom of the hole before the eretian is commenced, thus allowing a
little extra leverage to be obtained.
The step at the bottom of the hole
and the vertical side prevent the mast
from falling in the direction of the
of the

i

i

I

H
Erecting the Mast

-

The constructional details of the
4g-f t. mast are quite straightforward
and need not- be detailed here, but as

the number of helpers available to
erect the mast was, only two, exéluding the writer, a description of the
manner in whkch the difficulty of
erection was overcome may be helpful

I

PULLEV-.

to those who find themselves in a
similar predicament.

IIALYARA,
L

Fig. 2. The method of attaching to a
chimney the bracket illustrated in Fig.
is shown here.

i

Fig.1. Showing how a strong chimney
bracket may be constructed.

i.

"A." Any side movement
may also he checked by keeping the
width of the hole as narrow as
possible.
arrow

A Chimney Attachment

.

In the writer's case one of the
chimney stacks is in a convenient
position to support one end of the
aerial.
Consequent'y
the
pulley
bracket, illustrated in Figs: J and 2,
vas constructed and built into the
stack during the 'bricklaying.
The materials required for the
bracket are as follows -Two pieces of
strip iron I in. wide ,<
in. thick,

A' Simple Stay Tightener
'thé chief advnitage of the frìakeshift strainer illustrated in Fig. 4 is

its simplicity of construction.
The anchor, which should be about

one piece being 28 in. long (piece A,
in Fig. 1), and tIse other 20 in. long
(piece B).

Construction
L

Fig. i shows how the pieces are
bent and bolted together with two
+-in. diameter bolts, i in. long. The
hendjn must be done by haminerin
the iro when at a red ieat, over th
edge of au anvil or a suitable substitute. If, however, access to the
necessary tools for this job is inipossible and great strength of the 1inihcd
bracket not essential, the bracket
may be made of iron half the thickIt can then be
ness quoted above.
bent quite easily without heating.
The diagram, Fig. 2, shows how the
bracket fits betweeq the bricks, the

-

Aerial masts of the "lattice girder
type lind favour with many enthusiasts,
owing to their strength and workman.
like appearance.
Digging the Hole

The erection was greatly assisted by
digging the hole of the shape indicated approximately in Fig. 3.
The advantages of this shape are
obvions, the slope allowing the base

Fig. 3. This shape of hole will greatly
simplify the erection of an aerial mast.
The base of the mast may be tarred to
give it a longer useful life.

f. long, is driven into the ground
at right-angles to the guy rope. The
4

bolt used should not be less than 6 in.
long an a large washer prevents the
adjusting nut from biting into the
wood.

-
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Adjusting the Tension

The gùy rope is fastened to the
by means of a strip of hoop fl'Ofl,
drilled and bent round the bolt head
as
boltshown (Fig. 4A)

t
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MAKE A NOTE OF

AERIAL-continued
through the tube, it is threaded
through ail aerial insulator. The
wire, is held centrally in the tul by
means of two tightfitting ebonite
blocks.
The outermost 01 these i
pushed about 2 ins, up the tube, while
the other is fitted flush wEh the end.
A panel pin thrust through the
strands of the wire will prevent it
from slipping when the lead-in is
tightened.

f

A

s

-- TAPPED

WìIS/IEP

porcelain aerial insulator is
fastened, in series with two others, to
a stake in the ground. The tension
of the wire eonneetng the insulators
to the ground must be adjusted until
the lead-in is sufficiently taut t pre-

IN__________

Fig. 4. A convenient form of stay
tightener can readily be constructed in
the manner indicated here.
A1 stick

thrust between the two

arms of the connector will prevent
the bolt from turning when the nut
is adjusted.

L
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-
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Reducing Leakage

-

I,

The writei has spent much time in
devising a waterproof lead-in insulator, as it is fouiid by eiperience
that it is at this point in the aerial
system that most leakage occurs.
Fig. 5 shows the general arrange_
ment.
The main insulator consIsts
of a gauge glass about
in. in diameter and 15 ins. long, hut any glass
or ebonite tube of approximately the

Fig. 5. This lead-in arrangement will
prevent rain from running down the
lead direct on to the wall, with consequent loss of efllciency.

vent swaying, and also to hold it in
a central position in the tube.
When this adjustment has been

.

*_ *

_____________________________i
-

LOOK TO YOUR H.T.
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The National Radio Exhibition will
be held in the New Hall, Olympia,
from september to i8. Lo not
miss the opportunity of seeing
the latest british radio products.

Any multi-valve reiver employing
two stages of LP. should be used with

-

high-tension battery large enough to
give the necessary plate current without its imposing a heavy strain on he
a

cells. Those who can afford it will
no doubt prefer a hightension accumulator, and here care should be
taken to see that a reliable make is
obtained.
I recently had one that
after about six months' use showed a
ridiculously low voltage when tested;

this notwithstanding the fact that it

had recenfly been charged.
An examination of the cells showed
that half the positive plates were
buckled or disintegrating, several of
the cells sulphated and one or two of
the negative plates were begimming to
shed their paste. In the process of
dismantling the battery for closer
examination, the lues nracticallv fell
off half a dzen of £ie positive lates
and the whole battery was not worth

repairing.
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WITH THE NEXT ISSUE OF

Professor L: A.
Hazeltine operating the "Eistree
Six " on the occasion of his recent
visit to the Radio

The

t.-

same dimensions will

serve equally

well. It nust be a tight fit in the
le drilled in the window frame,
and also the hole should be drilled to
slope outwards at about 5 to 10 deg.
', from
I

the horizontal.

Assembling

Before. the lead-in wire is passed

made, the aerial insu1ator can be tied
to the lead-in, to prèvent it slipping.
An inverted tin, soldered over the
middle aerial insulator to the wire
joining the first and second insulators
serves as a shield froni the wet.
The writer's aerial embodying these
hints has proved extremely satisfactory in practice.

Constructor

.

-

A

SUPERB FREE GIFT
WILL BE PRESENTED
TO EVERY READER

PressLaboratories.

His opinion of the
"Eis tree Six" will
be found on page
1014.

Wireiess

As announced on page 997 of this
issue, THE \VIamEss CONSTRUCTOR for
October, published on September 15,
will contaiii details of two remarkable
new receivers, which hundreds of our
readers will construct for themselves.
The inclusion of these receivers
alone makes it essential for ou to
place an early order for your copy of
the next issue of Tu WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. The Free Gift which will
accompany every copy makes this step
still more urgent.
The Gift is one which will be of
great value to all who make their own
'sets. So make sure when you get
your copy that the Free Gift is

with it
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11HE "X's"

REYNER,

COME. FROM

B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.!.C., A.M.I.E.E%

.

Every listener is probably familiar with the noises caused in a receiver by the approach of thurdery weather.
Do you know the reasons for the rushing and crackling noises which you hear when there is no sign of a
storm ? Whence do these disturbances come ? Mr. Reyner, in this special article, describes the nature of
"X's" and the manner in which they affect a wireless receiver.
on the broadcast band during the past
summer than in previous years, but
actually I doubt whether there has
been any serious increase in atinospherics enerally.

ONE of the remarkable features of
long-distance reception this
stìmmer.has been the prevalence
disturbances, or
atmospheric
of
X's." Every reader will have encountered those unpleasant clicks and
crashes which so often mar tise roception of long-distance stations.
In particular cases these atinospheric disturbances may be so heavy
as to render the wearing of telephones
almost a physical impossibility. The
continual shock to the ears caused by
the appalliiig succession of crashes is
unpleasant in the extreme.
This Summer's Experience
This, 6f course, is by no means new,
the trouble having been experienced
on commercial wavelengths ever since
the beginning of wireless. The developrients in the direction of broadcast reception, however, have enabled
longer ranges to be achieved, and as
soon as (listant reception is undertaken, then atmospheric disturbances
begin to be noticeable. It is probably
for this reason that atmospherics
appear to have been more prevalent
-

The Source of

cIod and anotlier

Sucli dischar
is
accompanied by a vivid flash of light,
commonly referred to as lightning.

A

"X's"

The question which naturally arises
is, where do these extraneous disturbances come from?
In other words,
what causes the atmospheric disturbances, and what can be done to reduce

j

the interference caused thereby?
Another
interesting question is
whether the wavelength employed has
any connection with the severity of
the atmospheric disturbances.
One of the earliest ideas concerning
atmospheric disturbances vas that
they werd actually produced by lightning discharges. Lightning is caused
by an accumulation of electricity on
clouds or in the upper atmosphere.
As this charge builds up, so the
voltage gets higher and higher until
a point is reached at which the electrical strain becomes too great and a
discharge takes place, either between
the clouds and earth or between one
-

-

Spark Discharge

Now one of the earliest types of
wireless transmitters was the spark
transmitter in which a condenser was
charged up to n very high voltage.
Across this condenser was placed a
spark-gap consisting of two metal balls
separated by a small air gap. When
the voltage of the condenser reached a
certain limit, the electrical stra.in
across this gap became too great, and a
spark discharge took place across the
gap.
It will be seen that a lightning discharge is in effect' only a very much
larger model of a simple spark transmitter, and consequently wireless
waves will be produced b the lightning discharge. All my readers will
also knosy the peculiarly penetrating
nature of spark signals, so that it will
readily be appreciated that a lightning
discharge will produce interference
over a very wide band of wavelengtits.
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The devastating effect of a lightning dis cha?ge which actually struck an
aerial when the receiver was in use is illustrated here.

some three or four times, bringing it
somewhere in the neighbourhood of
1,000,000 volts.
Now such changes are comparatively
local, which means that the equilil
riurn over a very large area -would be
disturbed, and some discharge would
take place between various points in
order to maintain a more or less
uniform potential of the atmosphere.
These discharges need not necessarily
be accomplished by actual visible light
as in the case of lightning, yet they
are capable of producing electrical
impulses which in turn give rise to
what are known as atmospherics.

"Grinders"
There are other types of atnìoddiion Lo those just
spherics, in
described, which are known as
grinders." These take the forni of
a more or less long, grinding roar,
-

appear that this type of atmospheric
is produced in certain' parts of the
earth only.
Thus, sorne of the tropical regions
North of the Equator turn out large
quaitities of " X's " every day and

-

-

Natue of "Clicks"
The are, however, many atmoThere

spheric disturbances, known generally
as '"clicks," which are similar in
general character to those produced by
an actual lightning discharge, either
local or distant, and it is probable that
these disturbances are produced by
more or less continuous redistribution
of potential in the upper atmosphere.

point perhaps a thousand yards

above the- surface of the earth, nor-'
mally at a potential of 'some 200,000
Possibly, however, a
volts to earth.
change in the atnìosphei'ic conditions
might cause this potential to increase

There is no doubt that certain types
ef very violent crashes are produced by
lightning discharges of this ,nature.
Moreover, the dischage need not
local, but it will he heard even if the
actual disturbance is sorne 100 to 150
miles away from the receiving station.
It appears, hovever, that definite
lightning discharges do not produce
at greater distances than
interference
this, so that the thunderstorm theory
does not supply all the necessary
interference which is known to exist.

S

all day. Presumably these disturbances are due to electrical effects
caused by the hot airising from tue
land, and this theory has some support

from the fact that deserts containing large areas of hot sand seem to produce atmospherics in great profusion.

-

Locating the Disturbances
Considerable evidence may be obtainéd by actually plottIng the direction from which atmospherics appear
to come. The " click " type of atinospherics is comparatively local, and
conies froni a more or less vertical
direction. On the other hand, the
grinder type of atmospheric appears to
corne fiore from a horizontal direction, which in sunny cases is fairly well
defined. Such X's may be produced
at a point hundreds of miles from the
receiver.
it is by taking observations of this

A visible discharge of this kind would
cause a deafening noise in the telephones of a receiver within a few miles.

Any point in the atmosphere is at a
certain potential to the earth. That
is to say, there is a certain definite
oltage existing between that point
and the ground. Moreover, it is found
that .the potential difference between
the atmosphere and the earth increases
as the height above the ground is increased. Nearer the ground the increase is very rapid, the potential
increasing 200 to 300 volts every yard,
but it fa1l off as the higher regions
are reached.

;'s'

d

re

"X's " are liable
to cause trouble
in long-wave

r ci a 1
stations by upsetting the tape records of highspeed automatic
reception.
c o m m e

*

*

*

,Effects of Weather

The actual value of the potential at
any given point depends very considerably upon the atmospheric conditions.
It may be comparatively low in fine
weather, but if the atmosphere becomes
inthst or misty, a very large increase
may take place. Thus we could have

L

-

somewhat similar to the noise pro..
duced by breakers on the seashore. %s
far as present evidence goes, it would
-

sort that we are able to obtain some
indication of the source of grinders,
and in nearly nil cases the evidence

/
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The photograph which appears on
the cover of this issue is reproduced
by courtesy of Sir W. G. Armstrong
'Whitworth Aircraft, Ltd.

would respond more readily than the
higher ones.
In a similar manner it is the lower
frequencies (higher wavelengths) which
are most affected by the atmospheric
pulses, so that the interference is
greater on the longer wavelengths.

TWO NEW SHORT-WAVE

WHERE THE "X's" COME
points to some very hot tropical area
or desert. There is also a certain
amount of evidence that high mountains produce atmospherics, possibly
due again to a very unequal distribution of the electrical potential in the
neighbourhood, which is constantly
undergoing reorganisation in ord to
maintain a state of equilibrium. As
Joug as this constant change goes on,
electrical disturbances will result; and

Can We Eliminate "X's"?
One point stands out from this,
namely, that the effect of the atino-

I

ENTHUSIAt5TS

Sia,-!

have constructed the short-

wave receiver described by Mr. Percy
W. harris in the August issue of THE

and, although
I have not yet received "Australia on
Two Valves," I am more than pleased
with the results I am already obtaining with this set. I have no know.
ledge of the Morse code, and 'ret find
the shorter waves most ascinating. I
was surprised by the ease of construction of this set, and also by the comparative ease of operation, compared
with the average broadcast receiver
employing HF. amplification. I am
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,

*

*

A recent addition
to the laboratory
staff at Els tree is
Mu, who is seen
here busily engaged in dictating
an article.

now a confirmed
Yours faithfully,

"short-waver."-

4

F. R.

ABBOT.

incoln.

these will ultimately produce atmospherics.
The Wavelength

-

r

of

"X's"

The form of the atmospheric is of
considerable interest.
It has long
been observed that the atmospheric
interference was conshlerably more
serious on long waves than on short,
and in fact one of the joys of working
on the very short wavelengtbs which
are coming into favour is that the
atmospheric disturbanoes are very
often negligible. On the other hand,
the atmospheric disturbances on longwave reception of 10,000 metres and
more is appalling at certain times and
seasons, and has often in the past;
resulted in the complete cessation of
all wireless communications for certain
periods.

Wave Form
For a long time it was thought that
the atmospheric was a form of spark
transmission of very long wavelength,
and this view existed for some time.
Subsequent investigation, however,
has shown that this is not quite the
case. The actual form of the atmospheric is really in the nature of a
sharp pulse which is not oscillatory
in character at all.
Such a shock would act on a wireless
aerial in a very similar manner to
dropping a heavy weight in a room
containing a piano. In this latter case
a large number of strings would be
set in vibration by the shock produced
by the falling weight. It would be
found, however, that the lower notes

spheric is to shock the aerial at the
frequency to which it is tuned. In
other words, tuning has no effect vhatever incutting out atmospherics.
Various methods have been devised
from time to time in order to reduce

* *

SIR,-May I be allowed to thank Mr.
Percy W. Harris, through the medium
of Tha WIiwLEss CoNsTRUcToR, for the
short-wave set described in last

\*

Signallingby
wirpleç

to

and

:

froni moving
trains

has been
the subject of con-

tinual experiment
for some years.

Successful tests
were carried out
recently in New
York, the aerial
being on the roof

of

one

of

N

4
st

-

r

.

the

wagons.

*

*

*
III

the effect of these unpleasant disturbances, but little success has attended
the efforts. Without the use of special
apparatus, the best method of reducing the interference is to use a small
aerial system end to make sure that
the aerial is efficient and that it has
as low
resistance as is possible. The
interference produced on a low resistance aerial is definitely less than that

observed on a poor and inefficient one.

month's issue? It took me less thaft
four evenings to construct this, and
I had it working well on the fifth. I
have already overcome my previous
dread of short waves, and hope that
Mr. Harris's article will be the means
of introducing many other readers to
this fascinating branch of radio.Yours faithfully,
L. C.

NEW;AND.

Bishopaton, Bristol.
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Do you lind dithculties in tuning your short-wave receiver? This article will explain to you why
the tuning of a short-wave receiver is different from that of a broadcasting receiver, and will
help you to get better results on the short waves.

-

-

N last month's

isue

spect of wavelength without mutual
interference, so that tle number of
possible station which may be picked
up during one rotation of the condenser dial will be niucli greatr on
the short waves than on the broadcasting band.

of THE WIRE-

CosTRuvTon the Editor deserbed a receiver which he had
designed for the reception of short
waves.
The title of the article in
question, " Australia on Two Valves,"
apart f rom the further details given,
LESS

-

i

sider frequencies and their relationship to wavelengths. The frequency
of the oscillations of he transmitted
and received wave at a wavelength of
300 metres is 1,000,000 cycles per

frequency difference of 3,000 kiloThis band, only one-half of
the previous band when measured in
metres, allows room on the same separation basis of .10 kilocycles for O0
statioiis, twelve times as many.
Ftirther, this amount of frequency
separation between statimis is calcu
lated as a fair allowance for telephony
stations. Stations working with continuous wave transmitters, which are
capable of much sharper tening than
is possible with telephony, will not
really need to be separated so widely,
so that the available " space '' in the
band will be increased still more.

tion.

It' follows froiii this that in a shortwave receiver rotation of the tuning
dial will change the frequency inore
rapidly than on the longer waves,
aiid the stations will be more crowded
together on the dial. it i therefore
necessary to carry out the operation
of tuning more slowly, in order to be
certain that no stations are missed.
It is, in fact, extraordinary how easily
stations may be passed over on f lie
short ave, if the dial is turned too
quickly. It is worth trying the experiment, after locating one or two stations by careful tuning, of turning
the dial at varying speeds backwards
and forwards across the .settings at
which they cati be heard. Unless the

it

showed some indication of the capabilities of this receiver. Now it is possible that some constructors liare niade
up the receiver and have been success-

ful in receiving a certain number of
stations with it, but vet liare discovered that there are iii tuning such
a receiver difficulties of a kind which
are not encountered in the reception
of broadcasting.

-

-*2l

i

A

well-known

short-wave sta
tion in India is
that owned by an
amateur at Rawal
Pindi, using the
call-sign Y-DCR.

I

1

-

-

L

.

j
-,-

L
-

-
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An Enhghtemng. Comparison
Turning now to the short waves,
the frequency at 50 metres is 6,000
kilocycles, anl at 100 metre is 3,000
kilocycles. The difference is apparent
at once. On the short-wave band, bebetween 50 and 100 metres there is a

signals are exceptionally strong, ib
will be found that nothing will be
heard of theni at all, unless the dial
is

turned quite slowly.

This necessity for slow rotation of
the tuning dial of a short-wave
receiver accòunts for the prevision of

-

-979
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Dials

Slow Motion

-

Stations are Missed

The purpose of the present article is
to indicate some of the difficulties
which may be expected by the newcomer to short waves, and to show
how they may be successfully overcome in practice.
Supposing, first of all, that the
operator of a short-ware receiver were
to handle the dials f the tuning condensers exactly as though it was a
broadca.sting receiver, he would
5
sibly find a certain number of
stations, but he would be practically
sure fo miss a far greater number.
The reason for this is that it is pcssible on the short waves to crowd
stations much closer together in re-

Frequency and Wavelength
go a little fiore deeply into this,
is necessary for a inonient to con-

¶o

second, or, as it is more commonly expressed, 1,000 kilocycles. Again, the
facquency at 400 metres is 750 kilocycles, so that in the hand of wavelengths between 300 and 400 metres
there is a frequency hand of 250 kilocycles. During the discussions some
weeks ago on the subject of the necessary separation between broadcasting
stations, the fact became generally
known that a freqiency difference of
i_O kilocycles is needed for the separation of telephony sthtions. Thus hetweeu 300 and 400 metres there will
on this basis be room for 2ö stations
if there is to be no overlapping, and
assuming, of course, that they are at
such a distance apart and of such
power that interference is likely to
take place with a less degree of separa-

The B.B.C. on several occasions relayed the short-wave transmissions
from KDKA, East Pittsburgh, via their
Biggin Hill station, shown here. Have
you tried to get KOKA direct ?

How

cycles.

-

.

/

-

..,-

-

-
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Points for the 'Short-Wave Operator-continued
slow-motion condensers on the receiver
already quoted.

Trouble from the Hand
Another trouble which inay present
itself in the operation for a short-wave
receiver is that of hand-capacity.
Hand-capacity is sometimes noticeable
in the operation of a broadcasting receiver, especially when the receiver is
L4(

LT.

Fig. 1.

reduce hand-capacity

To

effects it is generally advisable to earth
the L.T. battery, as shown by the dotted

line.
worked in its seásitive condition close
to the point of oscillation. On the
short waves this effect is likely to be
even more marked, making accurate
tuning a troublesome matter,
It is often possible fo get rid of
hand-capacity effects altogether by
seeing that the receiver batteries are
earthed. Most commonly the type of
circuit used for short-wave reception
has an intuned aerial coil loosely

L.

T'

'

connecting the filament negative to
earth, as indicated by the dotted line
in Fig. 1.

Try a Counterpoise
Sorneïimes it is necessary or .desirable to use a counterpoise with the receiver instead of a direct earth connection. Under these circumstances it
has been the eperienco of the writer
that a good deal depends on the position of the operator relative to the
counterpoise lead. In one case of this
kind, where the caunterpoise consisted
of a number of wires radiating out
fanwise from the receiver and placed
on -the floor under the carpet, it was
found that so long as the operator
kept his feet somewhere near the
centre of the fan, hand-capacity was
Any attempt to operate
negligible.
the receiver in any other position produced troublesome symptoms at once.
Screening of the condensers, or even
of the whole panel of the receiver, is a
measure which is drastic, but which is
f requently helpful in difficult circumstances when other expedients fail.
It is necessary in this case to earth
the screen and to connect to it &*ll
points of the circuit which are at the
potential of the Marnent negative.

III

-

I

Tuning Without Touching Dials
On the very short waves it is practically essential to provide long exten-

sion handles for the control knobs.
On the ultra-short waves the receiver
is sensitive to any movement on the
part of the operator up to a surprising
distance away. Fine tuning may often
be carried out simply by movements
of the body, without touching the
tuning controls. This applies also to
the tuning-in of weak telephony on

..

There are many
hundreds of shortstations
wave
similar to this one

(7MT

of Den-

mark),

from

which signals may
be picked up.

w-

coupled to a tuned secondary, as in
Fig. 1. The necessary earthing of the
batteries in this case is carried out
by connecting a wire from the earthed
side of the aerial coil to the filament
end of the secondary or grid coil, thus

listened to for any length of
time, owing to the difficulty of keepin still enough to maintain the receiver in tune.
In practice, allowance should be made for this handcapacity effect, and the toning dial
should be set in such a position that
the station is accurately tuned in
when the hand has been removed, and
is to be

wavelengths between about 30 and 100
metres; a slight movement of the hand
near the receiver will be all that is
necessary to tune-in the station accurately. This is not, of course, the
recommended procedure if the station

e
A corner of a typical amateur shortwave transmitting station. This actual
station is in Holland.

not when it is still resting on the
control.
The question of the most suitable
type of aerial to use with a short-wave
receiver would
provide material
enough for a complete article dealing
with that subject alone, but a few
notes here may be helpful to the newcomer to this kind of reception.

An Essential Point
If n short-wave receiver is to work
satisfactorily in the reception of continuous wave signals, which in fact
will form the bulk of time signals heard,
the receiver must be capable of gcing
smoothly into and out of oscillation
over the whole tuning scale.
When
the reaction coupling or reaction cnndenser is increased in value past the
critical point, the receiver should cnmmenee to oscillate quite quietly and
without any "click."
It should be
possible to set the receiver so that it
just is or just is not oscillating, and
this cannot be done if oscillations
start abruptly or if there is any sign
of overlap in the reaction control.
Series Aerial Condenser

Assunling that such matters as the
correct values of the high-tension and
(Continued

oi

page 1021.)
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Accordin.g to Homer, Stentor n'as the name of a Greek
herald in the Trojan lVar.,whose voice was as loud as
that of 50 other men combined. As the name far a new
Çossor Power Valveit is, therefore, peculiarly appropriate.
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Black

Band: For
Detector or LF. 15/6

(Consumption

I

amp.)

Red Band: For
HF. use
-

(Consumtio
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(JR more than 20 years automobile engineers have..
been waging a ceaseless struggle in an effort to produce
engines of more power with less weight. So successful
have they been that to-day motor-car engines develop
mote than twice the horse-power of engines pf equal
weight constructed a decade or so ago.
And with the reduction in weight naturally follows a
tremendous economy in upkeep. Less petrol, less oil,
lighter moving parts with less wear. In fact cheaper
motoring all round.
This lesson has been taken seriously to heart by wireless
engineers. 1Everyone realises that to obtain really good
loud speaker results a power valve is essential. The ordinary
valve cannot give the volume necessary because it has little
or no reserve of output. But in the past power valves
have suffered from two main disadvantages: (a) they have
been expensive to buy and (b) they have been costly to
maintain both in filament and anode current.

of

an ampere

is available a real pbwer valveentirely redesigned and utilising pnciples of constniction
never before found in any valve-which finally oi/ercomes
both of these serious disadvantages. It is the new Stentor
Two-manufactured under a group of Cossor Patents.
Its superb fidelity of tone and unparalleled grandeur of
reproduction has astonished even the most critical of radio
technicians. They have readily admitted that never before
has a 2-volt dull emitter consuming so little as 15 of an
ampere been able to produce such magnificent results.
Get acquainted with this wonderful new power Cossr
Valve now-your dialer can supply from stock. Ask him
also for oir descriptive literature explaining the Cossor
method of Coaxia1 Mounting and its farreaching ad

At last, however, there

COSSOR "POINT

ONE»

)

described by "Popular Wireless"as a wonder.
ful little power valve with a punch out of
all proportion to its diminutive wattage

.

Takes only 15

1,

VV

15/6

-

ami)

STENTOR TWO
Green Band: For
power use18/6
(Consumr,tion 15 amp.)
Ali operate at 18 v0ft9.

IF-

vantages.

coòr7oint
Issued by A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbuvy Grove,

Loudon, N.5.
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TIME AND THE RECEIVING SET
UNDERDOWN

By JOHN

After giving good service for a long period, your receiver may fall off in performance, for no
apparent reason. This article tells you where to look for the causes of this deteriora.
and explains how you can restore the set to its original level of el

when it will be evident whether this
component is yesponsible. To purchase
a new high-tension battery, however,
merely for substitution purposes, when
this accessory may not be at fault, is
a somewhat expensive way of locating

P-fl HE devastating effect of time may
Jj not leave the receiving set unscathed. A gradual falling ott
in signal strength, unnoticed at first,
begins to make itself felt after sorne
time. Tuis insidious attack passes unnoticed at first and it may not be
realised how poor reception is, compared with that obtained when the set
was first new, intil a comparison is
made with some other similar receiver.
In other cases crackling may result,
which is first put down to atmospherics.

the fault. If, for example, an anode
resistance of 100,000 ohms and of
wire-wound type is available, and this
is known to give silent working, you
can connect it in series with a pair of
telephones across the hightension
battery, when if you hear crackles on
listening in the telephones, time battery
should be renewed. Do not connect
the telephones and anode resistance
in series across the whole battery, but
listemi across a part first, e.g., 30 volts,
then the next 30 volts, and so on until
the whole battery is tested.

Crackling

Should reception become marred by
crackling noises the first step to take
is to remove aerial and earth leads,
and to note whether these noises
cease. If they do so, some external
source, perhaps atmospherics, is responsible. Where an aerial and earth
switch is fitted for safety, this should
iuce contacts
receive attention,
become dirty and loose or orroded
through exposure, and when the tension on the down lead is altered by

i

I

I

I

Failures in LF. Transformers
audio-frequency
Breakdowns in
transformer wind ings, more especially
the primaries, are not; as iare as they
should be, even with the more expensive types; with the very cheap ones
they are all too frequent. Reception

w.
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R
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Fig.. 1.-A fixe4 condenser connected in circuit at the point X will often
cure noises due to trouble in the neutralising condenser C3.
-

the aerial swaying in a wind trouble
may occur.

me

-

.1.

attery

The persistence of crackles when
aerial and earth are disconnected is

often indicative of the high-tension
battery having reached the stage
where it should he reneved. Another
should be bought, therefore, or one
should be borrowed which works
silently ipon another receiving set,,

may become spasmodic, serious crackling being heard from time to time,
with intermittent periods of normal
working. Faults of this type are nob
difficult to locate, and for the sake of
example, referzing to Fig. 1, the procedure to adopt is as follows :-Here
a 3-valve circuit of general purpose
type is shown, the first valve being a
neutraIised tuned-anode stage of
high-frequency, the second a detector,
and the third a transformer_coupled
note magnifier.

If

Locating the Fault
f is suspected with an

arrange.

ment of this type that crackling is due
to a breakdown in the L.F. transformer winding, the two leads to the
primary should be disconuectel, V3
should be extinguished upon its filament resistance, and tIre tags of a pair
of telephones should be connected to
the two wires which have been removed from TP and OP. Normal reception, with a quiet background,
indicates-that the primary winding Ti
has in all probability broken down.
Often the application of the wellknown telephones and dry cell tesi,
across the primary winding, will permit stich a fault to be located. Normally a pair of telephones, in series
with a small dry battery, will give
very loud clicks when the free telephone tag is tapped on td one end of
the winding, tie free side of the
battery, of curse, being joined to the
other end of the winding.

Intermittent Faults
If the break

is complete, only feeble
clicks will be heard, but unfortunately
the test will not locate, in many cases,
an intermittent break. The procedure

to adopt then is either to substitute a
transformer known to be working
effectively, or alternatively to listen,
in a quiet room, with the telephones

connected in series with a small
battery across the suspected winding.
If slight crackles are heard, the transformer should be changed. Before
carrying out this test, however, it
should be ascertained that neither the
teleplihnes nor the battery are noisy,
by listening for a short period with
the 'phones directly conìeeted across
the battery. For such a test it is best
to employ a 2- or 4-volt accurnuha%or,
since there is less tendency for a
secondary battery to be noisy.

Leakage Across Condensers
If the receiver has a neuh'alised
high-frequency stage, such as that in

L

Fig. 1, or employs a variable condenser
for reaction control, as n Fig. 2, and
the L,F. side is proved not to be responsible for crackling by listening
without these latter valves in circuit,
leakage across the neutralising or
reaction condenser should be sus.
pected. Dnst between plates is often
responsible here, and if after cleaning
the trouble is not overcome, the effect
of placing a suitable fixed condenser
in series with the variable condenser
should be tried.
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cumulator

The Önly High-Tensioú

I

built

in.

units likè an expanding bookcase

H.T. Accumulator is now
to the ever-increasing list
of commodities to which the expanding
system has been successfully applied.
Just as the unit principle revolution.
ised the bookcase, so, we predict, will
the new Oldham H.T. Accumulator
change the. whole trend of battery

immense resistance against all accumu
lator ills, and therefore a much longer

THE
added

life.

The Oldham H.T. Accumulator is not
only more efficient, but is cheaper than
the dry battery. Constant cost of
renewals of H.T. Batteries has been a
big deterrent against radio ; the initial
cost of this accumulator is covered in
the amount saved in renewals after a
few months' use.
An additional
feature that must not be ignored is
that, each cell being tapped, the ac-.
cumulator can be used for grid bias.
Finally, you shou'd note that every
Oldham Accumulator is soundly constructed to give seieral years' service.
Each cell is a real miniature accumulator, using real plates and contained
within a stout glass box, sealed at the
top against evaporation. There are
no cheap flimsy test tubes to breakno thin plates to buckle-no connectiuns to corrode,and cause trouble.
Ask you Dealer to show you oneyou'll be amazed at the oderate price
of such a beautifully constructed

(20 volts)

-

design.

The principle underlying this new
Oldhain is just this a single unit is
made up of ten 2-volt cells complete in
a wooden holder; thus if a 60-volt
Accumulator is wanted, three of
these units are supplied clamped together, complete with carrying handle.
Other units can be added at will (as
illustrated on this page) to make up
accumulators of 80, 100, or 120 volts.
The unit principle is, however, by no
means the only advantage of this new
accumulator. The fact that it bears
the proven, name of ' Oldham" is
sufficient to commend it to thousands
of accumulator users whose experience
tells them that the Special Activation
Process, under which it is made, is
responsible for far greatèr efficiency,

bd,

::

Complete with lid and polished aluminium handles
Solid Oak Base, 3/6 extra

accumulator.

Special Acilcaiion Process Bauerics

per volt

:: :.':::

I

(80 volts)

-t

--

_____ '
I

LONDON:HZItHWC
'Service Depot 6, Eccleston Place,

.e

983

LDHAM U

-

Phone: Victoria 0286
Gilbert 4d. 5481.
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"Dragon
Amplíon
Type A.R. '9

£5:5:O
-

Other Amplion

Models from
38/Write for

latest

illustrated lists

Radio
Exhibition,

Olympia
r

STANDS

131-132

The Loud Speaker that will do justice to the
set and the transmission-is an Amplion.
A "Dragon" Amplion is the ideal instrument for the discerning constructor.

!M'!YI1 LIV
London, S.E.4.
Ann000ce,ne,,t of Alfred Graham & Co. (M. Graham), Crofton Parh,
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thé Receiving Set-continued

Neutralising Condensers

Dust and Flux

Where a neutralising condenser,
such as 3 in Fig. 1, is suspected, a
small fixed condenser of .0003 to .001
connected in the position X, should be
used.
This condenser will prevent

The presence of dust between the
vanes of the condensers, ou fixed condensers and valve holders, or the
presence of flux on the panel may also
give rise to noisy reception. The re-

R-F
CHOKE

-

-

-I

-

z2

-

_¶

-

R72 L

.

-

.

receiver employing

a

le:akage through 03, and being very
large in capacity as compared with C3,
will not materially affect the capacity
of the latter. With Reinartz type
reaction the fixed condenser should be
rOf the order of .001 to .002, if the
capacity of the reaction condenser is
ot materially to be reduced,
.

a

I_

.

--

-

-

-

type, poor performan& may be due to faults in the anode
resistances or grid leaks.

ceivei should be carefully dusted f i'om
time to time and any traces of flux
on the panel should be removed by
scraping or by washing with metliyInted spirit. It is rather interesting
to note that certain fluxes on the
market, when tested with a megger
between two pins inserted into the

ling which mars reception, some men-

breaks in flexible leads should be made.
1f when wearing telephones it is
noticed that crackling is particularly
pronounced when a movement is made,
the fault will often be located in the
telephone leads, which shecild be replaced. Where the trouble is most
evident; when adjusting the reaction
coil, the flex leads to the moving coil
holder should be renewed.

Shunting Condensers
Shunting condensers across the
various tappings of the high-tension
battery ar very desirable, more especially when the end of the useful life
of the battery is being approached
but occasionally these components
become leaky, thus impoiing
continuous load on the high-tensiòn
battery, which runs down in a much
shorter timo than it should. A muliammeter, placed in the lead to a shuntwill give a useful indiing
cation here.
condenser1

-

scathed 'by the passing of time. lt
often happens, especially with anode
resistances which are not of the wirewound type, that reception tends to
become somewhat noisy, hissing being
audible during the silent portions of
the programmes. This is almost in-.
variably due to the anode resistances

-

.

,

'

s,

-

'tion of the effect of intermittent

-

circjit of this

Flex Leads
Bforo leaving the subject of crack-

(

.
-

_CB2

E

'.

/

R9i

ir

-

..-

I

C

Fig. 2.-Jn

-

time in transformer-coupled receivers.
From this it should not be assumed
that resistance amplifiers ale left un-

R6
i

-

So

'-.

R

-,

Resistance Coupling Troubles
far we have dealt mainly with
troubles which develop after some

-

-

L.

__

r

WIRELESS ONSTRUCTÒR

#.

s#

g.

The aerial system
of the high-power
R
Broadia s tin g
Station, Vienna,
which s often

osenhugel

heard in this
country.

*

*1

*

I

flux, will give a practically- infinite
resistance reading. If, however, the
flux is heated, as must.. necessarily
happen when soldering is carried out,
the reading ou the meg,ger will be considerablr lowered, and traces of such
flux on the panel provide serious
leakage paths, more especially if dust

gathers.

having passed their useful life, and.
having reached the condition where
their resistance fluctuates, instead of
remaining constant in value.

Defective Coupling Condensers

Coupling condensers, foi example,
C3, C4 and C5 of the Fig. 2 circuit,
may tend to become leaky after pro-

98
f

-

f
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T'ME AND THE RECEIVING

fling the filament

tracted use, and when this happens
the grids of the valces concerned
receive a positive bias from the hightension battery, with the result that
they do not work upon the part of the
characteristic curve which gives pure

L

SET-continued

fr a second

or two
at three to three and a-half times the
normal voltage, the high-tension, of
course, being disconnected.
Such
drastic treatment may result in burning out the filament, but if successful
it will restore the emission by causing
a fresh coating of thorium to form on
the surface of the filament.

reproduction. A heavier load is placed
on the high-tension battery when the
grids are made positive, grid current
tends te flow, and reproduction will
become poor in quality. Substitution
is the only efftive test which most
constructors can apply here.

The Panel

APPRECIATION.

"MIDGET" SET.
Sin,-Being a regular reader, I have
been greatly interested in watching the
notes, etc., on the "Midget OneValve " set of May, 1925, designed by
Mr. A. S. Clark.
I have enclosed the photograph o
AN UNUSUAL

With constant exposure ebonite
panels may tend to become discoloured and surface leakage may
result.
Where this greenish discolouration is noticed, it is worth while
to take all the components off the
panel, and to rub the latter down with
fine emery cloth, rubbing with a circular motion of the emery cloth
moistened with ordinary lubricating
oil. By so doing the panel may be
rendered fit for further satisfactory

Fading

With resistance-coupled amplifiers it
occasionally happens that signals are
heard at good strength when the set
is first switched on, but they gradually
"fade," and can only be brought bcic
to full strength again by switching
the set off for a minute or two. Such
a symptom is indicative of the grid
leaks, for example, R7, 118 or R9 of
the Fig. 2 arrangement having developed extreniely high resistances, or

t

service.
When the set

is taken down for
attention io the panel it is worth while

,'
The

.4

4

control

room at the
London station
may be described as the
hub
of the
p r o g ram me
d i s t r i b «tion
system.
._4

to adjust the bearings of variable condensers, contacts of rheostat brushes,
eth., all of which repairs will tend to
give improved working.

having compktely failed, which will
cause the set to choke. The remedies
for this trouble are obvious.

The coils of Mr. Frank Hall's "Midget"
set may be seen above the boss of the

propellec.

the "Midget" I made in an old Avro
prop." I might say that I am more
than satisfied, and many congratulations for the set; everybody says it is
the finest one-valve set they have heard
for its simplicity.
The stations I can get on it with an
aerial 24 ft. high and 50 ft. long are
Nottingham, Sheffield, Manchester,
Biimingham, Stoke-on-Trent, Newcastle, Daventry, Hamburg, Münster,
and several others.
Wishing THE WIRELESS CONSTR7CTOR
every success,
Yours faithfully,
FRANE HALL.

Mansfield.

Valves

gradual falling off in signal
may be due Lo valves
strength
gradually losing their emission, either
through the normal effect of use or
through being run with too high
Dull-emitters
voltage.
a filament
of the thoriated filamçnt type,
ill-treated in
which have been
this latt:er manner, may have
their emission restored in many
eases by running them at a slightly
higher temperature than normal With
the high-tension nppIy disconnected.
If no improvement results from this
A

J

treatment,
!' fiashd"

the va1ve
may be
This is effected by run-

"Who
I

J

-

Invente

th

Neutro yne.'P"

This fascinating article, containing
NEW FACTS ABOUT A GREAT INVENTION
appeared in WIRELESS for July 31, 1926.
For the latest wireless news each week plaTce a per..
manent order for WIRELESS now. Price 2d. weekly.
--
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SEASON

CllI

1926-1927

CLEARTRON Research Departments, both here and in America,
have been assiduQusly at work ever since the Birmingham factory
opened, to prepare for the coming season a new and startlingly
improved series of CLEARTRON VALVES of all types.
As a result, the present range of 'CLEARTRON VALVES will

.1

be supersetied by a new 1926/1927 series embodying these discoveries. Electronic emission is increased, the vacuum heightened
and the life o.f the valve lengthened. After exhaustive tests new
types of filaments have been adopted and the construction
rendered shock-proof. Microphonic noises have been reduced
to an absolute minimum. -.
The new series is expected to be on sale by August x5th, when full technical details will be
available in CLEAR TRON'S New Season Price List. Meanwhile the 1925 range
can still be obtained at 12/6 and x5/- so long as the present supplies last.

The new range of CLEARTRON VALVES are sold, of course, with

CLEARTRON'S

IRONCLAD

GUARANTEE

Write for trade particulars, full technical data and.showcards, etc.

CLLtTíR©I AII© LT.

ONECHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.i (Works: BIRMINGHAM)
T&ephone: Regent

223 IJ2

-

-

Telegrams: "Clearteon, Westrand, London."
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A SCREENED-COIL
SINGLE-VALVE SET
-

By W. H. FULLER
'..

-

1iIllt

J

Are you troubled with direcrt,ick-u
stations without local interference ?

ONE of the principal difficulties
encountered in attempt4ng distant reception in towns is the
direct pick-up from the local station.
Even when using a tolerably selective
circuit, it is found that s certain
amount of direct action remains which
renders flue tuning difficult, if not
impossible:
L1
'

C,

_

so that the local station cannot be Cut out ? Do you want to receive distant
is a set to help you, a set which is easy to construct and economical to use.

(-Ie

a Reinartz arrangement is adopted for
the receiver itself, the only special
point 6eing that the tuninir and
reaction coils, both of whicì are

in this instance, although the ordinary
type may be used if desired.
One sub-panel 7 in. x 5 in. x
in.
(Clayton Rubber Co.).
One cabinet to suit main panel, with
baseboard 11 in. deep (Oamuco).
Allowance should be made for a terminal strip, 4 in. x 2 in. at the back
of this cabinet, on the right-hand side
looking from time front.
Two .0005 variable square-law condensers, slow motion type (Jackson
Bros.).
One .0003 variable square-law condenser,
ordinary
type
(Jackson
Bros.).
One .0003 fixed condenser, type 600,
-with clips amjd a 1-megohm leak
(Dubilier).
-

.

wound on the same former,
enclosed inside a screening case.

are

A Wave Trap
The aerial circuit contains a simple
auto-coupled series-rejector wave trap.
Thu consists of a simple tuned circuit, of which a portion is included in
the lead between time aerial and the
set. When titis is tuned to time interfering sfation, the signals received
may be either reduced to zero or consklerahly decreased in volume, with

the result that distant stations operating quite close in wavelength can he
received -satisfactorily.

L2c
VE

,

I

LT.

Fig. 1.-The earthed screen of the
tuning coil is shown by the dotted line
in this diagram.
The use of an efficient wave trap
goes a long way towards reducing the
interference which eaters tite receiver
via tile aerial itself. In this way the
overwhelming signal received from the
local station may be reøuced to a value
comparable with that from the distant
station, so that a normal low-loss
tuning circuit can be employed with
some measure of success.

o

-

.il-

Direct Action
The direct pick-up on the coil of the
tuning circuit itself, however, still
remains, and for this reason the selectivity of any single circuit receiver is
somewhat limited. In the set described
in titis article, an attempt has been
made to overcome the direct pick-up
by the use of a screened coil for the
actual tuning circuit. A self-contained wave trap has also been included, with the result that some really
selective resitits are possible with this
receiver.
The circuit of the instiument is
shown in Fig. 1. 1t will be seen that

separate panel, supported on four wooden legs, carries the trap
circuit tapped coil and variable condenser.
One screening case with base comComponents Required
plete (Burne-Jones & Co.).
The components you will require for
One Reinartz coil to suit (Burne.
this receiver are as follows:Jones & Co.).
One panel 10 in. x 7 in. x
in.
One H.F. choke (Lissen, Ltd.).
(Clayton Rubber Co.).
One vibratory valve holder (Lotus).
The mahogany finish has been used
One filament rheostat (Etherplus).
A
s

-

-

-

--
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A Scréened-Coii Single-Valve

:

components at the back of the panel.
'hile this is being carried on, it is
as well to place the 7 in. x
in. panel

One tapped trap coil (Burne-Jones
& Co.).

One terminal strip 4 in. x 2 in.,
carrying four terminals.
FoUr separate 4 B.A. terminals.
in.
Four lengths of wooden rod
square by 34 in. long.
Quantity of Glazite wire for wiring

up.
Short length of flex wire.
Packet of Radio Press

Set-continued

-.

mounted up consisting of the screened
coil, the H.F. choke, the valve holder,
and the terminal strip.

io"

L

ii

r,,

T.

panel

transfers.

I

Construction

The constructional details will offer
little difficulty. Attention may be
drawn to the fact that the trap lias
been mounted on a special sub-panel
behind the main panel. This is done
because the adjustment of the trap
tune only requires occasional alteration if the wavelength of the local
station varies in any way. All the
normal tuning. is done on the main
grid tuning condenser, so that the
only two controls which need to be
mounted on the panel are the grid
and reaction condensers, and the filament rheostaf, the remaining controls
being placed out of the way.

The Main' Panel

I:

22

-._______ _____
I

The first operation therefore is to
obtain the main panel, IO in.
7 L,
and to drill the holes for the two condensers, the filament rheostat and the
fous terminals in the positions shown.
The vomponents may then be moiin ted
i;

-

'

'H

___

t

Fig. 2.-The condenser on the kft tunes the grid circuit, while that
on the right is for reaction. Drilling dimensions may be taken from
this diagram, and blueprint No. CÎO6OA is also available.
for the wave trap in the position. which
Back of Panel Layout
it will ultimately occupy, so that it
These
components should be mounted
can be ensured that none of the base.in the positions shown in the wiring
diagram accompanying this article.
When laying out the components, the
main panel should be placed temporarily in position to ensure that
there is ample clearance between the
reaction condenser and the screened
coil. A valve should also be inserted
in the valve holder to ensure that
there is clearance between the valve
itself and the high-frequency choke
which is mounted beside it.
,

I

:

-.

'
The Wave Trap
Attention may now bc turned to t1i
wave-trap itselL Take the 7 in. x
5 in. passe! and drill this in accordance
with the diagram giVen'. The required
dimensions for this panel will be
found on the back of panel wiring
diagram. The second .0005 slow-motion
condenser ma'ç then be mounted a
shown, and the trap coil, mounted
beside it.
This latter unit is made un as a.
single-hole fixing component by iessrs.
Burne-Jones & Co. Those readers who
prefer to make their own, however,
may easily do so, and this component
need not necessarily be made as a cornplete unit.

[1
b

.

::

Care shoi.ld be taken in placing the screened coil and choks coil to
allow ample room for vibration of jhe valve.
up tnd this panel put on ¿ne side for
the time being.
The next job is the mounting of the
B

i

-'

-

board components foul the trap in
any way. The layout ii perfectly
simple, the only components to be

-

Winding Details

If desired, a small switch with firestuds may be mounted on th subpanel, and the trap coil itself can be

989
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Set-continued

culty will be experienced in this direction, but those who prefer to do so
can purchase the article ready made.

wound separately and mounted in any
convenient manner. The details of the
coil are given below, so that no diffi-

Q

i

Q)

L-

Wiring the Trap
The trap may now be wired up in
accordance with the wiring diagram
supplied. The tuning condenser is cunected across the whole of the coil.
The termina] on the left-hand side of
the panel viewed from the front is connected to the tapping switch. The
other terminal on the right-hand side
is connected to the bottom end of the
coil, i.e., the end from which the tappings aro taken.
The wiring of the tappings to the
switch stud is straightforward.
The
first stud is connected to the bottom
end of the coil itself, so that the trap
may be cut completely out of circuit
if desired.
The other four studs in
rotation are Connected to the tappings
on the coil at 10, 15, 20, and 25 turns.
If the ready-made article is purchased
it is simply necessary to connect up
the wires as shown on the wiring diagram, the connections to the switch
arm and the two ends of time coil being
already made internally and brought
-

-

i-

lLIilo
T7JJ f1.1 1fr) A

(

EDGE OF PA NEL

84.5
,

The coil consjst,s of 55 turns of 30
wire wound ou a 3-in, former.
These turns should be spaced at 40 to
the inch. This may be done either by
grodving the former or by adopting
some of the methods which were de
soribed in an article in the last isie
of this journal. If spacing is not
resorted to, the trap will still functien, although not so efficiently.
Tappings should be taken at 10, 1.5,
20 and 25 turn', so that the extent to
which the trap is coupled to the aerial
circuit can he varied.
d.Q.e.

EOA nû I/"x /0

/8"

..

r

out -to the three terminals
A

/

A 1, A 2,

3.

I.

\f/,'11

Ii
-e"'
-

r

7fl

L

Fig. 4.-fletails of the tuning coil and
the connections on its base are shown
here for the beneñt of those who wish
to wind their own coil.

I+J

The four lengths of i-in. square
wood should now be screwed to the

I:.

ewe
!'

-

ÌHTÌ

i

'L.T'.
V

four corners, in order to form legs, as
can be seen in the photographs. The
trap may be then fiied in position b
means of wood screws coming throug
the baseboard into the bottom of these

V

legs.
V

Fig. 3-The layout-of the components given here should be carefully
followed in assembling the set. Blueprint No. C1O6OB is also obtainable with the aid of the Coupon in this issue.
..
V

-

-

Completing the Wiring

Tiis completes the assembly of the
receiver, and -rthe main wiring may

99O

V

V
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Selectivity
now be undertaken. Little difficulty
will be experienced in this direction,

as the wiring is straightforward and
The aerial terminal is consimple.
nected fo the left-hand terminal on
the trap, looking f ronf the front, while

WIRING IN WORDS
All (lirections are aireo as dewing the

8ei

The Reinartz Coil
There may be some readers who prefer to obtain just thern coil blank to fit
the screened coil, and to put their own

1oin AERIAL terminal to right hand terminal
trap panel, and continne to centre terminal of

trap coil.

soin EARTH terminal to spindlo of variable
condenser C2, thence to E and terminal 2 of
terminal,
screened coil base, thence to LT.
HT. terminal and one filament tag of vaivo

-

other tappings to pins Nos.
6

3, 4, 5

and

respectively.
Testing Out
The receiver is now ready for testing

from the

bacA.

on

and Economy

-

-I-

holder.
Join fixed vanes of C2 to terminal 1 on screened
coil base, and aleo to one sido of C4 and R2.
Join other side of C4 and 1t2 to grid tag of
valve holder.
Join L.T. to one side of filament rheostat Rl.
Join other 81(10 of Rl to remaining filament
tag of valve holder.
Join spindle of variable condenser C3 to left
hand terminal on trap panel, thence to left-hand
terminal on trap coil LI, fixed vanes of trap
condenser Cl, and (flexible lead) terminal 3, 4,

-

'eS

as

eA'

.4
;'A'

This photograph,
showing the coil
with its screening
cover
removed,
will be of assistanèe in wiring the
set.

*

*

5 or 6, on screened coil base.
Join right-hand terminal o( trap coil Li to
spindle of trap condenser Cl.
Join fixed vene, of condenser C3 to anode od
valve holder, thence to one side of 11F. choke

*
-

.

II

H

.

Coil.

Join other skie of 11F. Choke coil to upper
telephOne terminal.
Join lower telephone terminal to HT. + terminal.

the right-hand terminal thereon is
connected by means of t flexible lead
to a suitable tapping on the Reinarts

winding on it. For the benefit of these
readers details of the actual windings
are given herewith. The tuned winding consists of a single layer coil wound
with 80 turns of 28 d.s.c. wire on a
2-in, former.
The reaction coil consists of 25 turns
of the same wire, wound osa continua-

I...

II

*
-.

w

Connect op the batteries, tele.
phones, aerial and earth, and insert a
suitable valve in the holder. The flex
lead from the trap to the screened coil
should be connected to tapping No. 6.
&t the reaction condenser at zero,
and place the trap switch at No. I
tapping, in which position the trap is
out of circuit. Now, on rotating the
tuning condenser on the main panel,
signals from the local station may be

heard.

.

-

out.

.*.

*

The details of the
wiring and layout
seen here should
be studied in conjunction with the

Adjusting the Tap
Try the effect of increasing the reaction condenser, which should produce
a steady increase of strength up to the.
point at which the sot commences to
oscillate.
It should not be allowed
actually to oscillate during broadcasting hours, but the tendency to oscillate
may easily be gauged, to see if everything is satisfactory.

wiring diagram,

t

Fig. 3.
n'

e,

;'d

n'

-

_____
i

Selectivity

The effect of decreasing the tappings
on the aerial winding may then be
tried. The smaller the tapping the
more selective the set, but if the tapping is made too small 'the receiver
cannos ne brOugl1 up to tue oscivation
point. The best position will readily
be found by trial on the particular
aerial with which the set is to be used..
The Wave Trap

itself. The remainder of the
jviring requires no comment.
The connections to the screened coil
will readily be seen from the diagram.
Points i and 2 are connected to the
main tuning coil, while points 3, 4, 5
and 6 are the various tappings on the
overhanging reaction-cum-aerial coil.
Coil

tion of the tuned winding tapped at
10, 15 and 20 turns.
The connections to this coil are as
shown in the diagram, Fig. 4, which
gives a view of the underside of the
coil. The top end of the coil goes to
pin No. I. The end of the tuned coil
is connected to pin No. 2, and the

It

is now advisable to introduce the

wave trap.

Tune the set to the local
station and place the trap switch a
2 or 3. Tune the trap condenser until
signals are a minimum.
It will be found that at a certain
point the signals suddenly decrease in
(Concluded on

p.

994.)
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DIMIC CØ
Hegd. Dasigs& No. 717674.
(Patents pee_dint.)

A scientifically designed,

low-loss solenoid, electricallyefficient,mechanically
robust; in fact, like all

other MJ Componentsreally sound. Fit the
ft "DIMIC" to your
receiver and annihilate
Distance. Price 10,- each.
Base

etra

lengths..-

to io M, and ip
air ranges front i5o
to 4,500 M.

992

Prices, Unmounted.
(Two Clips are supplied wh

each

o'ooOI

,ach,
2/6

Condenser.)

to
to
to

oouz

0015

o'0009MF.

o'oiF.
o'o2'F.

,..

.

..

..-

Bght

3/.

(4})

4/..

L.F. TRANSFORMERS.

Prices, each
(With 000x

(MJ1)

40,000

..

..

..

21/-

to

*

ohms. Price, each 4/6
(Supplied with Two Clips.)
bonite Base with. Termjnals
1/- extra.

100,000

(New type.)
Mounted on
.
-

(FIB)

Fixed Condenser 3/- exths.)

ANODE RESISTANCE&

20

In

Telephone:
Slough
441-442.

..

..

..

......

-

eacl

5/ 6

6/6
7/6
22/6

GRID LEAKS.

each 2/6
(Stpplied wit.ir Two Clips.)
Mounted on
Ebonite Base, with Ternunals, 1/- estas.

All Values

Mounted' on Bbonite Base with Terminals,
any value, li- extra.
(MJ)

Prices,

Emitters

..
..
Dull Emitters
..
Double, Bright and DuE Emitters
Triple Rheostat

H.F..

TRANSFORMERS.

Supplied in six ranges of wave-lengths
covering8u to 7,000 metres; also No. ALI.
(Neutralising Unit for Broadcast WaveIengthsl.
..
..
Price, each 10/honcored for Supersonic.
Na.. A7
-.
Price,
each 12/6
..
..
Price, each 2/H.F. Damper

....

2/6.

Supplied in the following waveSW

-

There are no second-grade (tffl) instruments. AIL (jf) products are subjected t
very careful inspection before being passed for sale. For instance, the coils of
Low Frequency Transforrners-one turn too few or too many is sufficient to
prevent a Transformer passing the test department.
Take, also, them barrel-t)pe High FrequencyTransfoeeach one is sepately
tested, not once, but three or four timcs-tested rigidly, so that if it falls- short of the
highest standards it is immediately rejected. You will, perhaps, ask "Why this
rigid inspection and test? The average user can't make these tests." The answer
is «Insurance
Insurance o your results, and Insurance on our reputation.
Components-They're British!
Demand of your dealer
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.
í4J
MICA FIXED CONDENSERS.
{J1

!UII!MJP 1MJ1IJEH1AfEIL
MareuFacurer, oF 'Mreless

nd Scientific Apparatus

WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH,

BUCKS..

Telegrams:
Radether,
Slough.
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some little time past Mr.
Gumplethorpe has been firmly in
.the grip of a fit of economy. By
making his own components he has
effected a saving so remarkable that
you would never believe the total if I
told it you, any more than I believed
him when he told me. It has all been
rather a surprise to me, for Mr.
Gumplethorpo is not naturally of the
saving nature. I rather think that
the seeds were sown when he read one
day in ali advertisement: " Fit a
Topnotch Valve and Save Half Your
Filament Current." Mr. Gumplethorpe at once fitted two, in a laudable desire to save it all. Anyhow, it
was not long after that that he lifted
up his voice to me against the folly
of those who waste their money by
buying every gadget, jim and doohickie
ready made.
" Take yourself, for instance," he
cried. "If you wanted a variable
gridleak, you would not make it; you
would go out and buy one for several
good shillings.''
Nothing of the sort," said I.
OR

J[1

"Oh?"

"I'd

go to the little shop round the
corner and buy a genuine 2-megohm

leak for fourpence halfpenny.
are variable if you like."

They

The Expanding Gridleak
Mr. Gumpiethorpe, however, was not

to be unseated in this way from his

.

A highly effective
home-made black eye

hobby-horse.
He proceeded without
further ado to unfold to ¡ne his own
original idea for the construction of
yariable gridleaks at trilling cost in
the home workshop. All that one need
do, he explained, is to draw a stout
pencil line on a strip cut from an old
inner tube. This is fixed betwéen two
terminals, so arranged that the distance between themcan be varied at
Increase it, and the rubber
will.
stretches, making the uñe longer and
hinner. The resistance thus rises to a
higher and higher figure. He insisted

upon taking me round at once to his
house for a practical demonstration of
his invention. By means of the rack

and pinion movement borrowed from
his hest camera he was able to move
the terminals with great exactitude.
He was showing me the enormous
resistance that could be obtained when

\
\
Blue flames everywhere

the rubber strip decided to call it a
day. One flying end gave Mr.
Gumplethorpe a highly effective home-.
made black eye, whilst the other did
in a power valve in the most; economical manner in the world.

True Neutralising
Always up to date, Mr. Gumplethorpe has long been interested in
neutralised circuits. He soon became
an ardent supporter of the principle,
hut one thing stuck firmly in his
gizzaid.
This vas the cost of the
silly little variable condensers needed
to do the job. He decided mimediately to strike a blow against the
manufacturers and in defence of his
own bank account by making them for
himself. Sardine tins seemed to him
to furnish the ideal material for the
plates. He therefore caused a dozen
to be ordered, and the family lived
entirely upon these tasty little fish for
several days. Having thus acquired
his supply of raw material, Mr.
Gumplethorpe waited until 4iis wife
was
ut, when he borrowed ber
cutting-out scissors. Within an hour
his workshop bore n distinct resemblance to a battlefield; Mr. Gumplethorpe, streaming with gore, was
obliged to telephone for the doctor to
stick together such portions of his
hands as were left. Mrs. Gumplethorpe bn her return home gave one
glance at her scissors and then went
straight out again to order a new
guinea pair, which she put down to her
husband's account.
Patience

fil

Rewarded

Battered by the blows of fate, but
still undaunted, Mr.
umplethiorpe

returned to the jobwith such devotion
that in less thaii a month two
neutralising condensers stood side by
side upon his wireless table ready to
begin their life's work. It was some
days before he could bring hiwself to
mount them in a receiving set; he
liked to take them up, to look at them
with a loving eye, to twiddle their
knobs, to show them to his friends.
Then one evening I begged him to try
them nut. He consented, after much
persuasion, to wire up one of them.
"I just turn the handle," he said.
"Clonk! Glup! Plonk! " reloud-speaker.
" Of
marked
the
course, they are not quite finished
yet," explained Mr. Gumplethorpe,
still turning. Next moment there was
one of the prettiest electrical effects

that

I ever remember seeing.
There
seemed to be blue flames everywhere.
Mr. Gumpletliorpe's condenser had
lived up to its name; it had neiitralised
both high- and low-tension batteries.

Economy in Coils
Experiments with a diversity of
nenti-ahised circuits cannot be conducted unless the investigator of their
little ways is the happy posacasor of a
set of centre-tapped inductances. In
the making of these Mr. Gumpiethiirpe
really excels, and I trust that the
shining example that he has set may
lead the feet of thousands of other
constructors into the paths of economy.

-

A

home-made inductance of high
efficiency.

-

These things, as Mr. Gumplethorpe
has proved conclusively, are perfectly
simple to make at home at not much
more than double the cost of readymade articles. I begged him to let me
have a photograph of one of his
efficient centre-tapped solenoids, so
that all readers of TRE WIRELESS CONsmvcToR might be able to admire its
perfections. Unfortunitely the rack
and pinion movement of his camera
was still in use as a gridleak-stretcher,
but the artist has made such a faithful
picture of one of these remarkable

993
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Mr. GUMPLETHORPE "SAVES" MONEY-coniinued

-.

coi's that you, dear reader, will hae
no difficulty in following all the details
of its construetion. The windings are
macle with No. 18 dcc. copper wire
upon a former consisting çf an ebonite
tube three inches in diameter and six
inches in length.

Remarkable Economy
Owing to the liability of the latter
which, of course, I mean the

(by

/

Mr. Gumblethorpe's finest piece of work.
former) to split when the staple and
nai! anchorages for the ends of the
windings are driven in, it is advisable
to order hall-a-dosen or so for each
coil which it is intended to wind. Tl
*ire, too, has an unpleasant way of
flying off and getting all tangled up if
you take your thumb off it for a
moment during the winding process.
A good deal of wire is therefore needed
for the job.
To show the vast
economy that

may

be

effected

by

'

The Last Feat
When I saw Mr. Gumplehoipe the
other night I founçt him busily engaged iii make a low-frequency transformer of the most modern type. He
was getting on quite well with the
primary, for having wound on five
hundred turns, he had only nineteen
thousand five hundred to go. He calculates that the component will be
ready for use by this tüne next year if
his luck holds good. So far he is not
averagIng ulero tuan one break Tor
every three turns, but F rather fancy
that his figures will not beso good, for
he is becoming a little fatigued towards
the end of his task. The work is
really progressing very satisfactorily,
and I do not ,fancy that the transformer when finished will cost him all
told a penny more than ten or twelve
pòunds; this, of course, includes the
cost of two or three professional transformers that he has pulled to pieces
in order to learn how the job is done
by experts.

A Real Pioneer
Mr. Guinplethorpe, by the way, uas
one of the first to use fixed resistances
in the filament leads of his valves.
Thy began life as home-made rheostats, but owing to some small defect
in the design.the contact arm soon became immovably fixed. Many a great

A SCREENED-COIL
'

f

-

SINGLE-VALVE SET
(Concluded from pages 991)

-

strength and the trap should be
adjusted to this point.
The trapping action extends to soìe
extent on each side of the minimum
point; a station working on a wave:
length near to that of the local station
may arso be reduced in volume. This
effect is controlled by the tappings on
the trap coil.
Choosing the Best Tapping

ilie larger the tapping the greater

is the reductiom in the strength of the
local station, hut also the effect on

station.s working on neighbouring
Com'wavelengths is more serous.
versely, if the trap tapping' is toe
small,, the distant. station may not be1
affected, but the local station maystill
cause interference
A little trial, therefore, will show
the best tapping in the particular drcumstances.
It should be noted that the trap

requires retuniag
ping is altered.

evy

tiine-

''I

the tap-

Test Report

The apparatus wa-s tested 12 miles
north of Indon, and gav& very good

making centre-tapped coils at home, I
give a list of the parts required foi one
inductance, together with their cost.
6 forniers ...

3lbs.wire

...
...

Lsd.
18
7

0
6

Staple, nail and safetypin
...

-.
j

the Shef1-leid
Wireless Society
to locate a hidden
transmitter was
recognised locally
as a most interesting event.
by

L156

And Condensers
But perhaps Mr. Gumplethorpe's

finest piece of work is his entirely-allhonie-made variable condenser, whose
counterfeit presentment appears upon
this page. This condenser is remarkable for the fnct that its minimum
capacity is .0000000 microfarads, and
still more remarkable in that iti nia.imum capacity is the same. Further
points of distinction are that the fixed
plates all move, whilst tile moving
plates are tightly fixed. Since the dial
rotates eccentrically and quite independently on the spindle, it is a component that will be welcomed by those
who have become bored by manipulating tuning controls of the commonplace type. It is so designed that it
may he placed with equal ease upon
the pane!, upon the baseboard, or in

the dustbin.

*

A competition held

It-remains for you,,reader, to sail in
and do likewise.
-

*

*

-

discovery haa been made by chance in
such a vay as this. Mr. Gumplethorpe
has many other honie-made components
iu view, ând I have no doubt that they
will all of them be as successful as
those which he has already constructed. My only fear is that he may
find himself unable to stay the economy
course, for already his business shows
signs of approaching dissolution, since
he prefers to save money in his workshop rather than make it in his office.
Meantime, however, he is perfectly
happy, and that, after all, is the great

results. It was easy to handle and
selective in operation. 2L0 was re-.
ceived at good loud-speaker strength,
while Birmingham ce-uld just be heard
on the loud-speaker.

THE "QUALITY FIVE"
By John W. Barter
See "Modern Wireless,"
AUGUST iSSUE - - PRICE 1/-

thing.'
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eleven o'clock, and a starAll's well." The
cry of the night watchman gibing
that assurance of safety and well
being.
The old order changeth. Yesterday
it was the individual, to-day it is
the creative genius of man which
bears the burden, but success is
measured by the same standard,

PAST
light night.

MASK

.3. L!
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-
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reliability.

s

Take the case of Broadcasting. The real
pleasure of Radio depends on the degree
of reliance you can place in your wireless
set, or more particularly in your valves.
Now Six-Sixty Valves ensure the maximum degree of reliance. They never let
you down. They assure a wonderful
purity of reception, ànd in addition to
being remarkably economical, there are
no valves on the market to-day that can
boast of a longer life, because there are
no valves that operate at a lower
temperatu2e.
Six-Sixty Valves are recommended by all
the leading 'Nireless Journals of to,-day.

S.S.3 L.F
(Creen Disc)
Voltage

3 volts

-

Consumption 06 amps,

PRICE 16/6'
These pekes do

not

apply

the Irish Free State.

Leaflet
gives full

in

Have you entered for the
-

II

For Perfection of Quality Insist on.

SIX-SIXTY VALVES.

Dubilicon Competition
yet?
If not, write to us now.içi
full particulars.
Cash Prize £200.

1F
1

,1

Visit our Stand No. 38 at tite Wireless
Exhibition, Olympia, Sept. 4th-I8tIt

S.S. 1.7
partku-

lors. Your Dealer
will be pleased to
order Six - Sixty
Valves for you if
is out of stock.

SIXSIXTY VALVES
Better by Six times Sixtu

The Electron Co., Ltd., Triumph House, 189, Regent Street, London, W.1.
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CURIOUS EFFECTS
OF LIGHTNING

'

-

Sm,
A few points recently
observed by me during . thunderstorni will, J hope, interest sorne of
the readers of THE Wnsiss CoNSTRUCTOR.

I was listening on a two-valve set
2L0 with a large indoor aerial, and
a direct earth. A thunderstorm was
approaching, but considering the fact
- that no outdoor
aerial was in use I
(lid not switch off the set. Suddenl
there was a particularly vivid fias
outside, and 2L0 suddenly stopped.
Finding nothing wrong with the set,
I took out the valve (which was still
alight) and substituted another. AH
went well, and I afterwards discovered that the first valve (a twovolt dull-emitter) had lost its emissien.
On another occasion a grid-leak
.was " burnt-out," the set suddenly
bursting into a howl.
Yours faithfully,
o

I
r

r

J.

R.

FODELL.

Bioc±ley, S.E.

September, 1926

-.

TROUBLE WITH LONG
LOUD-SPEAKER LEADS

L'

i
43

Sirt,-I have for sorne time been
puzzled by a curious phenomenon
which occurs when F attempt te use
my loud-speaker in the garden. Theset is one described by ]r. Percy W.
Harris,

MIRE.,

iii ThE \VIRELESS

and gives most extremely pleasing quality, when the
loud-speaker is indocn-s and clse to
it. I have 'a double "land-hue" of
' electron wire » leading to the end
of a long garden, and.on placihg the
loud-speaker at the end of this the
results are extremely hollow andmuffled.
I have repeatedly mude
slight alterations in the placing ofthe line, but cannot get rid of the
CoN sTRuCToa,

J

-

nected, through a large. condenser,, to
the terminal which goes to the anode,
and the other side through a shore
wire to earth. In this caso it is essential to make sure that one side of the
lo-tension battery is earthed, as
othetwise the loudspeaker circuit will
be

incomplete-ED.]

"REPAIRING"

A FAULTY
TRANSFORMER

-

Ssa,-I should like to know whether
any of your readers have had experiences similar to mine in connection
with faulty transformer windings. It
is well, known that when the primary
winding of a L.F. transformer first
"goes west," the trouble may show

Are you in tisis
photograph ? The
famous "Elstree

Six"

receiver

attracted la r g e

crowds
l

A TIMELY WARNINGFOR OTHERS

Sj,-In view of a recent unhappy
experionoe of mine, I feel that I
should warn your readers against
making a similar mistake. I was experimenting with a receiver employing one .06 amp. valve, and with
about 4 microfarads of condensers
Upon disacross the HT. battery.
connecting the latter from the positive HT. ternnal the lead accidentally touched the negative LT. 'terminal, and the charge held by the
condensers (at 90 volts) was sufficient
to burn out the' filament.
Probably no other valve than one
of the .06 amp. type would have been
iffected.
Yours, faithfully,
R.

K. BROWNI,EY.

Bolton.

to

the

Radio Press
Laboratories for

demonstrations of
its capabilities.
vc5

.

1,,y

trouble. Have any of your readers
had a similar experience?
Yours truly,
R...

L. BARNELL.

Portslade, Sussex.
[Our correspondent's trouble is 'most
probably due' to the fact that his long
extension line is acting as a large
capacity in parallel with the loudspeaker. The trouble may possibly be
cured by separating the two leads2 or
by connecting an L.F. choke across
the output terminals of the receiver,
one side of the loud-speaker being con-

itself, not by complete failure of the
set, but in the fornì of troublesome
crackling iio ises.
I have a transformer of high reputation and price which does this fairly
often, but I can always cure it simply
by short-circuiting the primary for a
moment with a piece of wire. After
this it will work perfectly again for
several days. I am wondering whether
there is any means of righting this
trouble before it geta worse.
Yours faithfully,
"

Goodmayes, Essex.

96
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SPLENDID NEWS FO

TWO REMARKABLE NEW

RECEIVERS
i

Advance

ENSITIVITY, compactness and a
pleasing appearance-all these
features will be found in " The
Night Hawk " Receiver, Mr. Harris'
latest set to be described in the
next issue of TRE WIRELESS CONSTBvCTOR. The story of the evolution of "The
Hawk"
Night
begins over a
year ago, when
in visiting many
laborawireless
tories in America
Mr. Harris was
examining t h e
best that could be
in the
offered
way of selective
long-distance receivei's. M a n y
were good, some
were poor, but
till
liad features
of iìterest, yet,
searching among
them, not one
seemed to possess

the

features

which -make the
strongest appeal
to the home constructor.Furthermore, without
exception the re-

"The Night Hawk"

Particulars of

dials, and when, as is sometimes the
case, the very limit of sensitiveness is
required to pick up some distant
station, full recourse can be had to
reaction amplification right up to the
oscillation point without any chance
This
of radiation from the aerial.

and one for the small knob of tiló
reaction control. All other components
screw on to the baseboard, and indeed
practically the whole of the receiver
can be wired up before the front panel
is attached. This greatly simplifies the
home-constructors task.
High
Selectivity

There are two
stages of neutralised high-f re-

quency, a detec-

tor and two really
efficient n o t e
in

agnifying

stages.
u

The
selectivity is such
that even when
one is close to a
broadcasting station there is no
d i f f
in tuning out the
local signals and
obtaining those
from weak distant stations.
Last, but not
least, the cost is
exceedingly low.

iculty

-

,_-

-

-

It is rrnssible to
build this instruresult
of
A
The
a year's work to produce
set to beat' nerica-" The
ment exactly as
Night Hawk." Full particulars of how to build this live- valve set wilt
described bj the
6e
pulished
next
month.
actually
author, provide
from products developed in research
feature, by the way, means at least a
it; with five valves, accumulator, highlaboratories and only made practical
50 per cent. increase in signal
tension and a first-class loud-speaker
by the utilisation of a skilled staff,
strength over most. nautralised refor n6t more than £20, an astonishmachine tools and all the conveniences
ceivers and enables conscientious
ingly low- figuro for such a wonderful
of a well-equipped factory.
listeners who in the ast have reset.
framed from availing themselves of
A New Reflex from Elstree
You Must Build It
reaction amplification, to use it; with"The
Night Hawk "is not the only
out any fear of disturbing their
Would it not be possible to design
remarkable instrument to be described
neighbours.
for the home constructor a set posin the next; issue of Tns WIRELESS
sessing all of the virtues of those to
cONSTRnCTOR. The Elstree Laboratories
Attractive
Features
be seen in America, yet so simple and
have succeeded in developing a really
inexpensive as to tempt the veriest
"The Night Hawk" is not a large
astonishing reflex instrument, using
tyro to try his hand? At the time
instrument-its panel is of a standard
but two valves and a crystal, possessthe difficulties seemed almost insupersise and measures but 16 in. x 8 in.
ing many qualities which have not prenble, but after more than a year of
By utilising a new form of layout, conviously been associated with reflex cirwork Mr. Harris has succeeded in
siderable economies in space have beeii
cuits, giving remarkable volume on the
evolving the receiver illustrated on
effected, the wiring is made extremely
local station. At the sanie time it is
this page, for which the very apt title
short; and straightforward and the
possible to cut this out at a distance
" The Night Hawk " has been chosen.
constructional work reduced to the
of a few miles and receive other
With this receiver the coming winter
simplest form. To give but one
stations of the B.B.C., many of them
evenings will be made still more fasciexample, there are but five holes on
on the loud-speaker. It will thus be
natíng for the wireless enthusiast
the panel for mounting components.
realised how revolutionary is the proStation after station can be brought
are- for one-hole-fixing congress being made in the development
in by simple adjustment of the three
densers, one for n on-and-off switch
of wireless receivers.
ceivers w h i o h
were most hiteresting w e r e

a

built
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A CRYSTAL SET
DOUBLE PROGRAMMES ./

'

FOR THE

By

A. S.

CLARK

__)

2%

The experiences of those who listened to the B.B.C. double programme tests ftom two London stations have
shown that to separate the two transmissions at -a distance of a fern miles with a crystal set needs a circuit
to give good selectivity.
The set described here fulfils this requirement and will be found useful under any
circums tances when selectivity is desirable.
7

'S a rule crystal receivers aro not

when one pair of telephones is to be
used, they are connected across the

Centre-Tapped Coil

very selective, the reason probably being that since only the
local station is to bc listened to,
selectivity is not required.
There
are, however, sorne cases where soleetivity is necessary, for instance, when
the crystal set is used near the coast;
here selectivity is required to eut out
ship atid coast station interference.
Again, there is the new development
of having two programmes from

J-

The coil L2, which is tuned by the
condeusei C,, is ¿entre-tapped, the
centre tap being connected to the
crystal detector. This, again, is to
reduce damping, and so sharpen the

top tuo terminals. If, howeser, it is
desired to use two pairs of telephones their tags are connected to the
two pairs of terminals on the left and
righe, the telephones being thus placed
in series.

tuning of the circuit L2 C2.
The
telephones are connected in the usual
manner between the detector and
earth. In order to avoid any handcapacity effects when operating the
tuning condetiser, the lower end of the
coil
is earthed.

Components
The components required are given
in the list below, and the makers of
those used in the actual receiver are
indicated. Of course other components of good quality may be substituted if dqsired, providing they are
suitable.
One panel 7 in. x 5 in. x
in.
(Trolite.).

Simple Construction
The construction of the set is quite
simple, and very little wiring has to
be dosie. The coil holder is fixed to
I,

L

4L

EÀM
I

Fig.1.-An untuned primary and centre-

tapped secondary are used to give the
requisite degree of selectivity.
neighbouring stations on somewhat
different wavelengths, as was recently
tried at 2L0. In the near futuro this
may become quite a regular practice
The set, of which constructional
details are given in this article, -has
beeii designed to be selective without
becoming difficult to tune. Only two
variable controls are used, apart from
the crystal detector, and one of these
can he set approximately once and
for all.

1;

/

¡It

/i' 7iEPNo,v,s

___

w

-

¿«2'

The Circuit Used

Fig. 1 shows the' circuit of this
crystal set in its theoretical form.
The aerial coil L, js aperiodic, and is
variably coupled to the tuned coil
The condenser C, in series with the
nei ial coil is to sharpen tuning by reducing the effect of the aerial damping. Its value may be varied in steps
of .0001 from .0001 to .0015, and when
time value is .0001 the condenser acts
as a C.Â.T. condenser.'

-f..
Fig. 2.-Those who use the components recommended will be able to
take the necessary drilling dimensions from this diagram. Blueprint

L2.

-

J

No. CIO6IA.
One cabint to suit same, with base-.
the top of the cabinet, and connecin. (Picket.t).
board 7 in.
4 in. x
tions are made to it with flexible
One .0005 .rariahle condenser (Ja&wire. There a-re four telephone terson Bros.; ebonite end piate).
minais. These are so arranged that

'.
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A. Crystal Set
One crystal detector and crystal
J. Lever).
One multiple fixed condenser .0001..

(E.

.0015

range

Double Programmes-continùed

for the

(C.A.V.).

holes are to be drilled should then be
centrepunched, after which the holes
may be made. The next step is to

mount the

variable condenser and

the wiring instructions are folconjunction with the wiring
diagram of Fig. 3. The five flex connections aie put on last; they are
easy

if

lowed

in

WIRING IN WORDS. .........

...................................................

Join 1ARTH terminal to one skie of moving
The shove connections are made with stiff block of coil holder.
wire. The remainder are flexible leads.
Join fixed vanea of variable condenser Cl to
Join EARTH terminal to moving vanes of C2,
JoIn No. i (or other seitahle) terminal on fixed
and also to one upper telephone terminai,
condenser Cl, to one side of fixed block of coil the other side of the moving block.
Join other upper telephone terminal to one holder.
Join the free aide of the Detector to thecentreatoo or J;ereceor.
Join EARTH terminal to the other side of the tapping terminal on coil L2 (in moving block of
coil holder).
Join together the two lower telephone terminals, fixed block.
Join AERIAL terminal to 000 terminal on

fixed condenser Cl,

Six terminals.
One two-coil holder

(Polar cam-

vernier).
Packet of Radio Press
transfers.
Glazite, flex wire, etc.

panel

terminals on the panel and then
attach the latter to the baseboard
with three screws, Then mount the
fixed condenser on this baseboard, and
the set is ready for wiring. -

Wiring

Drilling and Assembling
r

Commence the constructional work
of the set by marking out the panel
in accordance with the drilling dia.
gram of Fig. 2. AlI points at which

All paints to which wires are to be
attached should be first of all tinned,
if there are no terminals to screw the
wires down. Mabe the Glazito wire
conuCetions first. This. iI be quite

EARTN

.7J,®._DETECroÑ__J

CENTRE

'

marked to indicate the points on the
coil holder and coil to which they
have to be attached. The fixed block
of the coil holder, 'which as already
indicated is screwed to the top of the
cabinet, should carry the aerial coiL
The appearance of the set is greatly
enhanced by the addition of panel
transfers. These should ho affixed in
accordance with the lettering given
on the drillmg diagram

-

AERIAL

..

-

TAPON

-

-

f

4

i

TELEPHONES

t

L.

I

-4

05 \

©

-

-

TOM Eo6

Holes are drilled in the lid of the
cabinet to pass the leads to the coil
holder.

-

Testing the Set

¿
L_A

BASEBOARD 71'X45/8"x/8"
zI

Ci
1iïiiiÏì'iiiIi'

-

-

Fig. 3.-The wiring of the set is straightforward. The flexible leads
are attached to the coil holder when the set has been fixed in the
cabinet. Blueprint No. 1061B.

Connect the aerial and earth and
also the telephones to their resective terminals. For the lower range
of broadcast waves the aerial coil
should be a No. 25 or a No. 35 coil,
and the other coil a centre-tapped
No. 60 or No. 75. Other sizes may
be tried for the aerial circuit since
the value of this depends to a large
extent on the particular aerial in use.
The fixed condenser has been shown
connected up as a .001, but other
values should be tried to find the one
which suits the aerial best.
For the long wave n No. 75 or
No. 100 coil eau be used in the aerial
circuit, and a No. 200 or No. 250

999.

f

--

-.-----.

....

..
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Crystal Set for the Double Programmes-continued
r

for which it was designed, as indicated in the opening paragraph of

this article.

*
,

/)i

f
-

S

\

\

flexible leads Irom
the earth terminal
are soldered to the
wire between this
point and t h e

'\

)
-

C

-

i

-

S

-

variable

condenser spindle.

*

*

*

S

centre-tapped coil in tile secotidary
circuit.
As the two coils are brought further
apart, the selectivity will increase,
but beyond a certain point selectivity
will increase at the expense of
strength.

loca! station, 8 miles away, was ex-

tremely sharp for a crystal set, and
this with the coils only a verylitt1e
way apart. They signal strength was
also up to that of any standard
crystal receiver not specially designed
for selectivity.
And thé set should
prove quite suitable for the purpose

Results Obtained In actual practice the tuning of the

<

-

\\\\

//
,7/

//

n

vo

¡J

a

Valve

H.T. current.
The S.P./B (RIsse Spot) i, an macclIent valve for anode bend detection.
Designed to worla in parallel with the SP. 18 Red Spot a,sd Green Spot
Valves, it operates from a 2_volt accs.molntor and connmn.-s only 009 ..sp.
fllssvssent

Current.

OF

RED SPOT.

"COSMOs"
:

S.P.

SHORTPATH

GREEN SPOT.

:

18

VALVES.

-

BLUE SPOT.

12/6
12/6
LTD.
METRO-VICK SUPPLIES,
Electrical Co.,

/

12/6

J,

°Coemos' SIOORTFATE OP. 18 Velvee ore reronmended for
ehown below
tb olterwojive HT. odueu

G. N. CARTER.

Torquay.

new SP: IB Valve supplements the well-losown S:P IB Red Spot and
Green Spot Valve,
lt i, devignesl especially for uve in resistance-capacIty
coupled sets and for use as a Detector ana in H.F. neutrodyne tuned anode
stage, using 8Q-20 Volts HT., so that where tIsis HT. is employed n the last
stage, the d,fficulty of two HT: supplies is avoided.
In addition, it give, still more amplification a0d consumes very little

PRICES

/7
/7

'

S,

-

\\

11

0'

-

Ssxt,_Having noticed from time to
time in various issues of Tus WnisLESS CoNsTitucToR words of praise for
the " Powerful Three " which .ippeared in the issue of April, 1925, I
am sending my results.
I made the set exactly as Mr. Harris'
described,
but using cheaper cornponents. Some of my friends who saw
the set during construction advised me
to scrap it and make a set using a
H.P. valve; I did not, however, scrap.
it, and I tm very pleaeed with the sbt
and its results, which are as follows:
-Daventry, Bournemouth, Cardiff,
Radio-Paris, all on the loud-speaker,
and the stations which can be received
on the telephones are too numerous to
state here.
Yours f:tithfully,

18/B (BLUE SPOT)

S.P.

'S

r

SHORTPATH

Another

(°S

THE "POWERFUL
THREE"

This photograph
shows clearly the
arrangement o f
the wiring. The

-

\

-

*

*.

(Proprietors:

Metropolitan- Vickers

METRO-VICK HOUSE.

ue

145,

Ltd.).

Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.2

Recommenderl

Stege.

CouplIng
-

E.)e
AmplIfier

or Bellow
Detector
IGrid Leek)
Gummi

Detemmtor

(Anode Bgnd)

1000

LP. 0tgeo

..

Loot Stege

..

Temed Anode (oeut-odyn)
Tuned Anode (not nentrodyno)
Teanoforurr (lome coupled)
Trmunfoemer (tight coupled)
All Cwupllngo

Reeloteace CouplIng
LP. Trmmnutonemer or Choke
All Couplmgu

Renletence
L.?. Tranofornier er Choke
AIT Couplingo

In

Velveo HT.
20-80 V. 80-120V.

Green
Green
Red
Oreen
Red

Blue

-

Red

-

BBme

Green

Bloc

-

Blue

Green
Oreen

Blue
Green

-,

7-
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ANOTHER NEW
*

TO.

FIELD

EXPLORE

14

There is much of interest going on above the nornaj broadcast
wavelengths, as well as on the short waves to which our readers
were introduced by the Editor last month. Some of the most important longer wave transmissions are described in this article.

LTHOUGW there is no doubt
whatever that it is far more
easy in these days of short-wave cornmunication to receive stations at great
distances than it has ever been before,
the writer cannot help wondering
whether there is such an amount of
interest and fascination, purely from
the receiving experimenter's point of
view, as there used to be in the " prebroadcasting " days.
In those " good old days " valve receivers were very few and far between,
and those that exsted were generally
very imposing affairs, with complicated
switchboards and enormous quantities
of apparatus that really served no useful function other than that of duly
impressing visitors, who, by the way,
were by no means few in number.

Thrills from Croydon's Telephony
The writer's first valve receiver (employing one valve only) was of this
description, with switching arrangements covering ranges from 300-900
metres (with a small loose-coupler),
900-3,OCO metres with a bigger affair,
wound on a ¿ieve !), and 3,000-25,000
metres, the last step being accomplished by means nf " slab " coils.
Probably the greatest excitement in
those days was derived from decoding
weather reports and listening to time
signals from the Eiffel Tower, with a
real thrill now and then when Croydon
used telephony. The latter item would
1attract quite a crowd!
Yet there was certainly as muçh
interest in the whole business in those
days as there is at present, however
easy it now is to receive Australia and
New Zealand with one valve. ProbFamiliarity
ably the old maxim,
breeds contempt," explains most of it.
Try Long Waves
.
This short article was written as the
outcome of the writer's recent attempts
to recapture some of the fascination
of the pre-broadcast days by listening
on the longer waves almost exclusively.
Incidentally, 'this experiment met with
quite a fair measure of success, and
a long-wave receiver is, kep1 permanently at hand as a result of

i.

Reading Morse Signals
It is assumed that the reader has at

least sufficient knowledge of the Morse

to pick out the calI-ign of the
station he listens te, and to follow
such signals as the Eiffel Tower time
signals, etc. If he is already as far
advanced as this, half-an-hour's practice on weather reports or similar
trausniissions each night will enable
him to reach. quite a respeetable speed
without much trouble. For those who
do not know the code at all, the
writer's advice is: Learn the letters
thoroughly first of all, and then practice re.gulcirl on a transmission that
code

for von to tollow, just picking out a few letters here and there,
until ultimately you find that you are
getting practically the wh?le 0r the
transmission. lt is not suon a wearisome business as- many imagine.

i

o

is too f a.st

Details of Transmissions
The following is a specimen lise of
some of the high-power stations that
are within easy range of 'a single-valve
set in this country, together with the
times of working in the mornings and

the wavelength
Time
(GMT)

0835
0840
0900
0922
0923
0955
1034
1044
1115
1200
1244

I

-

Station

The excellent aerial system used at the
Eiffel Tower in Paris is probably responsible for the enormous range of

this station.

the conclusion of the " Weather Shipping " bulletin a special forecast in
plain language (as distinct from the
usual " mimerai code ") is given at a
speed of about S or 10 words per
Wavelength

-Type of Transmission

4,700 ni. C.W.
4,100 m. OW.
4,100 m. C.W.
1,680 ra. C.W.
2.600 ni. Spk.
11,000 m. OW.
2.600 m. Spk.
2,600 ni. Spk.
2,500 mÁ.W.
1,420 m. (.W.
2,100 m. OW.

Weather Report
Weather Report
Weather Report
Weather Rep3rt
Time Signals
Weather
Calibration
Time Signals
Weather
Special Warnings
Calibration

'I

FL Eiffel Tower
GFA Air Ministrr
GFA Air Ministry
OPO Brussels
FL Eiffel Tower
SUC Cairo
FL Eiffe1 Tewer
FL Eiffel Tcwer
SAJ Karlsborg, Sweden
N11)K Atlantic Ice Patrol
GKU Devizes

-

The midday transmission by the
Atlantic Ice Patrol \Tessel (NIDK) is
of special interest, but rather difficult
to receive; as this boat is usually in
the neighbourhood of Newfoundland.
The 'writer lias, 'however, heard these
signals more than once with a detector
followed by one stage of L.F. amplification.
A Useful

Transmission

For those desirous of learning Morse
more thoroughly th 0900 transmission
by the Air Ministry (UFA) on 4,100
metres is particularly useful, as after

minute. This type of transmission is
also carried out at 2000 GMT. If the
receiver to be used will not normally
tune as high as 4,100 metres there will
he no need to wind special coils, as

GFA has various strong harmonics that
can be heard in most parts of England.
The writer often used to take this
report down from one of these on
approximately 460 metres.

Time from the Eiffel Tower'
With regard to the time signals from
FL, there are three separate types of
these, but only two of them are likely
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ANOTHER NEW FIELD TO
EXPLORE-continued

to be of any use to the receiving experimenter. Those sent out at Ot)23
(mot repeated in the evening) take the
following form -After
the preliminary call, a series of X's
is sent, followed by three long dashes,
the last of which ends at exactly 0928
GMT. After this five N's
.), with
about ten seconds interval between
them, are sent, also followed by three
dashes, the last ending at exactly 0929
GMT. The third series consists of 0's
(-.
.), followed by another three
dashes, the lash of which ends at 0930.
This is the international form of time
:

(- -),
.

(-

-

I

con)mel}celnent of The "Dutch Concert," and; of course, there is even
more work being carried -out on the
900-metre wavelength now than there
was before. roydon, Lympne, Fulham, Le Bourget, and sometimes
logne, as well as innumerable aeroplanes, can always be heard on this
wave; the wavelengths used by all
these stations vary over such an exceedingly small range that several
tuned stages of HF. amplification can
be used without any trouble-this is
in fact, the method £mployed by the
stations themselves

I

J

j

.

h

DX Work!

-'

weekdays between 3 and 5.30 p.m.
These signals are rather weak, however, the power employed being only
2 kw.
The babel of spark stations on 600
metres makes quite an interesting fild
for the Morse enthusiast, but unless
he is capable of reading the code at a
f airly good speed, it is apt to be rather
bewildering. Quite good "DX ". can,
however, be accomplished upon this
wavelength when there are pot too
many statons working. It is necessary, however, when "tracking'' sil ipsr
to be nble to understañd the meaning
of the bearings given by the D.F. stations, and the receiving operator must
keep all his wits about him.
Tisis
-.

.:-

The more am-

PCGG, of "Dutch Concert" fame, will
soon be heard again by Listeners on the
longer waves.
signal, and is standard for all stations
with the exception of the first line of
X's, which is varied by certain other
ststioiis, and is intended for a ' callup " only.

The

Internaonal

Metbod
The " semi-automatic " time signals
at 1044 (also repeated át 2244) are

transmitted as follows
Starting at 1044 eactiy, a series of
T's (-) is transmitted, lasting until
55 seconds after 1044. There is then
a pause of five seconds, and at exactly
1045 one short dot is sent. This procedure is followed from 1046 till 1047,
D's
.
.) taking th place of the
T's. The final dot is at exactly 1047.

(-

The third

and last series, of 6's,
concludes with a dot on
1049 GMT, after which the station
signs off.''
The first form (international) is also
transmitted by Nanen (POZ) at 1155
and 2355 OMT, simultaneously on
3,100 metres spark and 18,075 metres
c.w.

-

.

.

-

-

..........

-

bitious listener
should experience little ditìculty in picking
up the Amen-.
can long-wave
stations. Our
photo shows

-.

Using three tuned-anode stages for
this work, the writer has succeeded in
picking up the transmission on 940
metres from tise Leningrad station,
which transmits a concert and news on

Long-Wave Telephony
For those who prefer telephony,
there is quite a wide field open for
exploration.
FL works at various
times of the day on 2,650 metres with
a power of 5 kw., and gives a concert
on Sundays and Wednesdays at 8.30
p.m. on 2,200 metres.
Radio-Paris
i.

Septembei, 1926

'

In the case of the semi-automa.tie
time signals, t'he preparatory signals
(T's, D's and 6's) are sent by hand,
and the timo signal proper by landline from Paris observatory.
"Rhythmic" Signals from FL
Eiffel Tower (FL) also transmits
scientific or " rhythmic" signals at
1000 and 2200 G.M.T., but these, although of very great importance to
ships at sea, are of little interest to
the average experimenter. They aro
sent on the " vernier principle, fifty
dots beiiig transmitted in 49 seconds.
Another transmission that s of
great assistance to the novie in the
Morse code is that of GGB (the Aldershot Army station), who transfiits
special " practice" signals on weekday evenings at 2000 G.M.T.
The
snethod of procedure is as follows
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
2000-2020, six words per minute;
2020-2040, 10 w.p.m.; 2040-2100, 14
w .p.m.
Tuesdays and Thursdays,
2000-2020, 8 w.p.ìn.; 2020-2040, 12
w.p.in.; 2040-2100, 16 w.p.m. These
transmissions take place on 1,900
metres, and form an excellent " progressive " system of practice for the
beginner.

-

-..

...

,1.

r

the control
table at New
Brunswick

4

,.

(SFR) works at all times on 1,750
mctre with 6 kw., and, on Sundays,
Berlin gives a. concert from 11.30 am.

to

12.50 p.m. on 1,300 metres, using
All these stations may be well
received with two valves in this country Then there is Hulversum on 1,050
metres, and POGG will soon be starting up again on about the same wavelength, so that there will certainly be
no lack of telephony on the longer
10 kw.

wavelengths.
Croydon and the aeroplanes were, of
couxse, the star turn previou to the
1O2

vork can, of- course, also be carried
out on 2,100 metres, on which wavelength Devizes (G-KU) may be heard
working with the larger ships, notably
the Atlantic liners.
Taken as a whole, the longer waves
are, in the writer's opinion quite as
interesting as any of the wave-bnnds
below the normal broadcast band,
from the receiving amateurs point of
view only, as, of course, low-power

transmission would not. be very successful above about 500 metres, even if
it were permitted.-W. L. S.

I

-
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LOUD-SPEAKER or ELEPHONES?
-

\

By

-

STANLEY

G.

RATTEE,

j

L

M.LRE.

-

j:

:[
0

j

j:
j:

« Telephones are so much better than
a loud-speaker for quality of rep roduction," is a remark one often
hears. Is this really true ? The
discussion in this article may provide you with some en1ihtening
information on the possible cause

opoor results.

II

'I

the receiver is detuned in order to
reduce the volume.
Here is where
the average listener goes wrong in his
conipamson test between 'phones and
loud-speaker when using a given set.
Is

i

some reason or other there
appears to exist in the minds of
many listeners a distinct distrust of
the loud-speaker. These listeners
have formed the opinion that whereas
the telephones give a reproduction
both pure and clear, timo loud-speaker
eau
only give results which are
1floR

<listrn-ted.

Inquiry

into

the

-

.'

-

two (or one) L.?. stages may be dis-.
torting these signals before they
reach the loud-speaker, thus giving
the impression that the loud-speaker
is responsible for tlie difference in

reproduction.

Experience?
assume that we have a four-

This Your

How to Correct Distortion
In many cases this possibility is

Let us
valve receiver, consisting of an H.F.
valve, a detector, and two low-frequency stages, and that the loudspeaker results from this set when
tuned to the local station are far from
pleasant to hear.
If with the four
valves signals from the local station
are at loud-speaker strength, it is
obvious that the telephones cannot be
used for receiving that station without either cutting ont the two lowfrequency stages or else detuning the

circumstances

which led the listener to this conclu
sion usually elicits the information
that. the opinion was formed after
hearing the results fu-orn a friend's
loud-speaker, or else the denionstra" given by his local dealer have
tions
forced .hini to this conclusion.

1i

overlooked, and where loud-speakers
appear to give distortion a point
should be made of carefully examining the amplifying stage immediately
preceding the loud-speaker.
It may
he that the valves are unsuitable or
they may not be operated correctly.

litter remark it i meant that
care should be exercised in seeing
that the correct HT. voltage is used,
conjunction with a suitable value
By the

s

Where the Fault Lies
_s,,

The reason for tItis distrust of loudspeakers is perfectly understandable,
since, strange as it may seem, quite a
large percentage of loud-speaker usert
tire obtainuiìg results which cannot be
compared with those obtained with
telephones.
As bad workmen blame their tools,
so, many listeners blame tite loudspeakers for their indifferent repro
duction. When it is pointed out to
them that tite loud-speaker can only
reproduce what is put into it, and
that the chances are that the distortion is occurring before the signals
actually reach the loud-speaker, such
a possibility is regarded as absurd.

-

S

An

elabrate

s

system of power

loud-speakers'
was used at the
R.A.F. display at
Hendon
earlier
this summer

:*

*

I

*

Necessary Amplification

lt will be understood that when a
lend-speaker is used, either one or
stages of low-frequency amplica-.
tien are employed, and when it is
desired to use telephones either these
stages are cut out of circuit or else

set so that the volume is reduced to
eue which is less deafening.
In the first place the comparison
with the former results can be
decnledly nìisleading, for though the
telephone results may be perfect, the

..tvo

1003

-

-

S

-

of gild bias. Experiments should be
conducted with a view to improving
results by using as high a valuo of
grid bias as possible, though too high.
a value will reduce signal strength,
or may even bring about distortion.

-

-

-
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Loud-S éaker or
Use the Right Valves

For the best results, whether the
low-frequency stages are transformer,
choke or resistance coupled, special
L.F. valves shoulU be used; though
these are a little more costly to buy
Than valves of the general-purpose
type, the results which may he obt;ained b their use will justify the
slight additional expenditue.

Why

Distortion Occurs

Iii the second case, where the set
detuned for telephone reeepf ion,
the results can again be misleading.
for )y reducing the volume of the
signals to tue extent which would be
required for eomfortable telephone
work, the cause of the distortion may
at the saine time be eliminated. This
circumstance may be brought about
br using too much or too little grid
bias, so that when full loud-speaker
.volume is being obta.ined the voltage
swing instead of remaining on the
straight part of the characteristic of
the valve passes over one or the other
of the bends.
Detuning the set for telephone use
reduces the length of this voltage
swing by virtue of the weaker signals,
and so may avoid the bends in the
characteristic, even though the H.T.
and arid-bias values remain the same.
In such cases as this experiment in
the values of H.T. or grid-bias
is

Teiephoi?-cònjjnued

coupling is slackened off,
the reaction effect
is small, the signals may not be loud
enough to suit our requirements.
When the fullest possible reaction

reaction

that

is to say when

,,t

*

Suitable placing of
the loud-speaker
in a room may
have a considerable effect on the
quality of reproduction.

*

*

*

effect is used, however, the volume is
increased to satisfy our needs, but in
this case when receiving really loud
signals, such as those given by a full
orchestra, the loud-speaker appears
to distor$.

Uneven Results
This position of things is by no
means infrequently met with, and one
usually finds, that the receiver has

54

Telephones are to
be.preferred when
listening to Morse

signals, the

volume of signals
being not usually
so great as those
of telephony.
'4

-,
p

voltages or both will usually have the
desired effect of curing the distortion.

Excessive Reaction
Another cause of poor loud-speaker
reproduction is often due to the overuse of reaction. Suppose, for example,
that we are using a two-valve receiver, oonsistiiig of a detector and
no[e magnifier, for the reception of
the local station on the loud-speaker.
Thc chaiiLes are that when the

course, net so critical, and whereas
with the loud-speaker the distortion
was due to the forcing of reactkn,
with the telephones the distortion is
absent, due to the use of less reaction.

*

been adjusted so that the fullest possible reaction effect is used. For the
reception of speech and more or less
quiet music, the results are worth
listening to, but when a full orchestra
is playing the signals are so loud that
they have the effect of throwing the
set in and out of a state of selfoscillation, thus producing a most
displeasing effect upon the ear of

the listener.
Wleii using telephones on this same
set, the reaction adjustment is, of

Conclusions
For the best loud-speaker work as
little use of reaction as possible, careful attention to valves and voltages,
the use of a good make of loudspeaker and intelligent operation of
the set are requirements of primary
importance, while the provision of a
set df sufficient sensitiveness is
another point which should not be
overlooked. For safety not less than
three valves should be used in circuith
of the ordinary type, though when
the local station is near two valves
may sometimes be sufficient.

Disadvantages of Teléphones
In so far as the lovers of telephones

are concerned, though willingly admit-

ting for the sake of argument that
they have certain advantages over

loud-speaker users, thae instrunients
have nevertheless many disadvantages.
Perhaps one of the biggest is the
fact that when more than one person
desires to listen to a particular iteni
in the programme, it is necessary to
provide each person with, a pair of
telephones all to himself. It is true
that the 'phones may be " split up,"
that is, each earpiece may be taken
from the headband and each would-be
listener given one 'phone, but this is,
after all, hardly satisfactory, even t'o
the most enthusiastic listener.

Tied to the Receiver
Another disadvantage is that of
limited freedom. Indeed, to listen to
a whole evening's programme when
wearing telephones is like unto being
chained to the set. Another point is
th difficulty of conducting conversation, for even the most accustomed user'
(Continued on pagc 1029.)
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On Guard!
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There is no leakage with a Lotus"
Buoyancy Valve Holder on guard.
Immediate and lasting connection
made when valve pins enter valve
sockets. The leg socket expands and
automatically locks,
Absorbs shock, protects the valves and
eliminates all microphenc noises.
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Made from best bakelite
moulding with springs of
nickel silver and phosphor

HERE IS the lastword in Variable Condensers. Geared movement combined
with low-loss design-made by a famous firm of scientific and radio instru
ment makers, built with the precision
and finesse that only makers ofscientific
instruments know how to impart.
-A TYPICAL FEATURE is the unique
smoothness of the 2oo-I ratio geared
vernier control that enables the minutest adjustment to be made. There is
not the slihtest trace of backlash.
The condeiser is solidly buuilt of brass
with porcelain insulation. A dustproof case is provided for the gear
mechanism, and the stout stamped'
endplates are entirely inulated from
the rotorvanes by ebonite and from the
fixed vanes by porcelain, making hand
capacity negligible. Connedion to the
V'1ÇS, which are of decrementhape, is made by a soldered pig-tail to
the spindle. Definitestops are provided.
Fixing is by the one-hole method.
CAPACITIES.
.0001 m.f.d.
.000 rn.f.d.l1
6d.
.0002
.00075

Obtainable at
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AND

ES STANCE HELPS
By

C. P.

ALLINSON,

'HINDERS

A.M.I.R.E. -

Resistance may be both the " servant" and the "master" in your receiver. For efllciency the
harmful resistances must be kept as low as possible, and this article tells you where resistance is
useful and where it is to be avoided.

n

If, however, you i.ise a stepdown transformer, this increases the
signal current, though, of course, at
from it.

the same time it decreases the signal
voltage and thus low resistance
'phones can be used."
Needless to say, rauch was left
unexplained, since Merrick was only
a beginner at wireless, and a more
detailed explanation would have

Illament rheostat is an example
resistance concentrated and capable
continuous variation.

of
of

puzzled him.
A Convenient Description
The technical expression for the
requirements of a good pair of

-

TOOK here," said Merrick to me
Jj1 the other evening, " since

high resistance phones are
more sensitive than low resistance
ones, why don't they wind them with
resistance wire? "
Well," I replied, " the point
about 'phones is not that their resistance, as such, should be high, but
rather that there 6hould be sufficient
turns of wire in the windings to give
as great a degree of sound from the
amount of signal energy as possible.
Actually 'phones don't need to have
a high resistance if a apecial output
transformer is employed. The sound
you hear in a pail of headphones is

.4
In low-loss coils every effort is 'nade
to keep the resistance of the windings
small.
amount of the available signal energy
would be lost in overcoming this
resistance.
L.F.

Transformer Windings

In the same way a good LF. transformer requires the primary winding
to have a sufficient number of ampereturns, according to its position in the
receiver, and an indication of this
High

resistances are, conveniently made

up into small sealed cartridges, constancy of value being a matter of im-

portance.
'phones is that they should have a
large number of ampere-turns or a
high impedance, but since this is a
-

ur

-

factor is given by the resistance of
t,he winding. Similarly the resistance
of the secondary givea some indication of the number of turns on it,

and, if the windings are wound with
the same gauge of w'ire, the ratio àf
transformation can also be estimated.

Where Resistance is Not Wanted
It is interesting to examine a wireless receiver and to see where resistance is required and where it is
harmful.
Its effects are most detrimental in tuning circuits, for there
its presence produces a loss in aignal
strength and a decrease in selectivity.
A tuning coil may actually only have
a resistance of half an ohm to direct
current, but to high-frequency currents it may have a resistance as high
as 1S or 20 ohms, a decidedly high

LT.

POTENT

E

.1

Fig. 1.-,Excessive resistance is especially undesirable in the parts of this circuit enclosed within the dotted circles.
very difficult factor to determine with
due to the actual energy from the
windings of this description, an easier
signal, and if this fluctuating signal
netlied of classifying these instrucurrent is small, a large number of
ments is by their resistance. If
turns in the 'phone windings is
resistance wire were used, a large
required to obtain the greatest volume

value.
Especially is this harmful in coils
which are coirnected to the grids of
valves, for tue output of the receiver
depends on the voltage which is
applied to the gi'ids, and any resistance in such coils will reduce this
voltage and so reduce the 8ignal
strength of the station being received.

How

Reaction Helps

The uso of reaction greatly reduces
the effects of such resistance, but it
has been ahown .that its bad effects
cannot entirely be counteracted by.
the use of reaction. Thus, if -resistance is added to a low-loss circuit in

100G
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Where

t

Résistance

which reaction is being used, though
more reaction will he required, the
signal strength will not be quite so
great as it was before the resistance
was added.
These questions of high-frequency
résistance, however, have been dealt
with in other articles, and it is proposed to consider more particularly
the effect of simple D.C. resistance.

THE WIRELES

-

-

Helps and Hinders-continued

A high resistance in a grid battery
which is common to two L.F. çircuits
may also produce coupling effects, and

r

'j
(

Harmful Resistance
Another póint at which resistance
is likely to produce harmful effects is

in the HT. battery. Where a nuniber of valves are being used with
various H.T. voltages, the presence of
resistance in this battery will cause
coupling to he introduced between
the valves, with the result that highor
low-frequency
oscillation may
occur. It is well known that a rundown H.P. battery, which lias therefare developed a high internal resistance, will produce howling in an
L.F. amplifier. but it i not so generally known that it may also cause
instability in an HF. amplifier.
I
have come across receivers which,
though perfectly stable when used
with a new H.T. battery or a HT.
accumulator, would be
ceeclingly
difficult to control with an old H.T.

\

A Qsiestion of Degree
The point whether a resistance is
high or low is determined by the

function of the resistance and its
normal value.
TItus a value o
1,000 ohms, though exceedingly high
for filament resistances, is extremely
low for au anode resistance in a
resistance.capacity coupled LP. amplifier, the usual value for which is
generally in the region of 100,000
ohms. This value again is low when
a grid-leak is needed, of which the
value, as generally used, is 2 megohms
(i.e., two million ohms). So we see
that it is somewhat difficult to determine what constitutes a high resistance and what a low.

k
-

II

Volume Control
Low internal resistance is necessary in
a high-tension battery to ensure satisfactory operation of the receiver.

I have known

a case of L.F. oscillation which was largely due to the use
of a common grid-bias battery, and
the use of two separate batteries
helped to eliminate the trouble.

Curing L.F. Oscillation

battery.

A Different Case
Once, however, I had a set that was
perfectly easy to handle uitli an old
HT. battery, but which oscillated
violently when used with an accumulator, even though the sanie nominal
voltage was applied. I found out
later that the voltage on the old H.T.

CONSTRUCTOR

While on the subject of LE. óscillation. I might mention a- cure which
makes use of resistance, and that is
the shunting of one or both of two
transformer secondaries with a high
resistance, between the values of
100,000 ohms and 2 megohms. In
many cases this will stop any Movling
that occurs without apreciahly

'

.

A variable resistance with a fairly
high maximum value, say 10,000
ohms, is extremely useful in a large
powerful set for use as a volume control. It may be shunted across the

primary of an L.F. transformer and
it will enable the exact volume of signal to be obtained that is desired.
If a loud-speaker is used with
number of different sets and you wish
to have volume control with all of
them, using only one variable resistance, it can be connected across the
loud-speaker itself and too strong signals can then be cut down as wanted.

eg i a on
For the comtrol of valves as regards

ament.

their filament temperature, resistance
is of course required. A number of
the valves now available are not suitable for use with a battery without

-

*

.

1'

+3

:

.

H'

H
''RI

Tc
II_i*
¼

.f) 1R2

C.B.I_1-Ç

Liî.

-

Fig. 2.-Here the dotted cfrcles enclose those parts of the circuit where resistance is mäde to serve a useful
purpose. This may. be compared with Fig. 1.

battery, when the set had been running for a few minutes, was actually
nIy 23 volts, while the 4-volt, or to
be accurate the 44volt tap, on the
accumulator really tvas 44 volts.
-

reducing sina1 strength. It is best
to use as high a value as poibIe, so
that any reduction in volume which
may result shall be as small as
possib'e.

any resistance in series with the filament, so that aiy attempt to run the
valve without such a resistance wòu1d
shorten its life as well as result in
reduced efficiency.
-
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Thé Mountain cornes
Mâhomet

(

AHOMET expected the mountain to
come to him-but it didn't. Now,
however, the mountain does come
to Mahomet; to-thy we do not need to go
to Paris or Rome; they both come to us-

byradio.

To be able fo ¡eceive distant stations to
the best advantage a super-sensitive Loud
Speaker or Headphone is essential. Th&
instrument must be capable of reproducing
every tone of the human voice and every
note in the harmonic scale with absolute
fidelity and accuracy.

An
ohms

£5 10 0.

íßvown Loud Speakers and Headphones
are famous for these qualities; they are
known throughout the whole world as true
interpreters of every phaseof the broadcast.
Years of experiment and research have
resulted in a unique method of construction
which is responsible for the unexcelled
purity of tone-with a complete freedom
from "tinny" and metalliceffects-and the
superb volume which, alone, is responsible
for the universal success of the
rOWn. You'll appreciate this for yourself if you
get your Dealer to demonstrate iStOWU
instruments to you.

Instrument for everyone at all prices:

%ren Loud Speakers are made in the following
types-Ha, Izo ohms £5 5 0, z,Ooo ohms £5 8 0,
4,000

t

'I

Jr

t

fo

31.2, Izo

ohms £2 8 0, 4,000 ohms £2
There is also a range of

gOtrfl

4,000

31.4, 2,000 ohms £1 10 0. H.Q., 2.000 or
£5 O O. Type Q, Izo, z,0000r 4,0000htns

ohms

£15 15 0. Cabinet Type, 2,000 or 4,000 ohms £6 6 0,
obtus
and Crystavox £6 O O.
Ask your Dealer!
Headphones.
They are prIced Irons 20!- to 60f-.

ohms £2

10 0.

£3 0 0.

31.3,

5 0,
2,000

2,000

S. G. BROWN, Ltd., Western Avenue, N. Acton, London, W.3.
19. Moitimer Street, W.l.
IS. Moorfield,. L;verol; 67, High Street, Southonspton.
Wholesale Depots: 2, Lansdowis Place West, Bath; Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle; 120, '/ellsngton Street,

RetrilShowrosss:

Glasgow; 5-7, Godwin Street. Bradford; N. lrelaisdl Robert Garmany. Union Chombe.s. I. Union Street, Belfast.
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Resistance Helps. and Hinders-continued

Valves which are designed to work
exactly on 2, 4, and 6 volts have till
recently been the exception rather
than the rule, while a popular .06ampere type of au!! emitter needs
3 volts for the filament. If only one
or two of these last are being used
they can, of course, be run off a dry
battery, but more than this number
impose a rather heavy load, and under
these circumstances an accumultor is
desirable.

Potentiometers

-

.

I

i

Anot'lier instrument employing the
property of resistance is the poteiì.tiometer. The- chief uses of this instrument in wireless receivers are, either
for stabilising the..-H.F. side of a set,
though the use of nutral-ised circuits
Ilas practically entirely superseded it,
or else for anode bènd rectification or
circuits such as the Prince Trigger
circuit. Since a potentiometer is connected directly across the LT.

Concentration of Resistance

'['his is one of the few oases where
resistance is desirable.
Even So, it
should strictly be confined to the resistance element itself. Sorne filament
rheostats when tested have shown as
much as
ohm between the soldering
tag and the tip of the moving contact
which moves over the resistance winding. Although this msiy not seem a
great deal, it is neverthele.s troublesome in many cases. Seeing that this
resistan is probably largely due to
,a poor contact between the spindle
and its bush, it is ten to one that its
value will vary. The result will be
that the temperature of the val'e will
alter with it and scratching noises will
b
heard in the 'phones. It is important, then, that even where resistance is required it should remain
constant.

high resistance in
insulating
materials i.s specially important when
the insulators are of small size.
battery, it should have a high resistance, so that too. much current shall
not be taken from the L.T. source. A
satisfactory value is in the region of
300 ohms, though a higher value will,
of course, be an advantage.

Very

Causes of Noise

Constancy is particularly important

CAXTON 4-VALVE CABINET
Special Cabinets made to Customr's measurements.

Prices quoted.

irzovzng

rOC

cannot rasi,
See
I

at two obber points, namely, the grid
leak a-nd the anode resistance. Grid
leaks; if not constant in 'value, çan
give rise to most unpleasant noises in
a set, especially if one of them is used
with the detector valve, for any noise
that may result from its -variation
will be amplified. An examination of
a large batch of grid leaks some time
ago shGwed that only about one in
nine was really silent. Since then,
however, metallic and other improved
forms of arid tank have been Droduced, and'a noisy leak is now rather
the exception than the rule.
Improved anode resistance, too,
have been evolved, and a number of
reliable components of this description
are now available, in particular the
wire-wound type. i recently examined
sorne anode resistances that I had had
for a couple of years, and out of four
that were supposed to be 100,000 ohms
each, only one wts anywhere near
that value.
.

toe

i
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STAND No.

£1

..

...

LI 10 0

...

..

£1 14

Dark or Jacobean Oak ...
...
Real Mahogany ...
Detachable T deep Base Board to mount 21" by

5

-

/

Insulators
high value of resistance is re.quired in all insnlating materials, for
none of them, strictly speaking, aro
absoltite insulators.
They merely
have an extremely high resistance,
and when this is over a certain value
they are usually spoken of as having
an infinite resistance.

84

The fewer adjustments, the easier it Is to get
accuracy. The "Lotus" is designed and
proved in actual tests to respond to the most
delicate operation without the exasperation
caused by ordinaxy coil holders.
The flsoving block eemainsrigidlyin position
with the heaviest coil and no screws are
needed to tighten it. lt also moves in the
same direction as the knob, which prevents
any confusion. 'three sets of enclosed predston machine cut gears ensure this.
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Cash with Order.
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No unnecessary handling
with the "Lotus"

Made for Sets, "As good as money can buy,"
"Jlarmony Four Receiver," "The Melody Three"
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Radio Dealers.
Two Types:
outside pan el

0

7" panel to slide out of Cabinet front.

Also supptted at 10/- extra with two beaded front doors placed
2 ins, in front of the enclosed panel.

Ebonite or Radion Panels Supplied and perfectly Fitted at low extra cost.
All Polished wth the new enamel that gives a glass hard surface

SENT FREE.-Catalogue
that cannot be soiled or scratched.
of standard Wireless Cabinets in various sizes and. woods.
No. 03
Packed and delivered free in U.K.
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interest to all constructors.
or alternatively to crush the crystals
to a fine powder before putting them
in the cells. The amount to put in
can then be gauged with greater
accuracy. About half a teaspoonful
should be ample for each cell, assuming that the cells are two or three
inches deep and an inch or so In dia.meter. Too strong a solution will
causo trouble, owing to the increased
taking
likelihood of " creeping "
place, with consequent damage to the
inter-cell .eonnections.

For general tise this condenser may
have a value of .002 microfarads.
Those who are critical of quality and
who like to hear every transmission
at its best will be well advised to uso
different values of shunting capacity
for different items in the programmes.
For example, the value quoted above
will usually suit for speech, but for a
full orchestra a larger condenser
even up to a value of about .02, will
usually help to give clearer reproduction and to enable the various instruments to be distinguished. Too large
a condenser is to be avoided, or the
higher notes will be partially lost, and
the general effect spoiled.

*

It

of

detected owing to its greater prominence when the volume of sound transmitted is increased.
The hissing
noise, on the other hand, remains
practically constant whatever is coming through from the broadcasting
station. A cure may be effected by
tue provision of a shunting condenser
across the terminals of the loudspeaker.

A VARIABLE CONDENSER DIAL
which is riot securely fixed on
its spindle is a source of great annoyance to the operator, because the
readings noted from it cannot be
relied upon. The dial ja often locked
in position with a small grub screw,
and a trouble sometimes encountered
by the constructor is that he has no
screwdriver with a narrow enough
blade to enter the hole in the knob
and drive the screw well home. The
use of too large a screwdriver under
these circumstances will damage the
knob, and may even split it if it is of
the moulded type.

quite worth while to keep as
of the wireless workshop equipment one of the small screwdrivers
which are used by watchmakers.
These are made entirely of metal,
with a hollow handle to hold blades
of various sizes. The cap at the end

part

information

is

of the handle is free to turn independently of the rest of the tool, so
that the blade can be pressed firmly
into the slot of the screw and turned
with the fingers, while the cap stays
still and so does not cut into the palm
of the hand.

'rHERE

is much to be said for the
use of a frame aerial in a situation close to a broadcasting station,

owing to its portability and the small
space it occupies in comparison with
even an indoor aerial. It is a mistake
to suppose, however, that a frame may
be connected across the aerial and
earth terminals of a receiver designed
for use on an aerial and earth, without any alteration to thç receiver.
The effect of doing this would be to
put the frame winding in parallel
with the first tuning coil of the
receiver, as shown in Fig. 1, thus
reducing the amount of inductance in
the eiìenit, probably below that
required for iuning in the desired
transmission. Tise correct way of
connecting the frame is shown in
Fig. 2, this arrangement being suitable when the frame is too small to
act as the tuning coil by itself.
A
frame with enough turns to act as the
tuning coil may be connected to the
aerial and earth terminals, the coil
being removed.

IGH-TENSION batteries of the
wet Ldolanché" typo are
becoming increasingly popuhr nowadays, especially in localities where the
recharging of high-tension a'cumulators is a difficult matter, and where
the demands of the receiver are too
great to be supplied by the ordinary
battery of dry cells without heavy
The conexpense in replacements.
venience of the wet cells under such
circumstances is that they can easily
be recharged when they run down, by
the renewal of the solution, and possibly also of the zincs. In default of
special instructions given by the
battery manufacturer, the renewal of
the solution will simply consist in
filling np the cells with water to
replace that lost by evaporation, and
adding a small amount of sal
1L1Í

JI JI

listeners

flROADCAST

sometimes

that there is a sort o
hissing or " buzzing" noise con.1'-1'complain

tinuously audible from their lou1speaker when a programme is coming
This is distinct from the
through.
harsh sound due to overloading of the
loud-speaker, which can be readily
t-

FRAME
AERIAL

z

-

j
I

ammoniac.

L......

I

*

I

Fig. 1.-This method of connecting a
frame aerial to the aerial and earth
terminals of an existing receiver would
not be satisfactory, as the coil and
frame would be in parallel.

j

I

i

*

*

-

When this latter is bought at the
chemists, it is usually supplied in the
form of coarse crystals. it is worth
while to ask for these in powder form,

I

I

¡

Fig. 2.-By slightly altering the receiver wiring the frame may be connected as shown here, the coil being
used for obtaining reaction coupling.
This diagram may be compared with.
that of Fig. 1.
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Are ou keen on trying out new circuit arrangements ? Here are some interesting circtits pro
viding material for experiment on methods 'of transformer coupling for high-frequency amplifying
valves, and requiring but little apparatus to construct them in practical form.

........................................
high-frehas led to

development of
r]rHE toncy
amplification

the increasing use of transformer-coupled circuits, and in fact
a great deal of the developmént whioh
has takea place in recent times has
been in the direction of finding out
necessary proportions of the
time
various windings in order to fulfil the

Such an arrangement constitutes a
sort of cross between the transformer
intervalve eoniiection and the tunedanode circuit, and partakes of the
advantages of 1)0th. This point will
be discussed a little later, but for th
present it will he advisable to trace
the development of the circuit from a
simple transformer-coupled circuit

Briefly, the coupling hou1cl be tight
enough for the secondary tune to be
reflected into the primary to some
extent, so that the ijipedance of the
primary coil becomes comparable with
that of the valve.
Unless this is
done, the amplification obtained from
the valve is only comparatively small.

I

Selectivity

Provided that this condition is
complied with, then the weaker the
coupling is made the greater will be
the resulting selectivity.
By using
a simple two_way coil holder, this
effect may actually be observed in
practice, and indeed forms an interesting experiment in itself.
No neutralising arrangement has
been shown in this circuit, in order
that simplicity may be retained as
far as possible. To check any tendency to self-oscillation, therefore, a
potentiometer control is irovided on
the grid of the first vae and this
will enable the cir'euit t be maintamed in a stable condition.
This
does not mean that better i'esults
cannot be obtained with a neutralised
circuit, but any extra adjustments
may serve to mask the true action of
the transformer coupling.
-

L
I

LI
i

E

-

PoTENT

î

.

Fig. 1.-With this circuit varying degrees of selectivity may be obtained
___________
by altering the coupling between L2 and L3.

J

-

combined claims of sensitivity and
selectivity.

Expenmental Layout
Some time ago in these columns I

gave several circuits with which' the
transformer - coupled arrangements
could be tried out, with the aid of
two- o three-way coil holders and
ordinary plug-in coils.
Such an
arrangement enables a variety of
different combinations to be tried out
at will, and gives a good indication
of what to expect if it is desired to
make up a transformer unit at a
later stage.

Transformer Coupling

(

-

Let us now conskler the cirçuit
gisen in Fig. 2.
Here the anode
circuit contains the coil L, as before,
and this coil is coupled to' the coil
L,, which is connected across the

straightforward transformer arrange
ment, havin a tuned secondary with
an untuned primary. Such a circuit
may be either tightly or loosely
-

j.

.,

L:

y
.

-

A New Arrangement
I propose in this article to give

some circuits embodying
modification of the usual transformer arrangenient, by means of which sorne rather
interestin results can be obtained.
Plus modification consists in tuning
1)0th the primary and secondary windin &s of the transformer with a sinele
n
this re-ison I have
condenser, and
T P S
called theth
circuits,
implying that they are provided with
both tuned primary and tuned
secondary,

A Development

The circuit. shown in Fig. i is a

-

L

R2

RÇ

i

fr

L1

-

E

PoTENTe

____________

g. 2.-Suitable values for the components in this. circuit. are ,ndicatad
in the article.
A shunting condenser may be incltzded between earth and
L.T. negative across the pOtentiometer winding.
coupled, as desired. The relative
grid and filament of the second valve
merits of the two types have already
as before.
been discussed in a I)ievious article.
The tuning condenser C, however,
.

-

-

-

._1O11

I.
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Sound scientific design Cuts elec
trical lomes to a minimum.
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a
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St.

London, W.C.

Positiveconnectionbetween rr'tor
plates and frame doubly ensured
by pig-tad lead and cone bearing.
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product made and
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____this new Eureka
Ortho-Gyclic Condenser
-separates Stations as
evenly as the steps. o.f à

O

O

a

M

inth

lOst

9
10

I
:

i

Onehole-orfourholePositive Contact Stops at both i
ends of scale.
i
Exceptionally compact design
permits total panel depth of less
than 2 inchcs.
Superb flnish-you'lI be proud to
know it has been made by expert s
British instrument makers.

L-------------------- J

ference.
With Jazz. Bands inextricably intermingled with Italian Opera, it is little
wonder that long-distance Broadcasting has-to the average man-lost
much of its earlier fascination.
But now, at last, there comes the dawn
of a new era-the promise of razor
sharp tuning. The new Eureka
Ortho-cycic sets a higher standard in

'

In two sizes
.0003 mfds 14/6

-::-

r
-

-:-.

s

-

_

-

-

,
w-7

-

L

-

Other Eureka Products

-

-

0005 mfds 15/6

jfl2

steps of a ladder. Think of it-the
i possible wavelengths (each of
Io kilocycles separation) previously
jumbled within the first i degrees on
an ordinary condenser are now spread
out evenly over çi degrees of the dial
on a Eureka Ortho-cyclic. At last we
are freed from the serfdom of complicated wave traps and irritating
vermers. With a Eureka Orthocyclic, tuning becomes a pleasurethe station you want can always be
picked out.
Look at the impressive list of
features given here and decide to
install Eureka Ortho-cycics on your
set now.

Condenser design-by its aid a
measure of selectivity is obtained
which but a year ago would have
been unbelievable.
Compare these two simple tests. An
ordinary Variable Condenser fitted
with a normal ioo degree dial
crowds witlin its first fifteen degrees
no fewer than 51 possible wavelengths,
each of io kilocycles separation.
The same 15 degrees on a Eureka
Ortho-cycic Condenser shows only
fifteen possible wavelengths of the
same separation. And all the way up
the dial you will find the same amazing regularity-each degree covers
exactly io kilocycles. Just like the

FOR three years wireless enthusiasts have been struggling to obtain
selectivity. Sets have been made more
and more sensitive-long distance
reception is simplicity itself. But the
trouble has always been to receive
stations one at a time without inter-

j4.LSJ
UI%
______I £11J

I
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RE M E M ER

is connected across both

the coils L,

and L,, which thus form pue complete

tuned circuit.
I.

An Isolating Condenser
The high-tension connection is taken
to the other end of the coil L, but in
order to prevent the high voltage
from being applied to the grid of the
valve
through the coil L,, a large
condenser C, is connected between the
two coils as shown. This effectively
isolates the grid from the high volt-:
age, and provided that it IS large in
size compared with 0 it will have
little effect on the tun ing.
If, for example, we make the condenser
the usual value of .0003 or
.0005, then the value of O should be
not less than .005. A .01 coñdenser
is a very convenient size for this
component.

Y

IN

1

)

''-«

V2

i

AT THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA,

!

!.

IS

03

GÄMBR

LL'S

-

Potentiometer Control
THAT'S

WHERE

YOU'LL

SEE

the previous circuit, a
potentiometer control has been plo
vided on the first valve in older to
check any tendency to self-oscillation,
and with the circuit as shown some
very interesting results may be
obtained. The coil
may be of the
As

COMPONENTS, SETS. .AND

INSTRUMENTS OF

THE

-

HIGHEST POSSIBLE EFFICIENCY

in

usual size, a No. 50, 60 or 75, and in

IF

order to obtain god selectivity it
should be of the tapped type, enabling
a tight-coupled aerial to be employed,
as shown in the diagram.

YOU CAN'T

The Transformer Coils

CALL

I

The coils L, and L, have to be
chosen with' two factors in mind.
First there is the question of the stepup required from the primary to the
secondary, and secondly there is the
question of 'the tuning of the whole

for

full details of the productions
of a firm whose rutation for
efficiençy was established by their

arrangement.
For a first
it is very useful
to make the two coils equal, and of

Scientific and Electrical Instruments years and yeats ago.

range required.

L

tit'

such a valuo that when connected in
series they tune to the wavelength

Build your own
loud speaker for
Lite summer.

<
-

Summer Timé! To be
spent in the garden
basking in the sun-your
diversion the invisible
entertainer, radio. It is
a thing to look forward

to, this restfulness

and to 'the full çower
and mellow music of
the "Lissenola." And the
Cost? -negligible; for your

finished loud speaker works
out at less than 15/- (the
"Lissenola" is 13/6, and with
it we give you full-size diagrams and' clear instructions
how to build a proved horn
for a few pence). You could
flot have a better loud speaker
whatever price you paid.
If you prefer it you can easily
convert the "Lissenola" to
carry a cone or any other
diaphragm working on the
reed- principle by attaching
the Lissen Reed (1f- extra).
In addition, if you possess a
gramophone you have only
to substitute the Lissenola for
the sound-box to convert lt
at once into a radio loud
speaker.

-

Suitable Values
Allowance must be made for the
coupling between the coils themselves.
If the coils are connected in the same

Complete Receiving Sets,
Wavemeters,
i
Neubovernia Condensers,
L.F. Transformers,
and tile famous
Efficiency Inductance
Coils, etc.

direction, then the total inductance
will be greater by a small amount than
the sum of the two coils i-ììdividually.
If the coils are connected in the
reverse direction, the total inductance
will be less than the suni of the coils
alone. Two No. 25 or No. 30 coils will
usually be found to be satisfactory.

Direction of Windings
The relative directions of the windings of the coils is also of interest.

GAMBRELL. BROS.,

Generally speaking, the best resn!t
will be obtained with the coils both
wound in the same direction, as shown
in the diagram, but quite interesting
results can he obtained if the coils are
reversed. A little experiment in this

76, VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON, S.W.1.

Ask your dealer

you

z

.

-.

.----------

-

to

show

the

LISSENOLA
LISSEN LIMiTED,
26-30, Friars Lane,
Richmond, Surrey.
Mana'ing D&ector: Thouis
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"EQUAL To Trn BEST

I

HAVE HEARD

IN

AMERICA"

Opinion of the "Elstree Six"
Professor L. A. Hazeltine, the well-known American
inventor, paid a visit to the Radio Press Laboratories
at Elstree as soon as he arrived in England in July.
He had nothing but praise for the "Elstree Six," and
his impressions of this receiver are given below.
-.. D

ceiver in clearly separating London and. Cardiff, and remarked that
the problem of separating them was greater
than the similar problem
in New York.
His
opinion on the quality
of reproduction from
the " Elstree-Six "was
summed up in the one
word, " Exceltent! "

.

\-'

-

Mr. John Scott-Taggart (left) and Prof. L. A
Hazeltine discuss the "Eis tree Six " receiver.

fl) ROFESSOR

L. A. HAZELTINE
availed himself f the opportunity of visiting the Radio
Press Laboratories at Eistrec within a
few hours of landing in England. Ho
was received by Mr. John ScottTaggart, Mr. J. H. Reyner, and Mr.
Percy W. Harris. Professor Hazeltine was first shown some of the latest
Radio Press receiver designs, after
which interest was centred on the
famous " Elstree Six ' receiver.

demand for multi-valve receivers, five..
and six-valve sets being in common use.
More attention than in the past is
also being paid to the quality of the
reproduction obtained, the craze for
mere distiuice in reception, irrespective f the ua]ity of the results, being
on the wane.
I

J
J
I

Battery Eliminators

it

is not infrequently supposed in

this country that American listeners

JJJ

..4

Outside the
Radio Press

L ab

Harris, Mr.
John ScottTaggart, Prof..

L. A. Hazeltine

A number of stations were tuned in
on this receiver, and Professor Hazeltine expressed his great appreciation

of its sensitivity.

and Mr. J. H.
Reyner.

After handling the

instrument himself he pronounced his
opinion: "This is certainly equal to
the best I have heard in America I

or atones

at Elstree (left
to right) Mr.
Percy W.

Praise for the "Elstree Six"
-

*

"-

',4

4r--#',

--

I

"Elstree

The

Six"

was

of

centre

the
at-

traction (left to

right)

Mr.

Scott-Taggart,
flazelProf.

tine, Mrd

Reyner and Mr.

are now able to dispense with batteries
for their receivers almost entirely
owing to the large number of satisfactory " battery eliminators" wbich are
avail4ble over 'there. Professor Hazeltine, on the other hand, after testing
a. large number of these devices, still
prefers to use batteries for high-tenIn general, the results
eion supply.
with the battery eliminators aro good,.
and progress is being made so that, in
isis opiniôn, the electric light mains
ciIl be used almost exclusively in the
future.

Harris.
.'

I should imagine the selectivity is as
great as it is possible to get without
cutting off side bands and introducing
distortion."
Professor Hazeltine was much impressed by the performance of the re-

What America

is

A Word
-

Doing

A number of questions put to Professor Hazeltine elicited the information that listeners in Arnerio at the
present time are making au increasing

for

Radio Press

J3efore leaving the Laboratories,
Professor Hazeltine coniplisuentòd
Iftadio Press, Ltd., on the whole equip
nient and on the work which is being
carried out there. In his own words,
The Laboratories are very well
equipped for the work they have to do,
and both listeners and the trade should
ibe very grateful to Raaio Press for
the work they are doing in serving the

art."
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Professor Hazeltine Honoured by "The Wireléss Dealer"
July 15 Professor Hazeltine was
(Q N the
guest of honour at n luncheon given at the Savoy Hotel by
tho proprietors of The Wireless Dealer.
Nearly a hundred guests were present,
including Mr. Willis H. Taylor (of the
Hazeltine Oorporation), Sir Edward

Who Invented the Neutrodyne ?
" For the last step in the neutralisation of capacity coupling in valvé circuits," said Professor Hazeltine, " we
shall ha've to straddle the Atlantic, for

Marshall Hall, K.C.. Captain Ian
Fraser, MP., Captain P. P. Eckersley,Capt. H. J. Round, Lieut.-C.ommander Kenworthy, Lieut. .Colonel Eric
Ball, tlie Press, and a large number of

rei'esentative members

of

.4

I

the iìr-

Prof. Hazeltine

led to modern wireless.

Wi r

den, Profesor Fleming, Dr. de Forest,
and many others, Professor Hazeltine
p.ssed on to the effect o" radio design
and practice of the neutralisation of
capacity coupling in valve circuits.

/

5.'

Mi.. Percy W. Harris, who was in
the chair, welcomed Professor Hazelwho replied, in an important
tine,
speech reviewing the steps which have

was the guest

of honour

at

S.

luncheon
given by " The
a

e

le

s

s

Dealer."

A Review of Radio
After dcaling with such important
developments as tuning, rectification
and the three-electrode valve, with due
'homage to the pioneers, Sir Oliver
Lodge, Dr. Pupin, Professor Fessen-

-

IT

.,4

e

duatry.

i

high-frequency amlifier, a type which
has made a profound impression on
the 'wireless art and which no less an
authority than Captain Round has
strongly endorsed, I feel that while
we in America call the' receiver the

*

'

.

rs

I

[J
----.Scott-Taggart in England and the
speaker u America almost simultaneously developed n stable tuned

.-

Hazeltine Neutrodyne we shoold in
England call it the Scott-Taggart
Neutrodyne."
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Some day, you
hope, you will
occupy a good
position
lraw
a handsome salary or have a prosperous business of your own.
You dream of the comforts, the privileges, the broad and happy
life that success generally can command.
Don't forget that success has to be fought for. You have to
qualify for it by making yourself 1ore efficient, more resourceful
than your fellows of the rank an file. That calls for patient
effort along carefully planned lines.
Get out of the rut by taking an I.C.S. Course. It will provide
you with a sound and practical training in your own home and
your own time, all by correspondence and at a cost well within
your means. There are no real difficulties and no heavy demands
upon your time. The I.C.S. method is simple
m¿s. \
and practical. Let us tell you just how you
can use it to your own great advantage.
s the oldest
and largest
Write to-day for full information as to hov
the I.C.S. can help you in your chosen vocation. correspondenc
school llndthe
There are 300 I.C.S. Courses, of which the iollowing are the most important groups
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The cheapest component'
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niostvital of all-:
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The name Weutite" on any cornponent assures all-British work from
design to assembly. Here isjust one
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specially made for hrst class construction at a moderate price. Write for
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WHY

DOES
RECEPTION VARY?
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-
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-

Why does the receiver give excellent results one night and appear noticeably poorer within twenty-four hours ?
Is the receiver to blame, or what is the cause ? Some of the pro!,able reasons are discussed here, and cures
for the trouble are suggested where these are possjble.

r-

that resulted from his continuous

ONE evening last week I was round
at a friend's place listening to
the new four-valve receiver ho

i.

Is

Not Satisfied

particular evening

a

Another symptom noticed is thia
signals do not appear to be so loud as
usual, and this may, of course, be due
to a slight drop in the power used
by the iocal station. There is another
forni of variation, however, which is
due to totally extraneous causes, and
one of these is short distance fading.
All experimenters are familiar with
long distance fading, but it is not
generally known that fading at short
distances eau take place. Experiments
have been carried out which have
ascertained the fact that without any
alteration to the transmitter being
made, the signnl strength at quite
short distances from it may vary quite
appreciably; indeed, such variations
hayo been observed at a distance of
only three miles from the broadcasting
station. In most. casee this is probably
insofficient to be observed aurally,
although on occasions it may be fairly
well marked.

Well," he said, '' that is just
Last
what I am trying to find out.
night when I was listening to 2L0 the
quality was ever so mucl better than
it is to-night, and I can't make out
whnt it is due te."

had just coinplted. My friend is the
kind of man who is rather unduly
fussy over details, and is possessed of
an unusual degree of.skill ns regards
constructional work. He has a keen
ear for music, and has gone to great
pains in this his latest pet to obtain
the most perfect reproduction. Special
resistances, special valves anti everything special in fact have been called
in to assist him in his search for
fidelity of tone.
He lives near Kings Langley. and
at this distance finds that, with the
circuit he uses, foui valves ive him
just that degree of loud-speaking that
ne requiies.
On this

Fading

fiddling.

.

I..

Jf

most

enjoyable programme from 2L0 was
being broadcast, and the pure volume

I

I

to Blame?

the Receiver

This led to a chat on the variations
in conditions as affecting reception,
and I was surprised to find that, beyond a vague comprehension of the
fact that winter conditions were
better than suniñier ines, my friend
was totally unaware of many other
circumstances that have their influenee ou wireless.
Many listeners probably do not
realise that the B.B.C. are continually
experimenting in methods by which
their transmissions may be improved.
Various types of miemphone have

I

I

1?

Special Kinds of Fading

'p.4

Vargat i on s
in reception

z--zr

M

- - -

-

T

may easily
be
caused
by the tuaIng of other
receivers in
the vicinity.

* * *
-

of sound issuing from the loud-speaker
was nearly as good as it could be.
My friend, however, was ill at ease.
He kept getting up to make small
adjustments to the set, he would

alter the timing a trifle, then reduce
reaction a 'bit, then try slightly different values of grid bias on the L.F.
side and so on.
" What's up, old man? " I finally
ftsked, somewhat irritated by the conitant interruptions of tho programme

been used from time to time, adjustments are made to the transmitter,
etc., with the object of giving the best
possible quality. Sometimes it happens that instead of quality being improved by a certain 'alteration, the
reverse is the case, and the average
listener promptly. blames his receiver.
There are other reasons, of coarse,
within the set itself why quality may
deteriorate, but these will be dealt
-

with further-.on.

-

Another aspect of the fading question that has recently been investigated is rlint is known as " frequency
fadin," and definite indications of
selective f a(ling have been observed.
This means that different frequeneie6
which are actually within a narrow
band fade in a different manner.
A simple example of three frequen-

cies transmitted together is that of
carrier waves modulated by an audiofrequency tone, say, of 230 cycles,

thus producing three distinct frequen
cies which will be (1) the carrier fr
quency, (2) the carrier minus the tone
frequency, and (3) the carrier plus
the tone frequency. In the investigations carried out these three frequencies were separated at the receiving end, and after being amplified
weie fed to tiree oscillographs by
meins of which visible records were

made.
These records showed that the carrier and side band signâls did not
At any
fade together as a unit:
given instant it might be -found that
the carrier was at a minimum, while
both side bands were at different

1017
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values, and it was iilso observed that
the side baids and carrier would fade
in various orders.

It
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-

The latter theory is that which is
most generally accepted, though other
cousiderations enter into it, with
which it is not proposed to deal here.

Distortion Due to Fading
is clear from the above that selec-

the state of the weather affects wireless reception.
Most experimenters
agree that wet, muggy weather secuiss
to he the most favourable foi long
distance work. It is also claimed that
reception. is worse when the moon is
full, while the othet day I met an
cxperin?enter who had been studying
the effect of the planets on reception.
It has been observed tli.ìt reception
during the day preceding a thunderstorm is poor, quite apart from
whether atmospherics aro present or
no, while wheis the thuadery couiditions have ceased conditions are considerably better.

tive fading of this description may
readily cause distortion, especially
when weak or distant transmissions
are being received To this may be
added distortion caused by the use
of excessive reaction, and it is by no
means difficult to understand why the
quality of reproduction on distant stations is frequently poor.

Seasonal Variations
Earlier in this article I mentioned
the fact that long distance reception
is better in winter than in summer;
similarly night time conditions are
moreS favourable than day time conditions.
The two chief theories which have
been put forward to explain these
facts are, first, that since sunlight is
propagated by ether waves tbe ether
is not so free to carry wireless waves
during daylight, that is the ether

becomes too crowded, and secondly,
that light causes ionisition of the
atmosphere so that it becomes slightly
conducting. This results in part of
the energy of the wireless waves being
conducted to earth and so lost.

Sun Spots
About two yeaus ago it was by no
means a difficult matter to pick up
three or foui American transmissions
in the early hours of the morning on
quite a small set; WGY at Schenectady for instance could be received
on a loud-speaker with only four
More recently, however, it
valves.
has been exceedingly difficult to receive any of the American stations
even with a super-heterodyne receiver.
explanation of this on the
Basing
presence of a cycle of sun spots, it is
stated that conditions for picking up
American broadcast stations will not
improve again for three years.

fhis -curious looking aerial mast decided to go on growing in spite of its
new occupation,
Effects

te

Weather

of

Much work has also been done in

-

trying to determine to what extent

(Continued on page 1020).
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Why

Does Rception Vary?-continued
HT, battery

(Contintted /roe page 1018.)
A cause of poor reception, which is
so far unexplained, is that known as

is

has to do.

suited to the work it

the loud-speaker winding has broken
down or else tlio magnets may have
become demagnetised. The continuity
of the winding may be tested with a
pair of 'phones and a dry cell, while
if the - magnets are in order they
should be able to suspend the diapliragnu placed edgewise against them
with the base turned upside (lOWn.

An Easily Made Error
mistake that everyone will no
doubt label as childish is one that I
made myself the other day. Its results
weiSe very marked, however, sigua!
strength on stntipns like Bournemouth
and Birmingham, which usually come
in extremely well, was very poor, while
the selectivity of tue set was certainly
-not up to normal. After having tried
a numoer or remeuios, 1 nappemieu to
look at the low-tension accumulator
and found that it liad been connected
the wrong way round. The aecumulater leads were correctly connected as
regards their polarity at the: battery
end, but had been reversed on the set.

visitor's depression."
I do not
think this expression needs amplification, for I expect every amateur is
familiar with the extraordinary deadness that comes over one's set. when
someone drops in to hear it.

A

Faults in the Receiver
There are other causes which result
in poor reception taking the place of
what but n few days ago was good.
These lie either within the set itself
or in the aeriaf.earth system.
A source of much trouble is the
high-tension battery, especially when
his is of the dry battery type. Perimps a three or four valve set, with
two-stages of L.F. amplification is in
use, and if the clls of the battery are
sinai! the current taken by the receiver may constitute a heavy drain,
So that its voltage drops rapidly after
a few weeks use. Thin results in distortion occurring1on the L.F. side of
the receiver owing to the plate voltage being too low, and even thol4gh
the grid bias be reduced to a suitable
'alue, it is still present because the
second valve is overloaded on strong
signals. Volume, too, ]S lost with a
run-down H.P. battery, and it is important, therefore, to see that the

Inspect the Aerial System
If the aerial is suspected, it should

be cai'efully examined to see whether
any joints in it have become corroded,
and the insulators should be carefully
cleaned. As alight a thing as a spider
web has been known to result in a

serious reduction in signal stsength,
and one caso I came across recently
was due to the virginia creeper on
the hirnise Imaving twisted a tendril
round the supporting wire and so on
to the aerial close to the lead-in.
In cases where a buried earth is
used, it shild be kept moist, for in
very dry weather its efficiency may
seriously iliminisli, while if an earth
connection to a water pipe is used, the
wire lead should be examined for a
brak. The earth clip may also be
removed, and the pipe around which
it is fixed may be cleaned up witb
some emery paper, so as to ensure that
the contact at this point is satsfaoC. P.
tory.

Faults Outside the Receiver If the performance of a receiver has
deteriorated and everything is in
order both as regards the set and its
accessories, there are three other
points where the trouble may be
found, these are the loud-speaker, the
aerial or the earth.
To test the loud-speaker, the set
should be switched ou and one of the
Loud-speaker leads alternately discon-

nected and connected.
Good
loud
plonks should be heard every time this
is done. If-these do not occur either

Componeñts
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The

Magic Five"

POINTS FOR THE S}LORT-WAVE
OPERATOR

(

/

-

(Concluded from page 980.)

-

V

low-tension supplies and of the grid
leak have been dealt with satisfactorily, it may still be found that at
certain settings of the tuning condenser the set either ref tises to oscillate altogether-this being the most
common state of affairs-or else that
it oscillates much more violently ofl
sorne settings than ort others.
.& curé
for this trouble is often to be found in
ñtting a series fixed condenser in the
aerial lead, in order to change the
natural wavelength of the aerial. 1f
this does not altogether put matters
right, the effect of a variable c9ndenser should be tried, though in this
case care should be taken that the
condenser is never set to a lower value
than about .0001, or else signal
strength will stifler.

C

1

O

t.-your local station

and a half from 2L0 and
listening to Manchester without
me
a. trace of London! Such is the
selectivity now realised in recent Radio
Press sets-made possible by the use
of Screened Coils.
Perhaps no problem has ever received
so much attention in radio history as
that of selectivity.

Indoor Aerials

An alternative is to try the effect
of a counterpoise instead of a direct
earth connection. . few feet of insulated wire laid across the room under
the carpet will usually suffice, though,
if space permite, it will be as well to
experiment with a wire of greater
length erected a few feet above the
ground under the aerial. It may be

Numerous experts have been continually
engaged in probing the many difliculties
met, and, from time to time, Claims
have been made for effective solutions.
Thes have always proved to have no
value, but now the whole trend of set
design has been revolutionised, and a
new era opened up in broadcast recep-

tion.

Cpex Coils definitely
eliminate unwanted interàction.

mentioned here that for reception
below about 100 metres an indoor
aerial i ill often be found quite efficient, the comparative freedom from
atmospheric disturbances resulting
from its use, especially in the sumampl7 compensating for the decrease in signal strength experienced.

Beng fully shielded and earthed, the external magnetk
field is neutralised, and there can be none of that interaction between coils which so often causes uncontrollable
oscillation. With Copex Coils in the set much of that
troublesome outside interference is unknown.

Cpex

Coils put a wonderfully fine edge on your
tuning and the set is- extremely stable, infinitely more
selective and capable of superior tone with a Complete

Conclusion

Generally speaking, in short-wave
reception, as compared with broadcast reception, a great deal more care
and attention to detail is required to
get really good results. This applies
specially to the operation of the receiver, but at the same time it should
flOt enougn to
be rememberect that lt
construct a receiver that wilt oscillate and which can be controlled to a
certain extent. It Is essential, in
view of the finer tuning involved, that
the controls work smoothly and accurately, not only in a mechanical but
also in an electrical sense,

absence of mush.

1«PEX
&,_ ..j.it_______

These new coils can be used in several of the latest
Radio Press sets-including the
Five Fifteen and
the "Magic Five "-and are likely to be the basis of
many improved circuits to come, and indeed, the whole
trend of future wireless developments.

j

1

Côpex Coils are copper screened.
The sisperiority of copper over aluminium

-,

as a screening
metal has been recognised by experts. Don't spoil
the ship for a ha'porth of tar-don't risk mediocre results
by using an inferior set of coils: Choose Cópcx and bss
sure of the best results always,

òpex

:

:

HAVE YOU SEEN

Pat,

THE

applied for

ANNOUNCEMENT
On PAGE
IN

THIS

'PETO-SCOTT

are interchangeable òn a standard six in
base. Copper unit with hase (patent aplied f O-r) i /. Plug-in low loss coils from
4/b upwards according to wavelength

CO., Ltd .
77, City Rd., London, E.C.1
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specied by the designers of the "Elstree Six."
The r unvarying smoothness kind ease action is due to the accurately grounded Rotor.

il

I.

I

u

'i

A E RI A L TU N E R
A self-contained Aerial

p

Tuner

incorporating reaction for low
lengths.
and high wave
Pessesses the tuning range of
a whole set of coils in a smie
and self-contained unit.

i

SLOW MOTION
CONDENSER
Embodies latest practice - in

Condenser

construction-

rthed moving vanes, direct
Contact "NO-LOSS" metal
end plates, friction drive slow
motion device with large
operating Knob.
e

0003 mId.

EACH

17/6

MCi-1

16,/6

Mark),

:-

all Valve Filamesits.
M a nu f actured
in
values to sutt all valves
from .3 to .55 ohms.
2/6 each.
Holder
Mounting for Ternprytes ¡/6 each.

s.

CYLDON "Condensers

'

MId5

21/

M0025

16/-

.0002

1516

Complete weh 4us. Knob D,al.
L. F

......

M(d'

:

:

.00035
.00025

.,

.

-

-

15/6

15/-

14/6
Large 4 in. ,Knob Di.J s SUpplied
ssith Squale Law Condenser. 2/Cyldoo Con&5s from your
dealer or øost free from makers.

Il

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS,

I
i

"Cyldon Works," Sarne,OeId RdmEfjeId Town, Middlesez,England.

I

ENFIELD

Telephone:

672.

I

J

powerful.
EACH 21/..
-

EFESCA

a coil holder that does

t

L'Tr

"VARIFORM"
L.F. TRANSFORMER

I

(Patent)

J

An entirely new departure in

I

L.F.

I

Transformer design.
Constructed with an nterchangeable primary winding
enabling the impedance to be

.i

J

Use TRIX Switches,
Transformers,
Anode Resistances,
etc,

11F.

-

I

(No. 272.

suited to any type of Valve. I
Magnetic coupling between I
windingsvariable thusaffording J
i
means of tone control,
With priinsry for ithrr EACH

lured 5g

M.,

3/I. 4/I, 5/I, or
ratioi.
Intorchongeeble priniory
ratios
bobbin,
for

3f!
U/'°

EACH
3i'6

'4
-_

I

.-

¡\k
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I
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\
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lO-pag. catalogue showing - our
latest range of cabinets and the new

flg,P5g,

Invaluable .s
graving panels, etc.
a reference. Send for a free cozy.

"\ CARRINGTON

q#

. .'

ORLI'.

1

:.

A

t'\.

X

FROM ALL WIRELESS DEALERS.

8393, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1.
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I

%

FALK STADELMANN & Co. Ltd.

Bruwbi.

e

w

u

\\

LoO

-

ppUd for.)

Pates

I

2/I,
6/I

/

The moving coil and the pointer arc
both geared
to i, and move with
velvet smoothness.
Back of panel, one-hole
'
fixing, black
or white r
ivorine dial

I

I

more

1T will do more than hold coils;
it will give you perfect control of your coil adjustments and
a visible indication in front of the
of the exact inovesnent.

j.

NEW SEASON'S CATALOGUE No. 573
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

18/20,

MFG.

Co., Ltd

Norman's Big,., Central St., E.C.l
Trade enquiries invited.

./.

and at
Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham, Dublin and Newcastle.
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the perfect control for

If you are thinking of buying a finished set, before
deciding see the range of EFESCAPHONE Models,
and hear them demonstrated in our Showrooms.

WHOLER4LE

II

SQUARE LAW.
.001

:TEMPRYTES
(Regd. Trade
¡

A complementary Unit to the
Regenerative Aerial
Efesca
Tuner for High Frequency
Selective and
Amplification.

EAH 35/-

EFESCA
"NO-LOSS"

Other

send for full partsculars of

REGENERATIVE' ANODE TUNER
I

I

II

Ii

EFESCA

EFESCA

IL

Price: 27/6 each. Set of four, £5 lOs.

-

nrc

II

I

EFESCA,

COMPONENTS

il

as

II

STAND No. 114
TYPICAL

.

Condensèi's

al

-

i

S1L-DON

SQUARE LAW

.0005
il

II
I

-

OLYMPIA

(Pronouncd

l

Compónents
Do. not fail to see them at
-

Lfl©

f'

CO M P0N ENTS

long experience in designing and
manufacturing
radio apparatus that
THE
is behind all EFESCA Products,
places them in a class of high technical
excellence and practical efficiency.
New devices inspired by the latest
developments of radio science, including
screened coils for neutralised circuits,
have ben added to the range of EFESCA
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Neat Tool-Cutting Aluminium-Opinions Differ-Notching Low-loss
Formers Re-conditioning Old Tools Curin, Intermittent Contacts.
A

i

'

'"

J11

A NEAT TOOL

¡-'

AM not, as a rule, fond of cornbination tools, which have a way
of performing a multiplicity of duties
rather badly and none of them very_
well. Particularly do I loathe pliers
intended to do a dozen different jobs,

and the kind of " tool pad " that can
be converted in a second or two from
a corkscrew to a gimlet or a gouge.
But the other day I bought one of
the neatest little combination screwdrivers that J have ever seen. This
tool, whiçh is seen in Fig. 1, is only
4. in. in length when the blades are
detached and stowed away in the
opening with a most ingenious trapdoor covering which is provided in
the handle. It can, therefore, be
carried in one's pocket .or kept in a
drawer of the wireless table for use
when it is wanted.

commend these little tools as thoroughly well made and as most convenient for wireless work.

accurately.

CUTTING ALUMINIUM

¡

HAVE met several constructois
lately who, after essaying the job
of making their own neutralising condensers, have corne to the conclusion
that aluminium is by no means such
an easy material to work as mihit be
thought at first sight. The bsiness
of cutting out the little vanes, fixed
and moving, from old standard coildenser plates is, however, not really
a difficult one if you tackle it in the
proper way and use suitable tools for
Pt YW000

-

OR FRETH'aOD

______

CQNDENC.PR

-!' z:
-

Blades For All Purposes

The blades, which are made of excellent steel, are double ended, and
one has thus a set of four screwdrivers withwidths of in., 5/32 in.,
3/16 in., and
in. As they are
ground to various degrees of fineness,
one can deal with every screw that is
used in wireless construction from the
smallest to the largest. To fix a blade
in position the milled collar is given
M'/LLED

CauA,'

-

HOLE FOR

-

-.

Oß

SelivolE

Fig. 2.-This method of cutting out the
vanes for, small condensers ensures
that the finished vanes are flat.

the purpose. The best way of proceeding is as follows:-Begin by clamping
as many plates as you require between
two pieces of plywood or fretwood, as
shown in Fig. 2.
Drilling for the Spindle

DOUBLE-ENDEI,

&Ao

Fig. 1.-This neat type of screwdriver
with blades of different sizes should
prove valuable in any workshop.

half a turn in an unscrewing direction. The blade is then thrust into
the grip and the collar ía giren a
half tuyi with a screwing-in motion.
This makes the blade absolutely rigid.
With the blade mounted the tool is
6 in. in length, an extremely handy
size for the wireless man. I can re-

should be used? or, better still, a blade
made for cutting thin metal. If you
go carefully you will have very little
difficulty in shaping your plates quite

Draw the shape of the small vane
to be cut on one of the pieces of wood
and drill a hole for the spindle before
starting to cut. If the plates are
clamped up really tightly little or no
burring will result when the drill is
passed through. Gare must be taken
to see that the drill does not clog, for
aluminium is such soft stuff that it
is very liable to fill up the flutes with
a solid mass of metal quite close to
the point of the drill. Having made
this hole, place the clamped-up plates
in the vice and cut round the lines
that you hare drawn to indicate the
shape required, using a fretsaw for
the purpose. A strong blade of the
kind intended for use upon hard wood

Finishing the Vanes,
They may now be unclamped and
finished up. First of all scrape the
edges f each with an old knife to
remove any roughness; then lay a
sheet of fine emery cloth on time bench
and rub each plate upon it, pressing
it dowñ firmly with the fingers of the
right hand. Next clamp the plates
together- again by passing a bolt
through the spindle hole, fix tightly
in the vice, usiiig lead protectors over
the jaws, and file the edges true, using
an oW file for the purpose. The work
must be arranged so that only a small
portion protrudes above the jaws of
the vice, and filing must be done very
gently or the outer plates will be
bent. A final smooth up with emery
completes he job.
A Warning
On no account should a good file be
used for any kind of work upon
aluminium, for this soft metal will
rapidly clog it up, forming little
" blobs " all over its surface which
defy tise efforts of the stiffest file card
to remove them. If a good file has
been used inadvertently and has become clogged up in this way, the only

method of clearing it is the rather
laborious one of picking out the (umps
of metal with the point of a scriber or
'some similar tool.

¡N

OPINIONS DIFFER
a recent issue of the

ll'ireless

Con-

-' stmuctor a colleague published a
most interesting and most informativE
article on time subject of working
ebonite. I umís however, rather sur
prised to notice that he stated that
he himself regarded the tapping of
ebonite as an awkward job owing te
the liability of the material to heaf
up and soften in the process. Personally I am a confirmed " tapper,"
using screwed holes in preference te
those of the clearance variety whenever it is a question of fixing anythingthat is required to "stay pmt."
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Practical
Making Terminals Secure

'

j

I-.

Take the case of terminals; if you
fix one into a clearance hole by means
of a nut on the underside of the panel
and theìi solder a lead to its shank,
it is more than likely, however skilful
you are with the soldering iron, that
the terminal will loosen. You can
tighten it up again by means of its
nut, but if you exert a certain amount
of force in attaching or detaching
leads later on, or if the Drocess is
frequently repeated, a time wffl cerne
sooner or later when the terminal
becomes loose. But fix your terminals
in screwed ho1es locking them with
a nut below, an you can rely upon
them to stay tight indefinitely, even
if connections are frequently made
and unmade, and if the milled nut
'ìs turned really- hurd down very
time.
The whole secret of tapping ebonite
successfully lies in observing two
rules. The first of these is to use
best quality second-cut taps and the
second is to employ, as suggested
recently in these notes, a drill slightly
larger than the standard tapping size.
1f these points are observed, the tap
may be placed in the chuck of the
band-drill, and, in the case of ebonite
up to in. in thickness, run.quickly
in and ont without the slightest
trouble.

Workshop Hints-continued

30 d.c.c., for example, makes
forty-four turns to the inch when
closely wound, and if we wished to
make the spacing equal to the diameter of the wire we should have
to make twenty-two hacksaw cuts
to the inch, which would be, to say
the least of it, a- somewhat tedious
business. Even with a very fine-bladed
hacksaw it would be almost impossible
to make a good job, since the thin
webs between the cuts would be apt
m orea away.

No.

For Fine Wire Coils
Luckily there is no need tò notch
deeply, for mere scratches will serve

Fig. 4.-An outside thread-chaser will
be found useful foi notching a former
when the turns are to be close.
to hold fue wire in position. The job
may actually he done quite easily in
the following way.
Having clamped
the strips tightly in tIme vice with
their edges uppermost, file them until
a level surface is produced. Now take

NOTCHING LOW-LOSS
FORMERS
'J'HE only satisfactory method of airspacing the windiiigs of coils
upon low-loss formers is to provide some kind of notches in which the
turns can lie. If this is not done
they are certain to become displ.aced
when the coil has been in use for a
little time, to the detriment both of
its appearance and of its effbiency. 1f
the former is of the skeleton type
iade up of strips set edgewise in circular endpieces as seen in Fig. 3,
the notches may be eut ivith a hacksaw, so long as the spacing is fairly

/4

H.

wide. To do this the strips' nìst be
clamped together in the vice, and the
positions of the notches carefully
marked. All can then be cut together
with the hacksaw. Matters Ìecome
fiore difficult when fine wire is used.

-

mounted in it, when the job can be
done quickly. A substitute for the
chaser may be found in a rather
coarse i-in. flat file, which if held
against the fins as they rotate will
notch them quite satisfactorily. Where
a lathe is not available it is usually
not dicult to get the work done by
a friend who has one, or at a cycle

repair shop.

RE-CONDITIONING OLD TOOLS
EVERY workshop contains a »umber of old tools which have been
discarded because they have become
damaged or worn. Many of'them may
be reconditioned
quite easily, so mis
to be capable of giving useful service
again.
A broken screwdriver, for
- exauuuple, Can he filed up into shape
without much trouble, and if the work
is done carefully it is often better
tIman it was u-hen it was new, since
the blades of serewdrivers are not
always of the ideal shape when they
are purchased. When you are filing
up a screwdriver let your first care be
to make the edge straight.
Next
plaée it in the notch of a 4 BA. screw
and hold the two up to the light. T)e
perfect screwdriver should exactly fit
the notch, going right down 1:o the
bottoni of ut and having the same
slope upon time faces of it blade. 1f
the driver is shaped in this way it will
never slip.
Broken scribers, again,
can be re-pointe(l with the file, though
if they are vei-y hard it may be necessary to let them down and to retemper theni afterward.

Keep Your Tools Sharp

;:;:

-

-

-

tool ii-hich us often in a bad condition in time constructor's., workshop
A

is

t1e centre-punch.

After repeated

use with even such soft mnìterial as
ebonite the point becomes blunt and
accurate punching is almost a matter
of impossibility. File up your centre
punch ei-ery now and then, placing- at
in the vice and working round the
tool, turning it after every few
Oentre bits amid auger bits
strokes.
which have lost their original keenness may be sharpened readily with a

4'

This llnely situated aerial is owned by
the station 4QG, ¿n Brisbane.

Fig. 3.-The notches in a former of this
kind may be made with a hacksaw if
the spacing is fairly wide.

September, 1926.

-

an outside thread chaseu (Fig. 4) designed for making the appropriate
number of threads to the inch, lay a
set square across the strips and use
the chaser as if it were a scriber.
Continue in this way for the whole.
length of the strips and you will find
that the scratches produced will serve
to keep the windings in plitce. Chasers
can be purchased for about a shilling
apiece: Moulded tubular low-loss
forniers with fins can be notched veri
If a lathe is
easily with a chaser.
available the former should be

fine file.

It

is

-

particularly important

with these to keep the vertical cutting
edges sharp, since if they become
blunt the wood is apt to be torri as
the bit goes in, and a ragged edge

results.

CURiNG INTERMITTENT

CONTACTS
variable condensers and in other
IN components
with moving parts a
bad contact frequently develops after
a viuying period of use, owing to the
wearing of the spindle or of the bush
through which it passes. A faulty

1024
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PRACTICAL WORKSHOP

ELSTREE SIX

HINTS-continued

noe. 1926:
Modem WIre1ee.'
The most wonderful eet of the centesry.
RADIO PRESS TEST REPORy OP THE

K. RAYMOND DUAL CONDENSER.

contact of this kind may be cured very
easily in the way seen in Fig. 5 by
placing a thin spiral spring over the
spindle and 1xing it with i nut and
locknut so that it. is slightly compressed between these and the bush,
Some constructors use a spring washer
'ich

5i11l611l1
_rI

..

'Mur -.--..,,

1h-i

-

TM/N SPIRAL

e- Spp,ivc
LocK

Nur

Fig. 5.-Showing how an intermittent
spindle contact may be put right.

for the purpose, but this is not to be
recommended, since such washers have
a way of making the movement of the
spindle rather harsh at certain points
in its travel. What is wanted is quite
a thin spring, and if this is used the
easy movement of the spindle will be
in no way impaired. The spring can
be fitted in any suitable position; it
may, for example, be placed between
-the knob and the upper flange of the
-bush, or, in the case of a variable condenser, it may be set to press against
the bush in the lower end plate.

particularly if i has not been properly protected from the effects of heat
and cold, may be found to have

warped rather badly when it is
brought out for nse. Certain grades
of ebonite are much more prone to
warping than others; material of
really fino quality will stand a good
deal of ill-treatment without beconiing badly affected, but poor stuff will
sometimes become very much warped
for no apparent reason. A warped
paner may' often be brought back to
the true by a little careful treatment.
A method that I have frequently found
successful is as follows :-Imnierse the
panel in hot water for a short time,
then place it upbn a perfectly flat surface. Cover it with a sheet of glass,
arid on top of this lay a number of
When the
fairly heavy weights.
ebonite is cool an improvement will
generally be found to 'have resulted,
though it may be necessary to repeat
the process before it becomes perfectly
fiat again.
Should the surface'of a panel assume
a horrible sickly greenish hue as the
tesult of this treatment or of exposure to light, its own good colour may
be brought back again quite easily.
Rub off the surface with an oily rag
dipped in knife powder, taking care
t;o work in straight lines and not with
a circular motion; then wash over with
a little turpentine, tnd give a final
polish with an old piece of silk.

bn

in one's
workshop stock for some time,

over the world, and this Japanese inventor is said to have devised ap paratus for sending moving pictures by
wireless,

perlolly odopiod for the
ELSTRIIE SIX, with Knob

le/li;

Dici,
end
with
Pelican SM. Dici, 21/e.

PARTS POR THE ELSTREE SIX.
Panel do 5/3 Boseboord Neutrolising Ijendeneero at 5/ .....
Limen PotentIometer, 4/6.. . . Igraoic Kry SwItch, 5/-....
Plug, 1/6... .2 D.C. Jacke at 2/6... .5 Indlcotore, 1/3....
Lloren H.P. Choke, 10/-'.. . .0 Brnloessln Volve Holdero et
0v GrId lottery,
2 9... .4 Magnum Coil Sockets et 1/S
Rraistoro for 6v 5 oeop.
Dubilirr 005 Fined et 3/-.
2/-.
Maccocci ideal LS. 2.7-1. 30/-; LIe 6-1. 30f-....
at
.. .4 Atcorber,. 4/-... .Olaclte. 4,6.
2 Ternclaal Stripe.
4 Vorley Accede 100.000 ohmo at 7/6
4 Diode Boaco. 2/6
.4 DIm), Colla at 10/- each. Aleo chola, of corcdrmer,
.4 K Rayceomi DUal .0005 ot 18/fl (wIth Pelican SM.
3.5.'
Dial at 21/6)....4 Cyldoco .0003 Dual at 27/6
.0005 Dual at 21/- (24 cet of 4).
£ e. 4.
16 3 10
Total with KR. Dual

i

I

.6

.6

26....

l-.
.....

.......

Tothlwithß.M.Diol

,

2

,

FASANCO

"

MOUNTED

Licence, Potent No.
160240. No,. 27, 55. 00, rach
2/. ; 76. 2/6 ; 100. 5/- ; 050.
3/- ; 260. 250, 306, each 4/WEST END
DISTRIBUTOR
of the Manufactorre oS Edleon
RECOGNISED

,

SET COMPRISS: 2 Valore,
JOT.. LT., Colla. AeaIal
Eqoipment, Loud Speaker.
The lot £4 10,. Od.
Carriage coot pochlng 5f-

Bell, Jactoon'n (LB.) Polar,
Igranic, Ferries,, Eureta.
Magnum, Bivrodept, Loten,
Dubiller, Marconi, Doewood,

ACCUMULATORS.
2v.
7/11; 2v. 60, 0/6; 2v.
12/6 2w. 100. 14/6; 4v.
17/11;
11/11; 4w. 60,
80, 23/6 ; 6v. 60, 26/6 ;

Bowyrr-Lone, Formo,Brunet.
Ormoad, Newey, P. nod M.
oad everylhlng that le worth
etocking.

ertro.

-

Storllsag, Sverean, BTU.. MeMichael, Lloocn,tJtllIty, 161.,

40,

80.
40,

4v'
6v.

HEADPHONES

onothrr good make
cetra on roch.

(N. k K. GENUINE.)
See acune la full on outoide
eones, new Lightweight,. 11/6.

Poetage 1/- estro.
WÑbERPUL VALUE
STRAIGHT LINE

Ofl.

2

dept

IN

previously smeared with chattertons
compound, 'is screwed in. The rod is
cut; off flush, and when the panel has
been well rubbed down with knifepowuer Onu oit there is iiaruly a sign
to be seen. Even large holes may be
dealt with in the same way. A i-in.
can be stopped with 7-1G-in. 'rod,
a 2 B.A. hole with, i-in. Tod and so

17

SETS FORTHE MIllION COILS-Made nader Sum'

1/6

BOTCHING WITH THREADED
ROD

....
....
....

16 6 2
Total with Cyldoco Doni
16 16 2
Total with " iB.' Ow,!
To cocoucage you to build toto act. j wIll aUow np to £2 on voici
ereond-hond parta provided you purehaac one of the above loto.

ALSO

OST of us have lying about in our
workshops a number of old
ebonite panels of various sizes from
complete sets or from smaller pieces
of apparatus which have been dismantled.
These contain hieles of
various sizes, and either remain disused or are cut up someu-hat wastefully when small pieces of insulating
material are required. By the use of
threaded,, ebonite rod an ebonite pal1el
can be " botched " so neatly that
when the job is finished it looks almost
as good as new.
To stop a 4 BA.
clearance hole, for example, a piece
of 3-16 in. threaded ebonite rod
may be used. T'ho hole is tapped
3-16 in. and a little piece cf rod

The problems of television are engaging the attention of scientists all

KAY RAY.-Dnel .0005
9trolgst Lice
Froqooney

80, 35/6.

STRAIGHTENING WARPED
EBONITE
-

1'BONITE that has

is e otraight line frrqnency condrneer of VER?
IOOBUST AND PLEASING CONSTRUCTION. Single bolo
fining is provided, hut thie ehould not prove e serious dinodvootego so the Instrument lo only comparotively light. The dici
reading, will, of courue, be
tots!!y diScreet from thonv
epecifled in the Trot Report,
so-hieb hoe been giren, owiog
to the different capacity curve
given by the ntraight lino
but
frrqueeay
gondenser.
Tendere wbu prefer this type
of instrument will Sod the
condenser useful.

mie Inetrunsent

Entra quality, do., 15/6.

PREQUESOY.

CONDENSERS
READY
NEW MODEL
'00058/11
0003 8/3
Poet

Or. Nreper, 10/6, 12/11
Teletunkua genuine, 14/11;
Erlccooa, E. V. Continental,
BrowSe.
Sterling,
S/i;
Branden. All acabes of LosadSpeahers.
Dr. Nrepar LS, UnIt 11/li:
De. Nreper LS.

37/6.

Od. net.

4,000

ohm,

"6rondr,"

EBONITE.-" Grade A," rut
o'hlle you walt, 3/16 at bait
penny per eq. lrh. Ola.,
three farthinge. Scrap ebonite

MICRO-00 Special.
8/11 ; 3 volt,
Various .06 valve,,
4/11, 5/11. Power Valve,
DE., 7/il. etc. 1 vulVe
LP. Ampll0cr in poUched
bou, beoutlfolly made, iOill.
2-valve do.. 31/li. Macad.
nome rryetal arta, varlometer
toning, io/li, 12/li.
RADIO

6/ii Power,

With knob and dio!.
Eleetrireily and mechamoally
right-meeting all require.
mente o! low-loss deeien.
Monat thin real Straight Line
Fcequency Condenser io yvor
cet NOW and enperi000e the
joy nl quick, certain tuning.

TAKES ANY SLOW MOTION
DIAL. Supreme Selectivity.
SPECIAL DISTRIBUTOR
SI
PRODUCTS
ORMOMO
SQUARE LAW. LOW-LOSS.
.0005, 0/6 ; .0005, 8/6 (1/6
each lene no vernIer). FRIC.
TSON GEARED, .6062, 15/.0003. 14/0 ; .000'ii, 13/6.
LINE
FRESTRAIGHT

QUENCY FRICTION

6/ill

....
....

BRITISH VALVES
PURA TON E

3.4v

.66

.

"

..

6/11

6/11
2v Power
8/11
Poet Od. eorh.
Coemoe. Blue, lied or Oreen
Spoj, at 12/0. 2/- allowed
fee Old volve.
2v .06

BARGAIN

DEPT.
GEARED, .0000, 20/-; .00035,
linge qcoatltten of window'
FILAMENT RHEO39/6.
2/8; t ohms
eotled vmd goodo which have
been taken in rxchaage for
orSO obme. 2/-; POTENTIOcale atrldlcU!olao prices. Bar.
METER, 400 ohme, 2/8. L..
galos not Oent by pont.
SHROUDED. latet, 37/6.
ALL MAKES OF VAiNES STOCKED.
STATS DUAL,

K.

RAYMOND

27 & 2$a, Lisle
Hoar,
Sot.
Øuo.

9-8
9-9

li-i

St., Leicester Sauare, W.C.2.
Sort of Doly'o Theatre.
Neoreet Tube. Leieeoter Square.
'pooe: O,rn,d 4037.
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CONSTRUCTING A RECEIVER i
SOME USEFUL HINTS
I
HARTT, B

'ï_!ikiJi1
are a inrmber of points in
set construction with which it is
not always possible to deal in
any detail in an ordinary descriptive
article; so for the benefit of the beginner intèrested in set-making it is
proposed to devote this article to a
consideration of the most important
of these.

Practical experience is the best guide to set construction. II j'ou
are an old hand, you will appreciate the practical worth of the
information given here, while those who are new to the art will
lind much valuable assistance.

Jj

Tendencies in Design
At one time practically all our sets
vere suade up on a horizontal panel

i

n.

.

S.

AAN

-

Positions for Components
Granted, then, that this represents
about the best method for amateur
construction, there has consequently
been a large increase in the number
of components suitable for mounting
on the baseboard. The panel is, as
a rule, used only to mount the variable controls, such as tuning and reaction condensers, filament resistances
and jacks.
For small sets, having panels not
snore than 8 ifls, by 6 ins., it will
therefore usually be sufficient to secure
the panel to the front edge of the
baseboard with three or snore wood
screws, preferably countersunk flush

Fixing the Panel
First of all, then, place the panel
against the front edge of the base-

board on a flat surface, and vitli a
steel scriber scribe a hue on the back
of tise panel to represent the level of
the top surface of the baeeboard.
Then place the angle brackets in their
correct positions against this line and
mark the posithln for the drilling
centres of the holes for the fixing
screws. It is customary to drill and
countersink these holes and to usefl
fiat-headed 4 B.A. screws, but those
who object to the appearance of a
number of screwheads on the front of
the panel may adopt the alternative

LIO

ELvAr,oN

L

1.-

L

Fig.
Undesirable coupling effects
between rolls may be minimised by
placing them in. the positions shown
here.
which fitted into 'a "tray-type " box.
This method had certain disadvantages, chief .amongst which was the
fact that the valves were completely
exposed and consequently liable to
injury through accidental knocking,
etc. The rapid accumulation of dust
on the surface of the pauìel and the
components mounted thereon was
another factor which led set designers
to look for some more satisfactory
method of assembling a receiver.
A vertical panel was less likely to
harbour unwanted dust, and it was
obviously a distinct advantage to protèct the valves and other components
by enclosing them in a cabinet, so that
the American layout, comprising a
vertical panel and sliding baseboard
fitted into a cabinet, came into being.
This method has now been generally
adopted in this country a further iniie pro%islon O
ueing
plo%emen
hinged doois or a drop front to the
cabinet, so that the whole could be
completely enclosed, thus still further
protecting the panel from the bad
effects of light and the accumulation
of dust.

iP

1
-.

.

.

-

j

T1'

j

íj11

1

J

u

make sure there is adequate clearance between the
of the set to allow of vibration."
with the surface of the panel. When
though more difficult method of drillthe pane! is larger or has to support
ing blind holes and tapping them.
heavier
two
angle
components,
t. fl
OseS
brackets should be used, one at each
holes
These
should be drilled with
end.
r

n jaying out a

set,

valve and other parts

.
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great care so as to penetrate about
three-quarters of the thickness of the
panel from the back, and then carefully tapped. The ordinary type of
tapered tap is not of much use here,
except for starting, and a special tap
which is about the same thickness
throughout its length should be used.
Short screws are necessary, of course,
and these will probably have to be cut
with a hacksaw and carefully finished
with a file so as not to damage the
thread.

adequate clearance between the bulb
of each valve and other parts of the
set to allow a reasonable amount of
vibration without the risk of knocking
the bulb, since the glass may easily be
broken in this way.
The line you have previously scribed
on the back of the panel to indicate

containing na opening may be pro
behind which is screwed a
rectangular panel sufficiently large to
allow of an attractive and symmetrical
layout of the controls. An example
of this method of construction is
shown in the photograph on the preceding page.
vided,

Filing Ebonite
Often you will find that the panel
and the baseboard, when screwed
together, do not quite fit into the
cabinet. Ascertain carefully which of
the edges of panel or baseboard is preventing an easy fit, and then use a
fairly coarse file on the baseboard and
a smoothed file on the panel. Filing
the edge of an ebonite panel is rather
a tedious business, and if you have
to remove much ebonite I would
recommend you to try scraping the
edge with a penknife blade, holding
the blade firmly so that it is perpendicular to the edge. The ebonite can
be removed much more rapidly and
cleanly by this means. This tip will
be useful if you do not buy ynur panel
ready cut to size and have to square
it up and finish it yourself. To give
a dark finish to ebonite which lias
been treated in this way, just mb it
over with n rag dipped in methylated
spirits and smeared with a trace of
vaseline.

Fig. 2.-A coil should not be Axed co
that it has in its held a large mass of
metal. The position shown on the right
is. more satisfactory.
the level of the top surface f the
baseboard will serve as a guide in
mounting the panel components.
Make quite sure that no part of any
component overlaps below the line
before drilling the panel.

Terminal Strips

It

customary nowadays not to
have any terminals on the panel, but
to mount them on ebonito strips
attached to the hack edge of the baseboard. Corresponding holes are cut
in the back of the cabinet to make
room for these strips when the panel
and baseboard are pushed in. This
method certainly obviates the use of
untidy leads to the front of the et,
but makes the cabinet iather unsightly.
A scheme to be preferrd,
and one which u-as used in the " Riverside Four," described by the present
writer in the July issue of Modern
lVireless, is to mount the terminal
strip vertically on tite baseboard inside
the set with the aid of suitable brass
brackets.
The various battery leads
can then be bunched together and
brought out through a small hob in
the cabinet at som convenient point.
With such an arrangement you will
find the combined battery and loudspeaker leads sold by many makers
very useful.

Mounting Components
If you follow a published design, you

will have no difficulty in assembling
and mounting the components on the

This method of arranging the terminals
only involves the drilling of one hole for
the leads instead of cutting a wide slot
in the cabinet.
Wood screws are used to fix the
brackets to the baseboard.
When you have completed this job,
see that the panel and baseboard slide
easily into the cabinet. It is always
a wise plan to order the baseboard
one-eighth of an inch shorter than the
panel, though most cabinet nianufactiueis now allow this margin. Tho
width of the baseboard should be equal
to the total depth of the cabinet front
the front of the panel minus the panel
thickness, one-eighth of an inch being
deducted front this to allow for easy
fitting. In general, the width of the
baseboard will be approximately equal
to the panel height, i.e., about 6 to
8 ins, in most car. This will usually
give adequate room for the components
on the baseboard.

Smaller Panels
I mentioned previously, it is
usual to mount only a few components
on the panel, and there is often an
unnecessarily large waste of ebonite.
To save the expense of an unduly large
panel and enhance the appearance of
the set, a polished wood fi'ont panel
As

panel and the baseboard. Every set
designer aims at a reasonable compactness, combined with adequate
spacing and nsy wiring facilities, and
in the case of Radio Press designs you
cannot do better than follow the layeut exactly.
In other cases arrange your components in such positions that the
wiring is fairly direct and vet not
unduly cramped. Designing the layset is- rather like putting
out of
together a jigsaw puzzle, and u-hen
an apparently satisfactory arrangement is arrived at, it must he tried
experimentally to see that it is quite
satisfactory.

a

All coils, H.F. trajisformners, L.F.
transformers, L.F. chokes, etc., must
be placed in such positions 'that the
risk of interaction is minimised. Also
do not place any large metal parts,
such as variable condensers or transformers, in positions where the field
Single-layer
of a coil is strongest.
and most multi-layer coils hayo their
strongest fields at tite ends of the axis
passing through the centre perpendicular to the plane of tise winding.

Hints on Soldering
You will meet with very little success
in the construction of a modern receiver until you acquire a certain
amount of kill in the uso of the soldering iron. Many components are fitted
only with soldering tags, so that conOther
nections must be soldered.

components have terminals and some'
are equipped with both.
The terminaIs are exceedingly useful for
rough experimental and " hook-up
work, but the more permanent soldered

Additional Precauons
If you are using one of tite many
types of anti-shock valve holders, as
you probably w.ill, make sure there is
1027
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CONSTRUCTING A RECEIVER-conthiueci
connections are best for a finished

instrument.

There is nothing difficult about
soldering, provided that a few elementary principles are mastered and that
you follow instructions carefully.

Equipment You Will Need
First purchase a good soldering bit

from a reputable tinsmith. I have a
bit in my possession with which good
soldering is impossible. I have often
tried to master the idiosyncrasies of
this bit and " tame " it, but without
success. I can only conclude that the
copper is of very poor quality, otherwise it would be an easy matter to
tin it and use it successfully
Obtain also a tin of " Fluxite" or
other good soldering paste, some fine
emery cloth, an old, fairly smooth ñle,
and a stick of good solder. Purchase
the solder froni a plumber and prefer
the solid sticks to the thin, hollow
ones of f anoy material, for whieh you
will hsve t'o pay' about ten times too
much.
Keep Everything Clean
You are nw in possession of all the
material equipment you require; the
poession of a normal amount of

non-luminous gas or spirit flame, which
does not deposit soot. Allow it to
remain until the edges of the flame
become tinged with green.
Then
remove it and rapidly brighten and
smooth the surfaces with tise file. Replace it for about ten seconds in the
flame and then dip the end momentarily into the flux and immediately
apply it to a piece of solder placed in
a clean tin lid. If you have followed
these instructions you will find the
solder runs all over the tip of the
bit, covering it for about half-an-inch.
After removing -the bit from the
§older, rub it rapidly with the emery
cloth. The whole tinned surface will
then become as bright and clean as
new silver, and the " iron " is ready
fov use.

Wiring a Receiver
Next proceed to clean with emery
cloth The surfaces to be soldered, and
apply with a clean rnatchstiek just a
small 'trace of flux, just sufficient
merely to smear the surfaces. Then
place the iron back in the flame so
that the flame does not touch the
tinned portiop, until the green tinge
appears again; dip the bit momentarily
into the flux and apply to the solder.

AERIAL TO EARTH

ARRANGEMENT

aerial and earth
nr HEoften
provided with

leads are
spade terminais which in turn connect to
the receiver, and with this arrangement an aerial-earth switch is usually
employed.
A very convenient indoor arrangement for effecting the aerial to earth
connection when the receiver is not
in use and also for making the necessary connections when signals are to
be received is shown below, plugs and
sockets being used in lieu of termjnals.

J[

The Arrangement
First remove the existing terminali
upon the receiver which are intended
\IAERIAL

-5-Jj

common sense complets the outfit.

cannot imagine two metal surfaces
fusing in a solid, mechanically strong
and electrically sound contact if each
'is covered with a coating of dirt and
grease, so do not try to coerce thorn
into doing so with the aid of a soldering iron covered with dirty scale and
copper oxide, aided and abetted by an
eightpenny tin of' "Fluxite." This is
an excellent material and helps a lot,
but if you plaster it on it will not
help you to achieve what is practically
1You

impossible.
Tinning the Iron

Thus the first essential of good
soldering is cleanliness. Clean soldering bit, clean surfaces, clean flux, and
clean solder; it is easy if you use a
file and a piece of emery cloth. First,
then, heat the bit, preferably in a

H

or "blob" of molten solder
will adhere to the end of the bit.
Apply the bit to the surfaces to be
soldered, and if tise instructions given
here have been exactly followed, they
will each become coatèd with a film of
A globule

4r''

-

EARTH

1.-

universäl

I

ma

(A)
The

/

5ocKrr
__J?JN

TO

appeal of broadcasting is shown
by the satislied
expression of
these listeners on
a Thames barge.

PANEl

\SOCKET

AERIAL

Fig.
With this device it is impossible to connect aerial and earth the
wrong way round.

for he aerial and eaith connections,
and in the place of the aerial terminal
assemble a standard socket, while in
the place of the earth terminal fix a
standard plug or pin. Now e.quij) the
aerial down lead with a. standard
plug or pin and the earth lead with a
standar4 socket, as shown at B in the
diagram. By this arrangement it is
thus impossible to connect hurriedly
the aerial where the earth should go
upon the receiver, or vice-versa.
The method of joining aerial to
earth is shown in the diagram at A,
the aerial down lead plug merely being
inserted into the earth lead socket.

-

H.B.

clean solder. Another partial heating
of the iron and the momentary application of a " blob " of solder will then
result in a good soldered joint.
After removing the bit from the
llame, it should take only a few seconds
fo complete the remaining operations,
and thus many previously prepared
surfaces may be soldered with one

THE

"SCREENED-COIL

THREE"
described in

"LODERN WIRELESS"

heating.

August Issue

An occasional rub over with the
emery cloth while the bit is hot will
keep it quite clean; hut as soon a the
solder or flux becomes dim-tv, discard t
for some clean material.
1ÛS

By J. H. Reyner,

fiSc. (lions.),

NOW ON SALE -
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LOUD-SPEAKER OR TELEPHONES?
¡mm

(Cn1,,.!,
.A0d
iUttfl4.tS

'I.

L

type, thus further economising
by reducing the initial cost aoci possible replicement bill.

Know This
Still a further disadvantage when
wearing telephones is that should
someone in the room be rustling a
newspaper in the brdinary manner of
turning over the pages, the noise experienced in the telephones is often
enough to disturb one's hearing to
such an extent as to obliterate a word
or two in, say, an announcement. Particularly is this so if the signals are
not too strong, as, for instance, in
crystal reception.

Screened from
tone-destroying
vibration

Unsociability
Notwithstanding these latter points,
the general feeling among listeners who
use loud-speakers, and, let it be said,
among many who do not, is that the
telephones are in no way comparable
with the loud-speaker, for the simple
reason that much of the sociability of
listening to a good radio programme
is lost. Visiting friends become mute
and stolid when wearing telephones,
whereas opinions on the items may be
expressed and discussed in the presence
of a loud-speaker with perfect freedom
ana comfort.

An Important Advantage
Of the advantages in using telephones there is that of confining the
programme merely to those who wish
to hear. That is to say, whereas with

-

flfl4

selves may. be of the 'f generalpur-

All

r'-cj
----

__:T

i

has much to commend it, for, in these
circumstances fewer valves need be
used, and those that are used need not
be run to their full limit. The matter
of H.T, voltage also effects an
economy, since nothing like the same
amount of available voltage is called
for, and similarly the valves them-

of telephones usually raises his voice
when speaking while "dressed " in
telephones. So long as everybody in
the room is similarly dressed, maybe
the raising of a speaker's voice is not
too irritating, but should there be also
someone in the room who is.not listening, then the added volume to the
natural voice becomes most unpleasant.

We

1srnno

JI

your valves in BenClearer Tone Valve
Holders and never again will
you be troubled with microphonic noises. Vibrationscaused
by footfalls, street trafik, and
the hundred and one other
inicrophonic disturbances will
be completely absorbed so that
ever reaches the fila-
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The remarkable efficiency of
the Clearer Tone Valve Holder
lies in tle following unique
features
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when inserting or removing

damaged

k
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deonts

2/9

T

move in

direction-par-

alle1, lateral. and vertical. Springs are
strong enough to
'float the heaviest
valve.
Metal work isin one
solid piece: no sol-

tight valves.

I

.4

/

s
a

ing

tag provided for
connex,ons.

jV
L
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-

I

L.

() Terminals and solder-

-

-

-

A

view in the generator room in the ' beam
station at Bodmin
Cornwall, Which, forms part of the Imperial Wireless system of
stations in process of erection in various parts of the country.

-îjT

'.

i

.

the loud-speaker everybody in the
room is compelled atT least to hear the
programme, whether they wish to
ten :r not, with tel:phone reception
those WVhO wish to hear it, without in
any way interfering with the occupation of others who°may be present.

THE "DAVLOW THREE"
j

N

the article on the
-

-

Daviow

in the August issue'of Task
COr-sTRUCTOR, tho reference numbers
for the blueprints of the front-ofpanel and wiring diagrams were madverten y orni te
V

Economy with Telephones

Those

ai-e

as

follow-s

panel diagram (Fig.
-

-

3,

blueprint No. C 1054
grain (Fig. 4, oit page

-Front-of-

on page

882),
dia-

wiring
883), blueprint

A;

Des,n

No. 714843

222086-3923 Ç' ------250431-1925;

_____________

.

f Regd.

Palm,' Nos.
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t1EARER1NE VALVE HOLDER
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rr d:rectfrom
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Tile Benjamin Batte,y Switch gives
ríect current contivl, 23.
each.

On the question of economy in fila-.
pient current, thQ use of telephones
No. C 105t B.
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DO YOU USE GRID
By

GEORGE

T.

BIAS?

KELSEY

-

He,e is a handy unit to attach to y

u»» set, suitab'e for applying separate
values of grid bias to two valves. A high-tension fuse to protect the
valves and a Filament on-and-off switch still further increase its usefulness.

T1..
»

A

»

instrumnt

Plug-In Connector

components

facilitate the connection of the
unit te the terminals o the receiver a
plug-in arrangement has been meerporated
length of ebonite equipped
with five valve pins, spaced to avoid
incorrect connection,, forms the
"plug," and to the left-hand side of
To

x

.Â

The grid battery is housed in the box,
the leads on the left being for connection to the receiver.

will require the following

-

One Ebonart panel; 6 in» x G in.
in. (Redfern's Rubber Wrk,

Ltd,)

One containing box for above panel.
Six Clix sockets and two Clix plugs
(Autoi-eyors, Ltd.).

I

flrHE

unit, about which a description is to follow, might almost 1)0
termed triple - purpose, for
although it is essentially a grid-bias
unit, two other devices have been incorporated. The first of these two is a
switch enabling the LT. battery to be
cut out of circuit when the receiver is
not required for use, and the second a
lamp in series with the H.P. negative
lead, which serves the useful purpose
J

.

t
t

of

fuse.

Why Use Grid-Bias?
Perhaps a few words at this juncturo upon the need for grid-bias may.
be helpful.

-

To obtain fidelity of reproduction
from
low-frequency
a
amplifier,
whether it consists of one or two'or
more stages, it is ñearly always essential that grid-bias should be employed.
Further, it follows thit good volume is
required if L.F stages aro being
enhployed, so that the drain upon the

(

__(L
'-- HT-

Fig.

j

Fig. 1.-The circuit arrangement
simple and straightforward.

supply may be heavy. Tle use
iii such an instonce will
bring abou% a reduced consunption of
H.T. current, so that the effetiye life
of the HT. battery will be longer than
would otherwise be the ease.

-

helpful in determining the points tO
which the sockets have to be connected
under the pend. It will be seen that
the grid-biaa battery positive is joined
direct to LT. negative on the unit,
and if the receiver is provided with a
terminal for G.B. poait.ive, no connection ieed be made to it.

is

gridbias

Why Not
I

I

I.

the base of the "plug."

Construction

For the convenience of readers the
front-of-panel drawing shown iii
Fig. 2 is ftilly dimensioned. If you
mark your panel on the underside,
remember that this drawing shouldbe
reversed. The dri1.ing of the panel,
and subsequently the mounting of the
components, can now be started.
The lanip-lìokler of a dicused flash
lamp was used for mounting the bulb

Build It?

From the foregoing the usefulness of
tue unit will beobvious, and those
who intend to construct such an

switch

Three terminals, type WO.
Five valve pins and five sockets.
Two flashlamp batteries
Glazite and flex for wiring.
.adjo Press panel transfers.
The panel, which is of standard size,
should he cut down to 5.} in x .5A
one of the i-in. sc-rap pieces forming

The Circuit Arrangement
Th cireuit arrangement is shown in
detail in Fig. 1. On the left of tuis
dracing may be seen five sockets
(marked " To Receiv ") and the apl)ropriate terminals to which they have
to be connected. This drawing will

be marked

One "Trix"
on-and-off
(E. J. Lever).
One flashlamp bulb.

sockets.

LI-S

H.'

out for drilling.

the unit panel are fitted the necessary

LT+

L.i+®-'

of

2.-From the dimensions given here the panel may

H.T.-Y-

I

j
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Do You Use
on the panel, and the method
cedure is shown in detail in
As an additional refinement,
dispense ivdth soldeving on to
I

L

Grid Bias ?-conlinued

while the six clix sockets are connected by flex to the six negative
tapping points; that is, one to each
cell, as shown in Fig. 3. It is a good
pian, when the necessary soldering to
contacts on the battery lina been done,

of pro-

Fig. 4
and to
the end
I

I

I

I

WIRING IN
WT,-terininal to lamp socket.
tip of lamp base to liT-socket.
LP. + terminal to one stde of switch.
other side of wItch to L.T.+ socket.
L.T-terisilnal to L.T -societ.
Ail the above are stiff wire connections. The
remainder are fieible
Join
Join
Join
Join
Join

s

2C

Join LT-terminai
first cell of battery,

WORDS

.

Join negative of first cell to 1 y. stud of switch.
Join negative or second cell-to -3v. stud.
Join negative of third cell to 44v, stud,
Join negative of fourth cell to 6v, stud.
Join negative of fifth cell to 7v. stud. Join negative of last cell to 0v. stud.
Attach ties !esls each carrying a Cus plug, to
to positive (carbon rod) of
sockets GB-1 and GB-2.

to melt some eancile wax and to pout
this all round and over the topa of the
cells.,
The few remaining eonnect.ions required to complete the unit call for
no, special comment, since they are
clearly shown in the wiring diagram.
When the wiring is finished, apply the
panel transfers and the unit will be

H

as a fuse, should the HT, be acci.
dentally placed across the Maincnts of
the valves. Depïte this precaution,
and owing te the extreme fineness of
sonic of the modern dull-emitter filaments, it canflot be guaranteed that

the lamp i-ill always burn out first.
It is, however, certainly worth while
incorporating such a device.
The
LAM.0

//3QNEL

-.

NADAOTER

ceifli$lete.
-

Using the Unit

The complete unit is now ready for
use, and should be stood next to the
rceivei' vitli which it is to be emplcyed. Conneet the five 'pins on the

6.B.8ATTEÑY

Fig. 3.-This diagram should be carefully followed when the cell connections
are being attached.

plug-in " strip to tho correct ter-

Fig. 4.-The lead on the right in this
diagram may be soldered direct to
the (amp as shown, or alternatively a
spring contact may be devised.
HT, positive leads are taken direct te
the HT. battery.

t.,

contact of the bulb; it is quite a
simple matter to arrange a spring contact. This, however, is- left to the
discretion of the reader.

(

Home Assembled Batteries
The 9-volt grid-bias battery (which
should be tapped at every 1 volts)

-

r

can ho purchased complete, or, as in
the unit described, can he assembled
from two 4-volt pocket flashlamp

batteries.
If two

flashlamp batteries are
chosen, proceed to strip off the outside
cardboard covering, and remove sufficient of the pitch to enable soldered
connections to be made to the contacts.
If care ha been exercised in stripping
off tIte cardboard and pitch, the eonnr-ctions between adjacent cella will
have remained, intact; consequently it
will only be necessary to join the nega
tive pole of one of the outside ce11s on
one battery to the positive of one of
the outside cells on the remaining

The simplicity of the constructional work required will-be apparent from
this photograph. Sufficient lengths of Rex should be attached to allow
the battery to rest on the bottom of the containing box.

battery.

minais ou the receiver prop.r, that is,
HT. negative to HT, negative, and so
ou. It will be noticed that provision
has been made for two G.B. negative
tappings,
if three L.F. stages are
to be used, slight modic«tions in the
constructional work will be neces.sary.

Connections
Now find a suitable cardboard box
to hold the six cells, and piace them
in position with a dry cardboard purtition in between each pair.
The
battery at this stage is sliotm in the
lower half of Fig. 3.
The positive contact of this 9-volt
bat'bery should be connected direct to
L.T. negative by means of flex wire,
-

bt

A Safety Measure
The lamp placed in series with the
HT, negative lead is intended to act

Conclusion

Perhaps a fitting conclusion will he
to quote a rule-of-thumb method of
determining approximately the correct
grid-bias to employ. Find out from
the side of the valve box, or from pa'ticulars contained therein; the. coi piification factor of the valve.
Divide
jirjce this nunrber into th H.P. volt-.
agé in use, and the answP.' will be
approximately cbrrect.
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SWITCHES AND SWITC
By H. DYSON
Sw,tches are obtainable in a variety of forms which may tend to
confuse the constructor who wants a switch to suit his needs.
Some of the principal types of switches and the main features in
their design are discussed in this article.

This type of change-over switch
finds numerous applications in
wireless circuits.
lui

lU!

IDIøOiUIDDDDIDIDDDIDDDøIlDID!UiDIDIDIDIDID

rlpHE

beginner in wireless construetional work is often advised to
-avoid the use of switches as far
as possible. In general this may be
taken-to be good advice, since the inclusion of switches in wireless circuits
usually involves a certain amount of
complication in the wiring, and this is
not desirable The incorporation in a
receiver of one or two switches, such
as those used for switching on and off
the low- and high-tension supplies,
need not as a matter of fact introduce
any very serious wiring complications,
provided that the switches are carefully placed -relative to the other components in the receiver.

Uses

of

which are to be ísed in the hih-frequency portions of a circuit, that is to
say, in the parts of the circuit which
carry high-frequency currents. The
wrong typo of switch in this latter
case may lead to losses in the-circuit,
rendering the performance of the receiver poor, or perhaps even prevent-

ing it from functioning properly at
all.
What is Wanted
Efficiency, then, is the first ntatter
needing attention iii the choice of suit-.
able switches.
Convenience is also
necessarily of importance, the main
purpose of the installation of switches
at all being to avoid the necessity for
the spending of time in making or
changing connections. There are
numerous types of switches available
to the constructor, and a- discussion
and comparison of some of these may
be of assistnnc to those who are
designing or building receivers.

Switches

So long as a sound mechanical and
electricaltype of switch is used for the
purposes mentioned, the question of
design does not require serious cohsideration. On the other hand,

switches for inclusion in the circuit
for the purpose of providing a means
of changing the number of valves in
use, or for changing parts of the cir-

:-

2'

An Efficient Method
method of switching, as distinct
a complete switch assembly,
which has much to commend it, espccially in the high-frequency parts of a
circuit, when the principal aim is
efficiency, is that which makes use of
plugs and sockets.
The sockets may
conveniently be mounted on the panel,
the plug or plugs being ittached to
flex leads, so that they can be inserted
into the sockets required. The disadvantage of this method of switching
is that it is rather clumsy.
Against
this however should be set the fact
that by suitable spacing of the sockets
on the panel the capacity between
them may be reduced to a very small
valuo, thus minimising one of the most
troublesome effects usually experienced
with switches.

cuit in a similar way, must be chosen
with more care, attention being paid
to the suitability of the switch for the
work which it is to perform.
This applies particularly to switches

Inherent Defects
In

switch of the type just
described, however, quite considerable
stray capacities may exist between
the blades, so that it is generally ad-

A

-sp

a

sound

i n

die

bearing and
a smoothr u nn

n

contact arm
are impor-

tant

in a

stud switch.

*

*

A

from

Greater Convenience

A typical multi - contact push - pull
switch. Only the knob and securing
nut appear on the front of the panel.

moved at once, develops the original
simple device into a switch which.
makes it possible to change a number
of independent parts of the circuit
with one movement.
be,

This method of switching is represented in a mechanically improved
form by the change-over switch with a
hinged blade making contact with
This type of
springy metal clips.
switch, which is illustrated in one of
the photographs, is well known and is
In its
capable of wide application.
simplest form it consists of the hinged
blade and a single clip, this constituting a switch suitable for opening or
The
closing any part of a circuit.
addition of extra blades, with clips
on each side of the hinges, and with a
bar of insulating material to link the
blades together so that they may all

=,

visable not to wire up even a doublepole change-over switch of this kind
in such a way that the two halves of
the switch are utilised for making
changes in parts of the circuit u hielt
carry high-frequency currents at
widely differing potentials.

Reducing Stray Capacity
Multi-pole change-over switches of
types which are designed in such a
uuty that the, capacity between the
various parts of the switch, and particularly between the adjacent contacts, shall be a minimum, are available in several forms.
The aim of
the designer of these switches is to
keep as small as possible the area of
the aljacent contacts, and usually
these are placed ja such n way that
they are "edge-on " to one another.
The constructor, in order to secure
the full advantage of this arrtngement, should see that the wiring to
the switch is disposed so as not to increase unduly the capacity between
the contact points. The wires should
therefore be arranged so that they do
not run parallel as they lead away
It will often be
from the switch.
necessary to lay out the receiver with
the switch as the most important point
of the design, and to place the remainder of the components in positions which will allow of a satisfactory
scheme of wiring.
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you'll find at
iteresting features of the great
One of the rn
Radio Exhibition, which opens at Olympia on
September the 4th, will be, without doubt, the
During the
reproduction of the 2 LO Studio.
run of the Exhibition, broadcasting will be done by
the B.B.C. from this studio, so that you may actually
your favourite artists before the microphone..

S
-

--

-

"Utility" Push-Pull Switch
of the push-pull type with the advantages of our well-known "Utility" switch.
Its extremely low capacity, smooth actio,,
and perfect contact ensure highest efficiency.
One hole fixing, two-pole change over.
A swLtcll

Price

" Utility "

4/6

Micro

-

Dial

handsome 4 Dial in which is Incorporated
Slow Motion. mechanisni for obtaining the
finest tuning of the Condenser. The Dial
itself gives coarse adjntment, the Knob fine
adjustment and the gear ratio is So-, The
movement is
limited and it can he turned
indefinitely. Backlash is entirely eliminated.
It can be fitted to all makes of Condensers.
A

-

ot

All lovers of wireless should set aside at least one
day for a visit. Each exhibit will have something
of interest for them-something new, distinctive
or novel. The great strike demonstrated the fact
quite plainly that wireless-simplified as it is-is
still the eighth wonder of the world. You cannot
afford to be absent from its first really c6mplete

-

OLYMPIA.

/

-.

For the first time in the history 0f British Radio it
has been possible to arrange an exhibition that will
be complete.
No British manufacturer of standing
will
be
represented,
so that within the New
but
Hall, Olympia, will be found everything that is
worth while in Radio.

-:

74

1SI1ND

National Radio Exhibition

5

-

-

7/6

Price

"Utility "Jack and Plug
jack designed o,, the same principles as
our weli-kn own "Utility' Switch an similar
to our Push-Pull Switch in size. Has many
advantages over the ordinary type of Jack on
account of it perfect rubbing contact and
Only one type made
low sèlf capacity.
which will coyer all needs.
A

l

ji

J

-

4

Prices

-

-

Jack 4/6, Plug 3/6

manflestation.

i

"Utility' 'Low Loss Condensers

-

Vernier Paitern.

THE NATIONAL

"

AD O'

n
-

'.

'rs4e,. ExHIBITION
/

.

-

S

Prices from
'

-

OLYMPIA

WILKINS &WRIGHT L-

r

KENYON ST.

-

-

In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIRELESS

t

BIRMINGHATI

(fltj.

I

-

13/-

Components and
Sec these
Utility
niaiy others of the famous Utility''
range al Stand 74-Or if you cannot get
Itere, ash for catalogue. Your local
dealer stocts Ulility" if he is a goahead ,nan,
,4sk him for tyrficnlars,

-

NEW HALL

/

This famous Utility" Component has beei
improved AU brass parts are nickel plated,
pigtail connection from moving plates,
terminals and soldering tags are fitted, and
the centre spindle rotates on ball bearings.
The \'mnier pattern is fitted with a MicroDial as illustrated above.

CONSTRUCTOR.
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Switches and Switching Methods-continued
Barrel Switches

type of switch which is compact
and convenient to use, when a number of switching opeia.tions are to be
combined in the one component, is the
barrel switch. The barrel switch is
capable of carrying a large number of
contacts, the movable contacts being
spaced round the outside of an insulating cylinder.
These, on rotation
of the barrel, make contact with fixed
springy contacts suitably arranged.
This type of switch is not in very
common use in this country, at ally
rate not in its more complicated
forms, though various forms of it are
to be found employed as change-over
switches in sone of the small combined
transmitters and receivers used by the
Services.
Economy in Space
It is usual to mount the switches on
the pne1 of a receiver, so that they
may he as handy as possible in operation. At the same time, economy in
the panel space taken up by n component is nearly always desirable.
For this reason, among others, the
push-pùll " type of switch has been
evolved. The push-pull switch consists
essentially of an insulating rod carry-.
ing one or more metal contacts,
usually in the form of metal rings.
A

Other individually insulated contacts
projecting from the body of the switch
is so placed that the eontaçt between
them and the rings is made or broken
when the knob of the switch is pushed

A detachable key for the main on-andoff switch enables the owner to be in
complete control of the operation of
his receiver.
in or pulled out. By suitnble arrangement and connectioa of the contacts,
a number of oerntions may be performed by the one switch.
These
switches may readily he constructed to
have low self-capacity values between
tise contacts.
Stud

their receivers may incorporate
them in the" Elstree Six," we
announce the introduction of
.0005 J.B. lowloss
twin condensar.

'-

The design adheres to the type
bere illustrated (.02 ohms loss
at a million cycles certified
by the M.P.C.) lu addition t0
tile other essential features
which characterise the J.B. to
give the utmost
tuning efficiency.

1.

st-

iI

all

i

ÇC'It.
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.
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/
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-
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Dealers
¡.8.

LOSS

.

.00025

0003

.
-

000l

-

[Pot.

-

CO., LTD.,

FINSTON MANUFACTURING

Pa,-,,I

LOSS.

VERNIER
(50 10 1).
17)61
005.
00075 - 16/2
-

-

cases giving great mechanical strength,
without impairing their efficiency.
The coils have been so constructed that
centres are always in alignment when
two or more are used, thereby securing
maximum results front their magnetic neid.
Ali connections are soldered, so as to give constant
electrical continuity throughout.
A loose plug io provided so that the winding of the
coils-can be reversed If so desired.
Prices -25, 55, o, 2/6 each; 5o, 60, 3f- èach; y, loo
Iso, 3/6 each; 175, 200, 4- each 250, 300, 4/6 each.

45, HORSEFERRY ROAD, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.1.

LOW

J. D.

GEARED

Are totally enclosed in inoulded Bakelite

.

Llj2 :

Obtain-

SUPER COiLS

.

.

\

able
from

0005
0Û03

is desirable to keep meddling hands
from interfering with the receiver.
This takes the form of a detachable
key, without which the switch cannot
be operated; one of these switches is
illustrated on this page.

it

Switches

JIll

LOW

of a simple device which is useful when

For coil tapping and similar uses the

FOR
SPECIFICALLY
DESIGNED
BUILDERS OF THE "ELSTREE SIX"
So that the countless expetimantees who invariably prefer
to use J.B. Condensers in all

stud switch is a convenient type. Tho
spindle and contact arm of a stud
switch are illustrated in one of the
photographs accompanying this article.
The bearing of the spindle is an ithportant part of the switch, since an
easy running yet steady bearing will
contribute largely to freedom from
trouble in the switch. Care has to ho
taken, .too, that the heads of the studs
present a smooth and level surface for
the passage of the contact erm. To
avoid the presence of undesirable
capacity between the studsit is advis.able to usè one nut only to secure each
stud in the panel, and to solder the
connections to the ends of the studs.
An even better method is to tap holes
in the panel and to screw the studs
in position, so toat there is tne wiaes
possible clearance between them.
A SaEety Device
The simplest type of on-and-off
switch, such ss is used for switching
on and off the filament current for
tise valves, lends itself to the addition

15f-

00l
-00075

-

0003

-

I

.0003

13/6

-

100025

toues

1313
13f12/-

I-soul.

13f-1
11/9

-

-

10f 6
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.

S/s
-

-
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8I3

ULTRA LOW LOSS

No.

Straight Line Frequency

246009].

Condenser.

Pat. Nos.

241805 and
246009

i.

Cone Besrings, Braced Vane,. Positive
Callector. A'Reol Precision job.
Condenser sn/y .00031-SF.-.0005NF.

with plais Dia)
Dia. Shaft.
Slandard

Conda'mser

J.B. low loss Twin Condenser for the " Et8tree Six "
.0005

mf d.

21/- each;

£4

for

the set of four.
I

I

I
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Smooth movement "the best English fixed
'

The principal features of the "Cosmos" Riament
Rheostat are its sturdy construction and reliable,
smooth movement.
he contact arm cannot easily
be damaged, having its movement on the inner aide
a porcelain bobbin, which carres the windirsgs.
Other pleasing features of this Precision Rheostat are
the handsome knob and dial, ONE HOLE fliiflg,
and the small space it OCCUpieS.

i

i

Made in four types, two of which are double
wound for DULL orJ3RIGJIT Valves 00d on
a Potentiometer, the prices are as foiows-

I

i

condenser in the Country

Ohms

Single Wound
Double ,.
Double ,,
Potentiouseter

6'O

Current

PRI

i

--

20
34

,

'4
'2

300

-

,,
,,

4
5
5

d.

6
0
0

fA

T

-------------

0002
0305
1

-

l'O amp.

'01)03

,,

(with clip for grid leak)

......

"COSMOS" GRID LEAKS

O

I

I

I

I

I

I

1/lo
2/8

-01

4,

st

319

are uniform

and permanent

.,....
Ask for çopy of the "Cosmos" components Leaflet.
6

I

116
1/6
1j6
1/8
1/8

'

001

t

I

are as follows

I

Description

i

Such is the opinion of a London Wireless firm after
subjecting the "Cosmos Permacon to a rigid test
for insulation and capacity.
The "Cosmos" Permacon is an ideal fixed condenser, being light in weight, of guaranteed accurate
capaty, and having the lowest possible losses.
The dielectric is mica and each condenser is tested
at 500 volts dwing inspection.
Nickel plated cases
give them a particularly 'nest appearance. Prices

1,2 and 3 megohms

'each 1/6

-

J

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD.
(Proprietors Metropolitan-Vickers
Electrical Co., Ltd.),

Metro-Vick

House, 145, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

i
;

..PAbI0C0MPONENTS

1n

4

ïeplyngo adv'evtisers,

pleflse mention THE WRELESSCONSTRUCTO.
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"Quality
from

music

ng

-

distant

stations by following this design

L'.

j/

URE mu'sical reproduction is obtainable from many
chstant stations in addition to that from the local
station by carefully following Mr. John W. Barber's
instructions in the construction and operation of this
receiver. Although incorporating many points in design
favoured by the experimenter, the "Quality Five"
makes a very suitable family receiver.
s this list oF principal costents
shows, this issue of MoDERN.
For the convenience of those who reside in close
WIRELESS contains somethine
of interest to everyone,
proximity to their local station the wavetrap is included
as an integral part of the set. Three stages of resistance
The "Quoiitp
ve."
By Johu W.
capacity couple the low-frequency amphfying valvesThe "AU-Europe" Buperhetrrodyee.
By Ptn,y W. H,,rS, M.LRI.
tne
valve oeing neutralise
Remioieeeneee ut u Pre-Bruadeust Listeuer.

:

.

I

I

-

yur"s'rju'.

By O. P. KeedoU, 5.5e.
Neutraheiog Puoi, und i1laoje,.

4
.

Pioeu

oi

AMIES.

Sbort-WaveTraoam,mienUnderDtMColtie,.
Balluetlog Reujetor, tot Piiomeot Control.
tJue Steif of 10e R,dfP,,SS Lelo,,ter-1,0,.

Ç
'

'

Ç

1'

A

Novel

S

eoi5t1.

J. H. Steuer-, 58e.

r.

AUÓSOOC,

';1y1

s

to

The
,

AUGUST ISSUE
Now on

Sale

One Shilling
i

:

-:
.

*
-

important components as suitable valves for the different

AMIBE,

Remember
A

I

-:

i

Vital Problems in Seperhelerodyos Design.

o.

I

.

i

r
i-urtner interesting notes appear upon the Elstree
Six," containing helpful suggestions regarding such

"Chioge-Over" Cryotal set.

Ho'?t'U,e

I

i

.

Further Dorelopmenhi ut Bistre..

R
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Mr. Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., writes in the August
f
mnts upon tne operation or tne e,
issue rurtner
Europe" Superheterodyne, the full and first description
of which appeared in the previous number. Details are
:given in this second article concerning the use of various
Superheterodyne Intermediate Transformers with but
L
iittte atteration to tne
iayout.
I

"Ei,tree 5,.»

Bistre,', Fume Eutendi

L\*yo°

i

.
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The "Hotidup Two."
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copy
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BUSH HOUSE, STRAND,
LONDON W C 2

to-day

Bookstatts,or direct from
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Canada & Newfoundland).
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Read about the Phenomenal Success of the "ELSTREE. SIX"
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Tags and Terminals
I,

ESSRS. EASTICK & SONS have
submitted to us for test and
report a number of their spade pin
tags, plugs, sockets and terminals.
The terminals are of a special type,
enabling either pin type or spade tags
to be utilised. They have a coloured
indicating disc on the top, which not
only shows the polarity but the funetoiì of the terminal. A 2 B.A. clearance hole is required for mounting

T
.

Messrs. Eastick & Sons' tags and terminais are available in several different forms.
these terminals, while the end of the
shank is split, which enabjes wires to
be fixed to the terminal without the
necessity for soldering, a lock nut
being all that is required.
The spade and pin tags are intended
for finishing off flexible leads, these
being soldered into hollow metal
shanks. One of the spade tags is provided with a small spring chuck, by
means of which leads may be gripped,
and so obviating the necessity for
actual soldering.
The plugs and sockets are provided
with coloured insulating sleeves, and a
special fitting is also supplied, consisting of two plugs linked together by
means of a short strip of insulating
material. The sanie method is employed to hohl two sockets together,
both pins and sockets being provided
with coloured insulating bushes or
sleeves of different colours, thus
enabling the plugs to be inserted into
the socketh having the correct polarity.
All these components are highly

Wireless Constritctor" at our Elstree Laboratories.

finished, and can .be recommended as
being of use tothe amateur.

High-Tension Accumulator
THE
TUNGSTONE
1AÍESSRS.
1[.
AcCUMuLATOR CO., LTD.,
have sent to us one of their standard
6O-v'olt
3-ampere-hour high-tension
batterie.s. This battery is contained
in a polished teak box. Considering
the capacity of this accumulator, it
is not only reasonable in its dimensions, but also in ith weight. The size
of the container is 5 in. high, 9+ in.
wide and 12 in. long, while the weight
of the complete battery with ac'd is
just under 26 lb.
The battery is sent out with its first
charge, but in a dry condition; On
receipt the battery was filled wïtl
acid, and given a further charge, and
then left to stand for two months,
after which' the voltage was found to
be 63 volts, It was then put into use,
from it.
- and a heavy current taken
and it was also short-circuited on
several occasions. It was then kept in
use for about two months, current
being taken from it at rates varying
from 12 to 30 inilliamps. At the end
of this period it showed a voltage of
53 volts overall, and even then dit not
show any serious voltage drop when

under load.

This battery is of robust construction and reliable in use, while a great
convenience is afforded by the provision of inter-cell toppings, by means
of which it can be tapped off-every
2 völts. Further, a perforated insulating sheet which slides into two
grooves above the cells is marked with
the voltage of each tapping.

"Excelsior" Valve Holder
THE
EXCELSIOR
A1ESSRS.
MOTOR CO. have sent us for
test and report one of their Excelsior

-'--

valve holders.
This instrument consists of an insulat'ig shell having a flanke by means
of which the component may be
mounted. The valve sockets are coniposed of bent strips of metal, which
press tightly against the outside of
the valve legs. The construction of the
holder eliminates t1i presnce of any
solid dielectric between the valve legs,
so that the capacity of the valve holler
is reduced to an absolute minimum.
The bent metal strips which form the
valve sockets are continued through
1037

f

the moulded material of the holder so
as to form Imig soldering tags.
Three nuts and bolts are proviled
for fixing this holder to the pinel, but
it may be mounted on the hasehard
if desired.
It was found on test that the method
of construction of this välve holder
ensured a very easy fit for the valve,
while at the same time the sprin
tension of the socket ensured a goo
electrical contact with each leg. In

Low self-capacity is

"Excelsior"

a feature 'of the
valve holder.

soldering connections to the tags these
are sufficiently long to render it almost
impossible to do any damage to the
moulded material through heating.
This valve holder appears to be particularly efficient from an electrical
point of view. It is also quite satisfactory for general use, except that i
would not appear to be advisable to
use the valve holder vertically so that
the valve is in a horizontal position,
since it might then he possible for the
valve to he shaken from its holder by
vibration.
This valve holder can, be recommended for gneral' experimental and
constructional work.
L.T. Accumulator

*

-

AÍESSRS. THE HART ACCJJMULATOR CO., LTD., have sent
us one of their " Enduro " accumuinters for test and report.
This
accumulator is contained in a stoutglass, case, the glass top being sealed
in by means of pitch. Two heavily
insulated terminals are provided for
making connections, the polarity of
these being indicated.
This accumulator was given a
thorough charge until gas was being
freely evolved from both sets of plates,
and on examination the colours of
these plates were found t'o be exceed-
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Apparatus Tested-continued
supplied, which cover the wavelength
bands between 70 and 2,000 mettes,

ingly satisfactory. The accumulator
was theii discharged at a rate of i
ampere, and, though the capacity of
this accumulator was only given as 10
actual ampere-hours, a total capacity
in excess of this was obaíned. At the
end of 22 hours the rate of discharge
had dropped to .23 amps.; the colour
of the plates, however, showed the
cell to be in good condition.
Ample space is provided below the
plates for the reception of any sediment which may flake away from the
plates, while the accumulator is exceetlingly well constructed, though perhaps, in view of its capacity, it is a
trifle on the bulky side. This accumulator can be thoroughly recommended-where a robust .battery of low
capacity is required.

TUNiS
Ap 4r

L.

I

fh e Cantoph o n e Tuner

was
tune
from 220 to
750 metres
No.

I

I

2

found to

I

approximately.
I

Cantophone Tuner

-

metres. Further, a direct calibration
scale is provided for use with a par-'
ticular make of variable condenser.
If a different make is used, of course,
the calibration does not quite hold,
although it is fairly approximate.
When placed on. test in the aerial.
circuit it was founU that the tuning
range of this component was approximately from 220 to 750 metres, while
the reaction control was found to be
perfectly smooth when correct values
of H.T. and LT. were employed. The
signal strength from distant stations
was found to be normal, while a
satisfactory degree of selectivity was
obtained in view of the fact that no
stage of H.F. was employed.
The instrument is well finished and
robustly constructed. It is intended
for mounting behind the panel, and it
is only necessary to drill one hole for
the reaction control. Connections aro
made to the tuner portion of the
instrument by means of soldering tags,
while two flexible leads finished with
metal eyelets are provided for the
connections to the reaction coil. This
instrument can be recommended foi'

P45OPHO
P

I

ESSRS. THE CANTOPHONE
WIRELESS CO. have sent us
for test and report one of their tuners.
The design of this instrument is novel
in that the tuner unit comprises n
reaction control in each case, the whle
being interchangeabJ9 so as to cover
various ranges. Three ranges ave
Ar

-supreme

I

-

I

I

'

.

.

-

j

the one actually submitted for test,
being No. 2, which covers 220 to 780

use.
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Apparatus Tested-continued
Combined Earthing Switch and
Lead-In Tube
earthing switch and lead-in tube
which is nianufectured by Messrs. J.

'ATE have received
'7

a combined

'7

Webb, of 35, Claremont Grove, Dids-

bury, Manchester.
The switch is operated froni inside
the house, a diagram showing the
necessary connections being printed on
the carton containing the combined

The switch of Messrs. J. Webb's earth¿ng switch and lead-in tube is operated

from inside the house; the tube being
mounted in a hole in the window frame.
instruineiit. The accessory is fairly
simple to fix, it being, of course, necessary to make a hole in the window
frame to lead into the house.
The component submitted consists
,of a length of brass rol covered by
insulating material. About a quarter
of the way down the tube is a round
flange of metal, by means of which this
tube is screwed into position. One end
carries a siate covering as a means or
insulation, and under this the arrangement for earthing the aerial is provided for, so that when the knob is
pulled outwards the outside aerial is
connected direct to earth outside the
house. This is dono by means of a
brass collar fitting into a brass socket,
thus making a direct connection to
earth, at the same time shortcircuiting the braswork carrying the aerial
terminal to the set.
The component is well maniÇfactured
and can be strongly recommended.

charging for 20 minutes at 6 amps. the
voltage rose to 2.1 and 2.2 volts respectively.
On discharge at 6 amps. both accumulators went down in 20 minutes so
that there appeared to he no improvenient brought about by the electrolyte.
Both
aecumulators were
then
charged at 4 amps. br 7 hours. At
the end- of that time they were diacharged at the rate of 3.8 amps. One
accumulator was found to last 5 hours
and the other 6 hours. Both acumulators were then given a full charge,
and were found to behave as if fully
restored. The reduction of the sulphating was also very evident.
Although the tests we have mnde
do not indicate that the liquid gives
a partial charge as claimed, yet it
would appear to be very useful as a
restorative for accumulators which
have been given up as hopeless.

"Smoothac" Helical Contact
NEW type of rheostat has recently
been placed on the market by
Messrs. A. W. Stapleton, of Lorrimore
Street, London, S.E.17.
This component consists M a piece
of polished ebonite rod, cylindrical in
shape, and wound round this rod is the
resistance wire. A rather ingenious
method of varying the, resistance is
incorporated in the component A
strip of No. 16 gauge wire is wound

-

\TE

-

'r

Absorbos may be Atted to the receiver
by removing th, hemisphere of Sorbo

rubber.

being (lone without . difficulty. Not
only does the resilience of th rubber
insulate the set from jars, but it also
enables the receiver to be stood upon
a polished surface without risk of
scratching it. These absorbers are a
novel and useful accessory and will,
no doubt, commend themselves to
many people.
-

Rheostat
j\JfESSRS. THE ORMONI)

ENGI-

NEERING CO. have submitted

AÏ

s

Shock Absorbers

have received a set of Absorboe
from Messrs. Eddystone for test
and report.
These acccssories, which are intended
to be fixed underneath a set 'so as to
protect it from shock and vibration,
are made in 1wo siaes. A half-sphere
of Sorbo rubber is carried in a small
metal cap which may be fixed to the
underside of the receiver by means of
a wood screw. One of these absorbers
is fixed to each corner, this operation

Rheostat

Accumulator Reviver
R. SKADDER lias submitted to
us for test at our Elatree Laboratories n saniple of a liquid for rewiving accumulators which have sulphated through over-loading or other
causes.
Two distinct claims are made for
the fluid %ubmitted: (1) That it will
revive spoilt accumulators so long as
the plates are not badly buckled or
shorted, and (2) that it will also serve
partly to charge an accumulator in
the sense that the charging current
need be passed for a much shorter time
if the liquid has been used me conjunction with complete replacement of
the ordinary acid.
Tw old 2-volt accumulators of 105ampere-hour capacity vere selected
which through considerable overload
on a motor starter had sulphated
badly. After the addition of the liquid
under test the voltage of these accumulators rose from almost zero to 0.8
volts and 1.4 volts respectively. After

r.

¡n the "Smootha:" h.Iical contact
rheostat the contact arm is Axed, variation of resistance being carried out by
rotating the bobbin.'

roinid the rod first, making one complete rotation in the whole length of
the rod. The actual resistance wire is
wound over this so that a smfll portion of every turn projects above the
remainder. A springy piece of metal
is provided for making contact as the
bobbin is rotated, and thus the necessary variation in the resistance can be
obtained. Two terminals are provided
for making connection, and it is fitted
with a well-maufactured knob and
dial which are pleasiñg in appearance.
When tested at Eistree at full resistance it was found to measure 34
ohms, and we can recommend this
component to our readers.

to us for ,-test two samples of thèir
No. 4 rheostat, one of 6 ohms for
bright-emitter valves, and one of 30
ohms for dull-emitter vtilves.
The resistance elements of these
rheostats are wound on fibre formers
about 2 in. in diameter. A contact
arm which can be rotatd by means of
a moulded. knob provides the coarse

-

adjustment. A fine adjustment is also
provided by a subsidiary contact arm
which slides on a single turn of resistance wire wound on a small insulating

former within the larger former.
Terminals and soldering tags are
provided for this rheostat, together
with a pointer.
-It was found on tests that the
resistances of these rheostats were of
approximately the rated values.namely, 6 ohms and 30 ohms. On
passing current through them, it was
found that timo dull-emitter rheostat
of the larger resistance would pass .2
an ampere without undue heating,
but .8 of an ampere made the brightemitter rheostat rather warm.
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"T P S" CIRCUITS FOR THE EXPERiMENTER
(continued from page 1013)

Cons tant'

direction can easily be carried out, and
will throw considerable light on the
action of the circuit.

Home-made Transformers
If it is not desired to use plug-in
coils, the two coils L. and L, may be
wound on a suitable ebonite tube. In
such cases about 30 turns of a 3-in.
former vill be found satisfactory for
each coil, for a first trial. Whe'i the
circuit is functioning properly, the
effect of reducing the value of tìe coil
L, may be tried, and it will usually
be found that the selectivity is improved by this alteration.

Wiic&wonnc&4node

R,esistctncc

A

-

RUE SIORY

After all-the truth will out. Briefly,
that's the story of the Varley Anode Resistance. We knew we had a perfectly
designed and constructed Component,
and our advertisements kept telling the
Public just the truth. Some believed,
but the large majoijty refused to be
open to conviction. And then little by
little the Varley found its place in sets
constructed by the scientitic research
laboratories of the leading Wireless
Journals, till eventually four of our
Resistances were used in the "Elstree
Six." What has been the result? Today everybody is talking about the
Varley, and already hundreds have listened to that wonderful purity of tone
obtainable only with this form of Intervalve Coupling. All we claimed for the
Varley Anode Resistance has been more
than justified by the results obtained.
The Varley-. Anode Resistances are noninductively wke-wcund on the famcu
Varley Bi-Dupk x system, with turns silk
separated, and we guarantee them to be
constant and absolutely unaffected by
atmospheric conditions. Perfect design,

perfect construction, that's the real
secret of the success of our Resistances.
60,000 80,000 and 100,000 ohms.

PRICE
PRICE
Visit

()

-.

7/6

-

6/-

(whoutCtis)

spondinly increased, in order that

-

the tuning of the circuit may remain
approximately the saine as it was
before. It will usually be found that
the value of L, may be reduced quite
considerably before the signal strength
begins to fall off, and the seletivity
will, of course, increase continuously
as this is done.
Good Signals
One of the advantages of this circuit
lies in the fact that the coil L,, which

A Further Step
The circuit shown in Fig. 3 is a
development which may be built up
after the best combination of coils and
valves has been determined with the
aid of the simpler Fig. 2.circuit.

Here, in order to obtain the full
from the first valve, the
inter-electrode capacity of this valve
has been neutralised by connecting a
small condenser between the grids of
the first and second valves. To understand the action of this connection it
is necessary to realise that the condenser O. is so large that it acts practically as a short circuit to the highfrequency currents.
efficiency

Neutralisation

The circuit then becomes in effect
a simple centre-tapped tuned-anode
arrangement, with the grid lead to the
second valve taken off from the opposite end to the usual. Obviously,
therefore, the points A and B are at
opposite high-frequency potentisls, so
that the feed back through the valve

capacity is neutaIised by that through

1.1.,

L.t.
-

I-

Fig. 3.-This circuit, a further development of that given in Fig. 2, incorporates a neutralised HF. valve and a reaction coupling coil L4.
the neutralising condenser, when this
is effectively in the anode circuit of
is properly adjusted.
the valve V1, can be reduced to quite
a small value without reducing the imReaction .
pedance too much, so that the amplification of the first valve (and eînseThis circuit is also provided with a
quently the signal strength) is not
reaction adjustment, by means of the
sacrificed in obtaining the selectivity.
coil L, which is coupled to L, in the
usual manner. In order to provide a
Valves
suitable path for the high-frequency
currents in the anode circuit of the
How far this can be done depends
detector valve, it is desirable to shunt
to a large extent on the valves in use.
the telephones with a small condenser,
The valve V, should be any suitable
The
shown in the diagram as C,.
detector valve, while that employed
value of this should be about .0001.
for tise first stage may be of a special
was mentioned previously, this
high-frequency type.
tvne of circuit possesses several advanThe higher the .imnedance of the
and will provide interesting
first va1v the greater vil1 be the selecmaterial for experiment. With the
tivity, when the correct value for L,
has been found. It is very interesting
aid of plug-in coils and a three-way
coil holder some very interesting and.
to try the effect of different types of
useful information may be obtainedr
valves iii the ûrst stage, and to corn-

Write for Leaflet.
Ot4r

Reducing the Primary
As the value of L, is reduced, the
number of turns on L, should be corre-

pare the signal strength in the various
cases when the best conditions have
been obtained. The- relative values of
L. and L, will require to be altered
considerably to suit different valves.
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A PORTABLE SET FOR THE HOLIDAYS

I

H.F. as weil as a wave-trap incorporated, selectivity and purity have

sets have always suffered rather cruel criticism by
those who have said of them, " 1f
that is a portable set, then my gramophone (or even piano) is also portable." There will always be a section
of the radio public that considers wireless and weight to be inseparable,
until they have seen and experimented with a set like "Plie Holiday
Two," which is described by Mr. John
Underdown in the August issue of
Modern Wirciess. This little set may
be cirried about with the greatest f
ease and is intende4 for use with
telephones, one high-frequency stage
and a detector being employed. Plie
set may be used either with a frame
or with a hastily-erected outdoor
aerial, and, since it is not intended
to give loud-speaker reproduction, it
does not need the heavy batteries
isnally associated with power 'mplification.

T) ORTABL,E
JE

-

i

really been combined in one set.
Mr. Percy W. Harris describes
some slight alterations which may be
mde to his " All-Europe Superhetero-

.

I.

Mr. W. Q. Kay, already wll known
as the designer of the
Davlow
Three " in last month's Wntsr.sss
OONSTR1JrOR.
This receiver incorporates some of the newest priuciples,
and is particularly selective, a

i

-

1

Visitors to the
ls tree Labor-

¿tories for one
of the many
d e m o n s t r aof
fions
the
" Elstree Six."

-

i

a

Pure Reproduction
-
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In the saine issue of Mode i-a ¡Vireless Mr. John W. Barber describes the
' Quality Five," a set which he has

dyne " which was described last
month, particularly the effects of
changing the intermediate frequency
transfoi-mi-s.
In the August 7 issue of 1Virless a
four-valve receiver is described by

designed for
pure reproduction.
Three resistance-coupled stages are
used, and, as there is one stage of

for long-distance reception and as a
loud-speaker set.

For EASY WIRING-UP and BEST RESULTS,

posuyivi1
NOBACKj

-

" Reinartz " detector following a
stage of tuned-anode HF. amplification. Two note-magnifiers are added,
so that the receiver is excellent both

-
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PILOT SYSTEM
THERE is no more sure way of building
your set than the "Pilot" way.
Briefly, it is lust this. We supply the
complete kit of parts, Cabinet añd Panel,
ready drilled and engraved. All you
have to do is to mount the parts on the
panel and solder up connections. But
"Pilot" Service does not end here, fck
you do nót get perfect
return your set to us. Our Service
Department will test it, and il the defect
is due to a faulty component, will replace
Incorrect
wiring
it without charge, If
is the cause, we will gladly rectify it at
a small charge. Why not build this
fine One-Valve Receiver under this
safe " Pilot" way?

........
......

ReinarsaCoil
I Lissen H.F. Choke
I Benjamin Antiphonic Valve Holder
Filunsent Rheostat
I Etherplus
Burne-Jones Tapped Trae Coil
i
I Dabilirr 2 meg. (seid Leak
Fixed Condenser, .0003 mIel
I Terminal Strip 4in. X 2 in complete
I

....

4

I

......
......

with 4 Terminals
Mark III Trrminols
SqoareTinned CopperWire,4 wooden
sapports for sub-panel, r.aews, etc,

"RedTriasg!e'EbonitePanrl,lOX7
..
X in.. drilled 00d engraved
Red Triando' Ebonite Sub-Panel.
x
7x5
jn.,

drilled.

I

i

........

Polished Mahogany
baseboard

g

Cabinet

*

Price 18/6

bookiot-.cle,ccjbing the Watmoi AUto'Cbo,e.

*
The WATMEL WIRELESS Co., Lt1tL,
332A,
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0
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P AYMENTS

1

6

5

8

0

8

0

0

3

5

i

O
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I

Reaton Moor.

We supply, by easy payments,
components, accessoraesandsets,
Any make, 10% down, balance
spread over one yeqr. Send list

Oat Lane, London E.C.2. 'Phone, City 1977.

NOT MAKE YOUR HOBBY
YOUR PROFESSION?

..-

LTD.

i14ó JIe/UZUCd
NEW

S

GOOD AS

-

B.P.s. and low eapaeitl
Mtntoeum DE. Current 0.15
amps when repaired.
ALL BEIGHT & DULL EM1T1F.RS
Listed at les, than 10/..

Eneepi Wren,

Sin,-After having

'tyrea).

seen several reports of the " Anglo-American Six"

\
P'

receiver in your journal, I thought
you would like to hear of the resulte
I obtain from my receiver.
First, I would like to say that this
receiver is by far the best I have coristructed, both for quality and disbance
of reception.
Tile stations I have received ere as
follows:-Àll the B.B.C. ¡nain stations, Radio Toulouse, Berne, HamRome,
buig, Munich, Munster,
Madrid, Ecole Superieur, Prague and
Vienna-thcee all at full strength on
n Baby Sterling loud-speaker.
On the 'phones I have had Stockholm, Milan, and meny other stations,
inducting most of the B.B.C. relay
stations, from several of which I have

SEIVIICE

THE splendid 56-page illustrated
"Pilot" Manual, containing full
constructional details for building ninny
fine sets, will be sent post free upon
receipt of sixpence in stamps. Write
for it to-day:

Co. Ltd.
PETO-SCOTT
Order and Showrooms:
Head
Office. Mail

77, City Road, LONDON, E.C.I.

_______

475

The Marine Wireless øervtee oliere goo.i
prospecta to Youtha' and Young Men 16 to 27.
Pra.poaa.. LONDON RADIO COLLEGE
Stafford Route, 92.3, B2gh Street, Breattord.

THE "ANCLO-AMERICAN

with

Brooche, -LON0ON--62. Nigh Holborn. W.O.1.
WALTHAMSTOW-230. Wood St. PL)MOlrTfl-4.
Bank a! England Pl. LIVERPOOL-4. Manchester St.

E.C.1.

of requirements to LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,

8

0

LONDON,

Apptg for

0

£5

Road,

Telephone:

WHY

9
3
6
6
6

0 2
0 17
2

*

0

2

0
0

*

Goswell

TelephOne: 7990. Clerkenweil.
Lancash ire and Cheshire RepeesmMflee:
Mr. 7. B. LEVEE,
23, - Hartley Street, Le,eashnlme, MANCHESTER.

0
0
0

ensurès satisfaction
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The Wotmel Auto. Choke ha, on o'tonl,bing p0.0 r ut
ampll5eatton. With Ito help, oven the qutetent ",togo
o,Ide "corneo through cicrly, ond for purity of ton,
It i, Unequalled by oup tren,fopmcr. l'ho rOeon
i, the potent gore orni epciolly botonced windiog,,
Completo with Condenoer en,!

The new Efesca
Variforni " LP.
transformer has a provision for
variable magnetic' coupling and an
interchangeable pÇiina ry winding..

poets le ordered.
Whea a eo,npiete kit
together with the pnfle), a Marconi itoyalty
at the rato of 12/O por volve i. paybla.

-

*

*

oC

IllLOT

Gives wonder ful volume
with full beauty of tone.

Elstree Six."

0
9
0 15

£1

r

Tite oIIinson Precision screw Co.
are now supplying special Dual Condensers suitable for use in the

d.
110 o

0

*

*

£ s.

0

'(

this

*

*

Here are the parts for the above Receiver
described in this issue

I Copen Shroud and Base

in

The W, G. Pye variable condenser
incorporates a slow-motion control
with a ratio of 200:1,

Build 'it the Pilot
way and be sure of
satisfaction

mId

elsewhere

The newest Oldhain H.P. accumulator costs bd, per volt, and is built
in units, "like an expanding bookcase."

Single Valve Receiver

......
........

:-appearing

*

A Screened Coil

2 Jackson Low Loss Geared Conden.
sers. .0005 mId
I Jackson Low Loss Condesser, .00u3

s

The Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.. have
recently published a new catalogue,
and will be pleased to forward it,
together with short leaflets on
"hort-wave Reception," the "Multicircuit Folder," and " Jack Switching

of Set Construction

-

H

short items are
'ir HEtakenfollowing
from
advertisements

will testify to the

r

NEWSIN

-

ADVERTISEMENTS

I

been unable to obta.in the eau signs.-.

t

Yours

Çç,,

CEARGE . . 5.
LTD., Dept. O., 1abor
tro,e.Wim bledon, S.W

PICKETTS CABINETS
For every Wireless Constructor.
From l6 to £5.
Lists (WC.) Free:

PICKETr5 CABINET WORKS, Hextey-Heath
to
GEIN'T'S safest
A
petrolgas lamp;

sell cheapest and
non - pumping
good income earned converting paraffin lamps into ¡so c.p. Titus Light.

TITUS, Kingston, BRIGHTON.
J.

ALL

a

I

.

J

.

-

VALVES

S'REE.

Radio Micro Special, 3 volt .06 ... 7f. each
Radio Micro Power, 3.5 voIt .3 ... 9/8 each
Radio M.R. .3, 3 volt .06, new type 0/. each

BATTERIES

Polo Guaranteed co volt, S volt tepines 719 each
Write for Trade List to
BIBROPSOATE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO., 180, Bithorogote. LONDON, E.C.2.

I

W.tford.
In replying to advertisers, please fnention THEWIRELESS

C

000DS SENT POST

e

faithfully,

SL'cNLEY PAPLETT.
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Professor
writes on

.L.

A. Hazeltine

f

"The Limits of Selectivity"
1

oN Tuesday, August

L

17th, a special number of WIRELESS
willbe published containing a striking article by the
famous American Inventor, Professor L. A. Hazeltine.

i

\ Every wireless enthusiast should read this informative article;
it will mark one of the milestones in the history of the
Nw wIRELEss.
This Special Neutrodyne num
'iii cthtan also two other
valuable articles, "What is Neutrait

by .H.Reyner, B.Sc.
jflg?
(Hons.),A.C.G.l., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E., and "Fauits)Neutrodyne

-

Receivers," by John Underdowii.

/

-

t

'
I

Mr. A. Johnson-Randall will give fuhr information for building
"A Four Valve Ten-Guinea Neuter ,ne," while G. JndaH,
B.Sc., will describe under the title of "Build Neutróaapter" how
to make a novel Neutrodyne Urit to precede any standard
Detector Valve Receiver.

4

1

The Neutrodyne will be the popular receiver for the future
-get to know more by reading about it in the special
issue of WIRELESS published on August 17th.

sure you
buy your copy.
help
It will
you to make
wireless a
greater pleasure

Obtainable from all
Newsage uts, Bookstalls and Booksellers, or direct from

Be

(

the

\

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR.

1043
*

/
i

-

-

.

-

H

/

13/- per annum
throughout t/zeworld.

In replying to advertisers, please.nention
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Publishers,

Radio Press, Ltd.,
Bush House, Strand,
London, W.C.s.
Subscription Rates,
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This coupon entitles the reader to one back-ofpaner blueprint of any set described in the above

I

issue, and must accompany each postal application,
f

1

i

on C.O.D. system.

muny
of one of our
I con sop lu, theij sec

Answers

This Coupon must be accompanied with a
2/6 P.O. and Stamped Addressed Envelope.
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